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The infamous Cal Arts Post-Studio Art Class set no assignments, didn’t care about grades, ignored the canon and operated without graduation requirements.1 "In the midst of the social club, people would bring their works".2 There were "as many curricula as students". Besides its interdisciplinarity, the most radical aspect of the Post-Studio Class was probably to understand art-making as an activity that might happen anywhere (especially outside the studio).

Nearly fifty years later, in 2017, when I joined the Studio Image in the new Art Major at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, I was – like most of my European academic colleagues – confronted with a structure based on ECTS points. That required me to define a detailed curriculum and write a syllabus, all within a strongly hierarchical academic system. At the same time, the setup of the four studios of the Art Major was not like the art classes I knew during my own student days. There were no master classes of the kind still found at traditional German art academies. So no "Leitolf class". Instead a team of three teachers who spend an entire semester with a group of around twelve students.

We teachers stumbled into this first semester of the new major together with the first cohort of students. We got to know each other as the semester progressed, continuously reorganising and reinventing our practices. The potential of this special structure could only be guessed at back then. We named the semester Fake for Real. It was exciting and exhausting for everyone involved (probably at different times) as well as unsettling and (hopefully) exhilarating: the teachers experimented, as did the students, developing new ideas, new works and new forms of mutual learning.

Our experiences during the first semester gave us an inkling of what Studio Image could be: a space with minimal hierarchies where images can be negotiated, where media, materials and approaches can be tried out without fear of failure, where the focus is on individual processes rather than striving to make students imitate their teacher’s style.

Our first excursion took us to the Farewell Photography exhibition.3 A section entitled No Image Is an Island investigated how sharing images changes their character and our relationship to them. The implications of social media, and of images proliferating at the touch of a button were central to Studio Image from the very beginning.

The ways photographic images are produced, distributed and utilised increasingly influence social and political discourses. Images affect how people see themselves, how they behave, what they buy. They are indexed on an enormous scale to train artificial intelligence systems. They play a key role in authoritarian regimes, and increasingly also in democratic societies. They are used for surveillance and control. They assist in manufacturing political majorities that can destabilise democratic societies (as we have seen with Brexit and in Trump’s America).

Every semester we – the graphic designer Giulia Cordin, the media theorist German Duarte and I as an artist – reinvent Studio Image as a space where we and our students can address issues that concern us all. Our discussions led us to our second semester, Violent Images, which dealt with the representation of violence and the violent potential of images themselves. Other semesters followed: ELIZA & Frankenstein, The End of the Global World?, More Than a 1000 Words? and Democracy in Distress? We present some of the outcomes in this publication.

By the 1990s, when I went to CalArts, John Baldessari was no longer teaching the

---


2 From oral history interviews with thirteen artists who trained at CalArts, in the exhibition We Kunst geschehen kann: Die frühen Jahre des CalArts, Kestner Gesellschaft, 2019.

Post-Studio Art Class. But the exchange he had initiated with the world outside the studio was still very much alive. The highlight of the week was Wednesday evening when international visiting artists presented their work. Meeting them was just as enriching for me as the seminars with Allan Sekula or Kaucyila Brook.

That concept resurfaces in Studio Image, where guests from a wide range of fields play a vital role. Edel Rodriguez, for example, told us how he makes his covers, which he designed for *Time Magazine*, available to anti-Trump protesters; Shinseungback Kimyonghun discussed how image recognition software can be tricked; Jana Müller confronted us with “little episodes of gruesomeness” in her studio in Berlin; and Rossella Biscotti, as a guest critic, dissected the students’ images and concepts. All of them taught us that looking at images means participating in, creating new thought processes.

Through experiencing different ways of talking about work, we learned how to think about it. We learned that listening to a multitude of often very different and sometimes opposing voices can help us shape our own positions and practices. By observing closely rather than merely reacting we can transcend our own limits. We might even develop counter-processes and envision alternatives to positions we believe to be certain. In addition to images and texts from student projects, this book therefore also includes materials from our guests.

For Baldessari “the space of the arts was the last bastion of true democracy”. And he demanded his students “make no more boring art”.

I feel very inspired by our experiences working with these young artists and hope to share with you a little of my enthusiasm.

---

Eva Leitolf

It’s nice to reconnect, Salvatore! We already had you as our guest at Studio Image to discuss your works with our students. We felt we shared many things in common, both in terms of practice and content, so we immediately thought of you for this conversation. It is going to be part of our publication *Shoot & Think*, which is on the one hand conceived as a platform for the student projects developed at Studio Image over the last five years. On the other hand, this publication encourages us – as Studio Image – to reflect on our teaching practice and engage in a wider discussion about what it means to negotiate images today within an academic institution. It’s wonderful that we can start this conversation with you, since you are also both an artist and a teacher at a rather new study programme.

German Duarte

I am curious: *Post-Photography*, the magazine of the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts to which you contributed, seems to deal less with the overused notion of the end of photography and more with contexts and conditions relating to the production of meaning after the end of traditional concepts of image-making. I would be very interested to hear how you introduce this discourse and how present the notion of the post-photographic age is in your teaching.

Salvatore Vitale

Well, it’s important to say that the title *Post-Photography* was deliberately slightly provocative, in the sense that there are many discourses claiming that we are already beyond post-photography, we are in the post-post-post era of photography, right? Our intent was to focus on contexts and understanding. How are images used to create narratives? What are the processes that change photography to make it an intermediate product, a starting point in a moment of transition. How can images be generated, sampled and recontextualised to help construct complex narratives. As storytellers, what do we need to build a story, making use of everything that is out there?

EL

Almost anyone – and now anything – can produce images. AI vision is generating new ways of producing and looking at images. Having been greatly influenced by Allan Sekula’s reflections on the politics of representation, questions concerning the political and social contextualisation of images (as well as their production and distribution) play a huge role in my teaching. When you are talking about methods of storytelling, how do you support students to realise those stories?

---

1 *Post-Photography, Magazin der Hochschule Luzern Design & Kunst*, no 10 (2021), edited by Wolfgang Brückle.
“Camera Arts” is very much based on the idea of post-photographic media. I teach Transmedia Storytelling. The ability to tell stories by drawing on multiple media, by splitting the story into different media and making the ends meet again, this complexity in the way we tell stories naturally requires the students to make use of different approaches to images. The output no longer happens within an exhibition in a white cube, but can be hosted by a YouTube channel or an Instagram account or a Twitch live stream.

From the very beginning our students are taught to do research, to make connections between their practice and what happens outside university. How can they contribute to discussions by building a position? We have students who work mainly with traditional photography, but we have many who use any sort of technical apparatus – CGI, AI, any kind of process that generates visuals. How do you work with your students in Studio Image?

EL We offer a rather open discursive framework as a team, as well as through our invited guests and field trips, through readings and a film programme, and we invite students to contribute and develop their personal practice. In “ELIZA & Frankenstein” for instance we were researching AI and operational images. In other semesters we explored “Violent Images” or worked with new forms of propaganda in “Democracy in Distress?”. More mature students sometimes join the Studio with urgent questions that might not be related to our semester theme. We are not only very open to wherever they take us, but aim to support them in developing their own practice with their own quality criteria. How do you work practically with your students?

SV I invite them to develop a common theme that they would like to work with over the year. All of them need to eventually agree on a shared topic that seems interesting to all of them. We had “Money” for instance, we had “Food”. Lately we worked with the “Narrative of the Anthropocene” and it was very surprising, because almost all of them developed projects that were reflecting more on communities, rather than, for instance, climate change. Since we are talking about a BA course, the students need tools to perform research. My role is very much about guiding them and pushing them outside their comfort zone. So, if you are doing a project on Twitch, why don’t you use all the features Twitch offers? You want to work with data, why don’t you experiment with data visualisation? Of course, there are years when there is not so much left of photography. But I think this is a trend we are seeing in many academies, photography classes, all around the world. I also lecture in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, and I see more and more students working with COI, working with video, as if photography is not enough anymore. And to me, this is an interesting question. Is photography enough? And to paraphrase Joanna Zylińska: Does photography have a future?

EL It seems that students do not care about the future of a certain medium but are happy to use and combine any medium. The ongoing discussion around the future of photography seems to me to be related to certain traditional photographic practices and discourses. The students themselves are already more advanced in their approach. The role of the fixed single shot is minor compared to practices of concretisation. Although the roots of my own artistic practice are in documentary photography, from the mid-90s I became increasingly dissatisfied with the inability of the photographic image to deal with complex issues. At CalArts I was introduced to the works and thoughts of Martha Rosler, Abigail Solomon-Godeau and others who were critically questioning photographic practices, especially documentary photography. One of my early solutions was to include more and more text, to question the narrative of the single image and make text an equal element, an equal medium.

We encourage students to explore and combine different formats: installations, photos, videos, performances. Their experiments are eventually reflected in a real or virtual space as well as in publications, from artist’s books to websites and posters. Photography is critically interrogated and returned to in different ways.

SV I come from documentary photography too, but I make a lot of use of fiction. The intersection between fact and fiction can engender a new understanding of the documentary. There are several artists working in this direction right now, like Max Pinkers with his speculative documentary, or Lisa Barnard. When we look at cinema this practice has been around for a long time. I have been reading this amazing book that just came out: Cinema Futuro by Simone Arcagni. He’s giving this historical overview of expanded cinema, and while I was reading it I couldn’t help comparing it to photography. How do you interpret this tendency of young practitioners to go more intermediate, to offer a different type of experience in the way you get to the content? Why do you think that more and more photography students are working with video for instance?

GD Our discussion brings me straight back to questions from my post-student days. I was trained in analogue film and graduated from a traditional film school. The year after my graduation that technology started to disappear. This experience made me very interested in the question of post-photographic technology, of the so-called “post-photographic era”. That is why I was interested in telematic art. As a result of this technological trend there is no longer a direct relationship between the object and its representation, which had been the essence of the photo-chemical process. Then I dealt with video, and logically with digital works and phenomena. And these experiences influence my understanding of why students might prefer moving images to still photography or to any type of single image. Indeed, the single fixed image has disappeared along with the technology that allowed us to create this fixed relationship with the represented object. In my opinion, the process of remediation involved in digital media represents a cognitive process and not just a media transformation on the level of generating content. In my teaching, I discuss the transition to digital coding and I find fascinating when the students notice that we are actually talking about an anthropological change, a cognitive change, and not just about a new way of dealing with photography for producing images. In fact, as I discuss with them, if we respect the word etymologically, we are not talking about images in the strict sense because they are no longer any form of shadow from an object. Visuals can be digital emanations that have no reference in the real world. I am convinced that the difficulties of developing complex narratives with a fixed...
image stem from this cognitive “mutation”. The single fixed image is not part of the cognitive process of this generation.

EL If we are thinking about transmedia being mainly associated with commercial and political contexts, it cannot be only about teaching students the tools. How can a transmedia practice become a critical, political and socially engaged art practice? Research, critical questioning and discussing as a group play a big role within our Studio. Yet confrontation and intense exchange with protagonists outside the university remain crucial. Felix Hoffmann introduced us to his curatorial decisions within the exhibition The Last Image at O/O Berlin, Jonas Staal taught us how to initiate a collective lawsuit against Facebook, and we are discussing with alumni how listening is connected to storytelling. I think it is important to give students enough space to experiment and fail. In the end it is about allowing them to develop their own criteria for quality as well as a personal thread throughout their projects. A specific visual language is rarely sufficient these days. The connecting element could consist in preferences for certain questions, methods or materials.

SV This is what I try to transmit to my students: You come up with an idea, you have an intuition, then you explore it, you research it. And then you find your position. And then you explore the best way to go through with it, which can be a compelling photography project made of still images, or it can be something different that lives on a different platform, different channels, different media. For me, the most important thing is to support them to reflect on what they really want to say. What is that position? And finding a position is always a political act.

GC This is a very important point: part of our job is to overcome the fascination with certain media, or the lack of knowledge about possible alternatives, to encourage experimentation and a critical expanded practice.

EL We are often confronted with very young students who come straight from high school, an institution that unfortunately often still works in the simple categories of success or failure. We offer the Studio as a safe space to discover a sense of inner urgency for what they are doing. For some of them this process is quite demanding. It’s about developing confidence and trusting their very own (artistic) processes.

GC With some of the students we establish long-term relationships. We keep in touch and are curious about how they continue to pursue their practice. Sometimes projects that started during Studio Image are taken further for the thesis. We invite alumni to talk to new students about their work. These are important moments for everyone: On the one hand you give value to what has been achieved over time and on the other hand there is a direct sharing of knowledge between students.

EL It is a mutual learning situation, for us too: If we didn’t have the chance to grow ourselves, how boring would teaching be? A large part of my teaching consists of encouraging students to look closely at visual material, including their own production. In schools, we have an incredible lack of training in analysing images and understanding how they change in different contexts. I always take away a lot myself from this shared practice of close observation. The discussions that follow are often quite surprising.

GC It is interesting to understand how much of our practice goes into teaching and vice versa. How, to some extent, teaching is part of our own practice. It happens all the time that things I encounter in my work enter into my discussions with students, as well as questions and discussions that arise in the classroom and need to be expanded and explored through my practice and research work. Above all, the work on publications has led me to write and work on the functioning of books. I mean apart from the content, how do they convey information that may be (apparently) unrelated to the text. I think in different ways this happens to all of us.

SV During one of the semesters we worked on a project about money. Together we were exploring so many different aspects concerning money and we were engaged in a big research effort. In the end the project became basically all about data – big data – as a new form of currency. And I learned so much from this project, working with the students. They created a very complex app and this way they created an opportunity for me to understand aspects of post-capitalist societies. I had to do a lot of research myself to become a productive interlocutor.

EL When I trained, genre distinctions were still regarded as crucial. The artist working with photography, the documentary photographer, the photojournalistic, the advertising photographer and so on. What I enjoy very much now is to be confronted with students who have no interest at all in those traditional classifications, which simply play no role in their work. It’s not only the technological aspects that can be liberating, but also that we are not stuck in those categories anymore. They really aren’t relevant any more.

GC It’s basically just market logic.

EL It was. There is no longer a market for documentary photography or photojournalism ...

SV If you want to be extreme, yeah, there is no market. And yes, categories are becoming more and more blurred. Fashion photographers doing documentary projects in a very exciting way.

EL These categories don’t seem to be helpful in teaching. For my lectures I draw examples from very many different sources. If you are talking about “Violent Images” for example, you can discuss crucial issues concerning the pain of others, as raised by Susan Sontag – from historical photographs like Roger Fenton’s “Valley of the Shadow of Death” from the Crimean War to Steven Meisel’s photo shoot “Make Love Not War” for Italian Vogue in 2009. It is about developing an expanded, critical gaze to interrogate changing contexts.
There are still programmes that make a distinction between fiction and documentary and students have to pick where to study fiction and where to study documentary. So, it’s not over yet. Nevertheless, I still believe that it’s very important to know the history of the medium. And I find it such a pity that in many academies history of photography – or even better, media history – is not even a course anymore. This generates a lot of problems, because you really need to understand history in order to formulate a certain type of understanding of the present, but also to frame possible futures. And I would like to speak more about the history of media rather than just photographs.

Talking about history of photography and media: What is the structure of the theory classes in your programme?

EL It might be helpful to understand the structure of our Studio. The three of us develop the framework for the semesters together. The student’s experience is not always clearly divided into practical and theoretical parts. This setup works very differently from a structure that you find within a traditional German academy for example. We have no “master classes” complemented by theory courses.

GD Our three modules – Photo/Video, Visual Communication and Media Theory – work at the same level. My background is in film editing, so I introduce the students to some theoretical notions, like montage theories, but always with the aim to connect those with their projects. As Eva said, we prepare the semester together. I don’t arrive with a set of theories for the semester topic, but we build the semester framework together, right from the beginning. That’s why I feel that I’m part of the practice of the Studio and the practice of the students. Of course, we have, and always need, some recurring subjects, but it’s more about building a shared terminology. McLuhan is a strong point of reference to start developing a common terminology with students for example.

GC In my case, too, I offer practical tools that tie back to the questions that arise in the main module and the theory module. Not all projects follow the same process, some start from a practical stimulus, others from a theoretical suggestion, but what is always inspiring is to work with each student to develop the most coherent way to give practical form to their thoughts. How does it work in your case?

EL And to re-combine, re-do, re-think ...

GD This brings us back to the idea that there is no difference between fiction and documentary. Both documentary and fictional narratives are just snapshots of very complex moments in a very complex, always social context. It’s important for me to discuss these narratives with the students as very particular moments of a larger complexity. I introduce them to the theories and works of Peter Watkins, who is an important figure for analysing and understanding
that there is not a well-defined division between documentary and fictional film, if there is any at all. All are just pictures – fictionalised realities of very complex social constructions – that deal with reality.

EL How does this approach change when we talk about the media handling of Trump, the pandemic or the climate crisis? Do recent experiences such as science denial and the proclamation of “alternative facts” affect this discussion? It seems we are just beginning to grasp what that might mean for the future of democratic societies.

We have touched on so many topics that are relevant for my teaching and my practice. There is Écal, The Hague, and then you have Dusseldorf academy, Lucerne and now Bozen. It’s exciting to discuss teaching images.

EL For us, as part of a young art major, networking is essential. I’m very glad that we had the chance to continue the conversation that began when you came and discussed your work with our students.

The conversation took place in September 2021.

“…in our age there is no such thing as ‘keeping out of politics’.” In The Frontiers of Art and Propaganda, George Orwell argues that all art is political. The “golden afternoon of the capitalist age” between 1890 and 1930, when “almost every European … lived in the tacit belief that civilisation would last forever” was over. Now, amidst the Second World War and the threat of fascism, a mere aesthetic interest in writing as an art form was unacceptable. This new political period, where “literature, even poetry, was mixed up with pamphleteering, did a great service to literary criticism, because it destroyed the illusion of pure aestheticism”. He argues “that propaganda in some form or other lurks in every book, that every work of art has a meaning and a purpose – a political, social and religious purpose – that our aesthetic judgements are always coloured by our prejudices and beliefs”. These experiences, he said, “debunked art for art’s sake”.

The Soviet Union in the 1930s supplies prominent historical examples of totalitarian propaganda in photography. One image originally showed Nikolai Yezhov, then head of the Soviet secret police, smiling beside Joseph Stalin on the Moskva-Volga Canal. Yezhov fell out of favour a few years later and was executed in 1940. To ensure he was forgotten, he was removed from the photo by analogue retouching.

Contemporary propaganda is no longer limited to the classical analogue channels: print, radio, television. Opinions are manufactured in seconds via personalised tweets and social media posts. Texts and images are published, disseminated and liked millions of times by highly organised interest groups, political think tanks and millions of individuals (whether Trump supporters, climate activists...
Twitter trends are picked up—with a slight delay—by traditional media, which often no longer have the resources to check the veracity of the message.

For Democracy in Distress? Manufacturing Majorities through New Forms of Propaganda, Studio Image invited students to explore the relationships between images, opinions, interpretations and authority. We examined propaganda methods such as fearmongering, oversimplification and falsification. These techniques stand in contrast to pluralistic discussions, which are ideally shaped and challenged by experiences, observations and evaluations in the context of a rational, fact-based discourse.

Referencing local and national issues, we explored how artistic processes can initiate, undermine and transform social, political and media discourses. One central question was how images are politicised and instrumentalised through their dissemination and contextualisation. How does our contemporary, image-heavy digital communication affect the formation of public opinion? Does today’s propaganda still require (state) organisation? We examined how artists play with (counter-)propaganda to re-contextualise our own susceptibility. Above all, we asked how we as artists can produce images that counter propaganda narratives. What does Orwell’s statement “All Art Is Propaganda” mean today?

In his text “Propaganda (Art) Struggle” our guest Jonas Staal states that: “Various performances of power each aim to construct reality according to their interests.” He therefore suggests using the term propaganda in the plural. Staal develops Noam Chomsky and Edward Herman’s elite propaganda model into a concept of “emancipatory propaganda” based on democratisation, grassroots mobilisation, public knowledge, transparency and collectivity.

The designer and artist Edel Rodríguez, who moved as a child from communist Cuba to the capitalist United States, told us about his growing interest in people-to-people communication. He hands out his stencil paintings at street protests. Initially produced for magazines like Time and Der Spiegel, activists repurpose Rodríguez’s motifs in contexts as disparate as fingernail art.

Christina Vieira-Barry examines the manipulative qualities of communication during the pandemic. Her video Please Return To Your Screens, shows her young protagonist making his “32nd attempt to escape Lockdown”. He hurries through empty streets, carefully avoiding police patrols, passing a poster demanding “Please Return To Your Screens”, and finally ending up in a dystopian trap with no apparent way out. The video is conceived as a “critical commentary on the censorship of reality through lockdown”.

Laora Kula explores personal migration histories in her video Convergent Lines. Her father and his brother both migrated from Albania to Italy, though at different times and under different circumstances. Kula herself moved to Italy as a child, and felt so well received that she doesn’t “even recall that very first day in the country”. She is well aware of her good fortune: “Many wish they could forget about their first day.”

Sophie Krause’s video work Le bambole addresses the male gaze of the film industry as an example of patriarchal propaganda. Using the format of an audition for a confession scene, Krause manages to connect her very personal reflections with the experiences of so many women. Her work raises important questions concerning the extent to which women internalise the male gaze and how they can regain control.

In an interview with Klat magazine Rossella Biscotti—who joined us online to discuss this semester’s projects as our guest critic—reflects on the propagandistic potential of moving images. Her work La cinematografia è l’arma più forte (2003–2007) takes up the slogan from Mussolini’s speech at the opening of the Cinecittà film studio in 1937. Biscotti’s works integrate documents, films and photographs to “explore the gap between history and its interpretation, between experience and its archiving”.

For more on the male gaze, see “Ways of Seeing” (1972), a four-part BBC television series written by John Berger.
Our reality is defined, in part, by a propaganda struggle. “Propaganda” here should not be understood as a singular term, since this propaganda struggle results from various competing propagandas in the plural. Various performances of power each aim to construct reality according to their respective sets of interests, resulting in overlapping claims that shape the arena of the contemporary.

What visual forms are taken by these manifold propagandas and the realities they aim to create? What kind of artistic morphologies and cultural narratives does the propaganda (art) struggle bring about?

1. A Specter Haunting Europe (and the World)

In late July 2018, Steve Bannon—former campaign manager and advisor to Donald Trump—announced the creation of a new Brussels-based foundation that will aim to become a right-wing “alternative” to George Soros’s Open Society Foundation. The new foundation, which Bannon has ominously titled “The Movement,” will offer polling, messaging, and data-based targeting services to the ultranationalist and alt-right parties and platforms that are trying to dismantle the European Union from within: from Geert Wilders’s Freedom Party in the Netherlands and Marine Le Pen’s National Rally (formerly National Front) in France, to The League in Italy and Alternative for Germany. Once again, a specter is haunting Europe—but this time, it’s the specter of what DiEM25 has termed the “Nationalist International.”

Bannon’s new organization can tell us a lot about the meaning of “propaganda” today. Essentially, propaganda can be defined as a performance of power, meaning that propaganda aims to enact infrastructures—political, economic, mass-media, and military—that shape reality according to a specific set of interests. Thus propaganda does not just aim to send a message; it aims to construct reality as such. This is what Noam Chomsky and Edward Herman, in their analysis of propaganda from the late eighties, defined as “manufacturing consent”: the process of establishing a narrative that conforms to specific interests of elite power. In this light, we can say that the Nationalist International is currently manufacturing consent both politically and culturally. The established conservative liberal parties of today speak like the extreme right of the nineties, yet this is considered the “normal” in comparison to the even more extreme standpoint of the extreme right of the extreme right. This is how propaganda works: what is considered as the norm is reestablished. A new reality is constructed through manufacturing consent, where what was once unacceptable is now standard.

There are two crucial components to propaganda. The first is control over infrastructures; the means through which society is organized. Propaganda succeeds when the performance of power operates—from the micro to the macro scale—to construct reality in a systematic and sustained way. The second component is control over collective narratives about where we come from, who we are, and who we will become—or in the case of the Nationalist International, who we are to become once more. Their narratives tend to take the shape of strange retro science fictions, referring to an aspirational past “greatness” that never existed in the first place. This narrative dimension of propaganda, however obscene, cannot be underestimated, as it mobilizes a collective imagination that legitimizes the construction of a new reality. This narrative and imaginative power of art are directly visible in the domain of film.

2. Bannon’s Cyclical Time

Steve Bannon himself is an example not only of a propagandist, but also a propaganda artist. His work has focused on developing both the infrastructures of the Nationalist International—of which The Movement is the most recent example—and the narratives that provide purpose and unity to a growing alt-right alliance.

Bannon’s work in the early nineties for Goldman Sachs was foundational for his organizational work as a propagandist, as it provided him with the tools to develop various venture-capitalist and political enterprises. His role as the CEO of the Zero Biosphere 2 project in Arizona from 1993 to 1995 revealed his obsession with closed-system technologies. The huge biosphere ever built on earth, Biosphere 2’s original remit was to explore the possibilities for interplanetary colonization, but under Bannon’s leadership it became a massive laboratory for researching the impacts of climate change (in sharp contrast to his later decisive role in convincing President Trump to pull out of the Paris Climate Agreement). In 2007, with funding from the ultraconservative Mercer family, Bannon cofounded Breitbart News—the self-declared “home of the alt-right”—and helped organize the anti-Obama Tea Party movement. Over the past ten years he has been instrumental in constructing, step by step, an expanding biosphere of the alt-right, with its own political, financial, and media wings—its own infrastructure.

A less discussed, albeit crucial, aspect of Bannon’s oeuvre is his work as a propaganda filmmaker—as an instigator of narratives intended to unite the right. Between 2004 and 2018 he made ten documentary-style films that can be described as cultural and ideological precursors to what would later be called “Trumpism.” Already in his first paleoconservative film, In the Face of Evil: Reagan’s War in Word and Deed (2004), Bannon’s obsession with strong national leadership is on display. Here, Reagan is portrayed as the sole defender of a Christian nation engaged in a battle to the death with communist evil. Bannon denounces the “appeasers”—diplomats and members of the peace movement—who strive for a negotiated resolution to the Cold War. The film ends with images of the attacks on the Twin Towers; out of the rising dust and smoke, the figure
of Osama Bin Laden appears. Not only is Bannon’s first film a plea for a twenty-first-century venture to emerge and fight “Islamic Terrorism” with similar conviction; it also lays out his philosophy of the cyclical return of evil.

For Bannon, communism, Nazism, and Islamic terrorism are all successive reincarnations of what he terms “The Beast.” Inspired by the fringe writings of William Strauss and Neil Howe, especially their book *The Fourth Turning* (1997), Bannon believes that time develops cyclically through four “turnings,” and that every fourth generation—every fourth turning—an epic civilizational war against evil must be waged. It provides the ground for a periodic rebirth of Bannon’s core ideological doctrine, which can best be summarized as “white Christian economic nationalism.”

Bannon uses this theory of the cyclical return of evil to explain social upheavals in the US over the past half-century. According to Bannon, the most recent fourth turning was the Second World War, out of which the United States emerged victorious and reborn, establishing a free market within its national borders and mobilizing an immense nuclear-family-centered culture. But this glorious new turning was quickly threatened by the next turning: the rise of flower power, feminism, and progressive social movements. This turning, says Bannon, introduced a godless individualism into American society and sowed the seeds for the culture of liberal-capitalist greed, with hippies growing up to become Wall Street sharks (this ahistorical blame game has been echoed by some leftists, such as Angela Nagle, who implies that left-wing discourse on transgression gave birth over time to the alt-right). 19

In his film *Occupy Unmasked* (2012), Bannon maps out an alleged left-wing conspiracy inspired by the writings of Jewish-American community organizer Saul Alinsky, especially his book *Rules for Radicals* (1971). 12 This conspiracy involves dark alliances between the Occupy movement, unions, and the Obama Administration. In the face of this plot, the champions of white Christian economic nationalism—from Reagan to Tea Party favorite Sarah Palin (about whom Bannon made a biopic, 2011’s *The Undefeated*) to Trump and the Nationalist International today—are tasked with defending civilization. They must crush the cultural Marxists plotting to take power at universities and in the streets, the wealthy global elites who make up the “Party of Davos,” and the manifold incarnations of Islamic Terrorism, from Al-Qaeda to the Islamic State.

Bannon has described his particular brand of pamphleteering filmmaking as “kinetic cinema.” 9 He has also cited Leni Riefenstahl, Serge Eisenstein, and Michael Moore as influences (the latter recently released his anti-Trump film, *Fahrenheit 11/9*). Inspired by the Kostenlose hegemonic narrative released his own pro-Trump film, *Trump@ War*—both entering the propaganda fray in advance of the crucial midterm elections in the US. 14 Bannon’s “kinetic” aesthetic vocabulary consists of fast-paced sequences and editing, with commentary from various “experts” providing structure to the narrative. Viewers are bombarded with thematically organized stock footage and rousing music. Images of predatory animals such as sharks represent subterranean economic forces that can rupture reality at any given moment, while burning and scattered banknotes—which appear in nearly every one of Bannon’s films—exemplify the evaporation of spiritual values in a society nearing its fourth turning. “What I’ve tried to do is weaponize film,” Bannon has claimed. 12 His films construct a “master narrative” that legitimizes the authoritarian power of strong leaders who face down the never-ending threats of a multi-headed Beast. 12 This master narrative also defines who, in Bannon’s terrifying worldview, belongs with “us” and who belongs with “them”—who fights The Beast and who appeases or sides with it.

When Trump was criticized for failing to denounce the alt-right in the wake of the Unite the Right protests in Charlottesville, Virginia, Bannon pointed the finger at the real danger: the “alt-left.” In a similar vein, Geert Wilders’s ideologue Martin Bosma has highlighted the bad conscience of the left, which, in his reading accused his party of Nazism only to ease their own discomfort. 12

Viktor Orbán, prime minister of Hungary and leader of the Hungarian Civic Alliance (Fidesz) party, has, like Bannon, perfected the “enemies outside/enemies within” narrative, warning through his state-owned media of a Muslim tsunami threatening his country. Similar rhetoric can be found in the pro-refugee propaganda of Jewish-Hungarian George Soros and his foundation threatens it from within.

Such narrative strategies are currently discussed as “fake news” and “alternative facts” that circulate with what is called the “post-truth era” of politics. In propaganda studies, these terms have a longer history. “Fake news” is also known as “flak,” which has been defined as the covert dissemination of misinformation through proxy organizations in the Western liberal democracies to spread mistrust of mainstream institutions. 15 “Post-truth” is a more complex term; on one hand, we should obviously fight against misinformation, but on the other, we should also question whose truth we are supposed to “return” to and who exactly this truth—the normative idea of a pre-Trump society—serves.

The propaganda campaign of the Nationalist International has moved far beyond the reach of any fact-checking machinery. Its project is a cultural one, consisting of its own pantheon of leaders, of climate-denying and cyclical-time-promoting scientists, and of propaganda

---

9 In the words of Strauss and Howe: “Turnings come in cycles of four. Each spans the length of a long human life, roughly eighty to a hundred. As a unit of time the ancients called the saeculum. Together, the four turnings of the saeculum comprise a cycle of the rhythm of growth, maturation, entropy, and destruction.” *The Fourth Turning: An American Prophecy* (Brunner- Mazel, 1997), 3.

10 Nagle’s main target is what she calls “Tumblr-liberalism,” which is preoccupied with “gender fluidity and providing a safe space to explore typical mental/ill-health, physical disability, race, cultural identity and ‘intersectionality’” (p. 4). All of these concerns have resulted in a doctrine of self-flagellation in which “the culture of otherness and vulnerability has become central to contemporary liberal identity politics” (p. 73). In Nagle’s view, Tumblr-liberalism not only gave rise to the alt-right; it also alienated the traditional working class. Angela Nagle, Kill All Mirmics: Online Culture Wars from 4Chan and Tumblr to Trump and the Alt-Right (Zero Books, 2017).

11 The term “cultural Marxism” was originally associated with the Frankfurt School and described the radical critique of standardized and commodified mass culture. The term resonates with Nazi campaign against “cultural Bolshevism” and surfaced in 1940s writings on the US from the early nineteen nineties onward. The fact that the protagonists of the Frankfurt School were Jewish has made this conspiracy theory particularly popular in alt-right circles, as it encompasses both anti-Semitic and anti-left tropes. See also Steven Millhauser’s *Cultural Marxists Like Us,* Afterall (Autumn-Winter): 67–76.

12 Bannon is not the first to claim that Alinsky’s work serves as a handbook for the radical left-wing takeover of government and society. This conspiracy theory first emerged during Bill Clinton’s presidency, as First Lady Hillary Clinton had written her 1969 college thesis on Alinsky’s work. The theory rests in part on an epigraph in the book she describes the fallen angel Lucifer as “the first radical known to man who rebelled against the establishment and did it so effectively that he at least won his own kingdom.” For right-wingers, this reveals Alinsky’s work. The theory rests in part on an epigraph in the book she describes the fallen angel Lucifer as “the first radical known to man who rebelled against the establishment and did it so effectively that he at least won his own kingdom.” For right-wingers, this reveals Alinsky’s work. The term resonates with Nazi campaign against “cultural Bolshevism” and surfaced in 1940s writings on the US from the early nineteen nineties onward. The fact that the protagonists of the Frankfurt School were Jewish has made this conspiracy theory particularly popular in alt-right circles, as it encompasses both anti-Semitic and anti-left tropes. See also Steven Millhauser’s *Cultural Marxists Like Us,* Afterall (Autumn-Winter): 67–76.


16 Terence McSweeney, *The War on Terror* and American Film: 1/7 Frames Per Second (Edinburgh University Press, 2016), 10.

17 Chomsky and Herman, Manufacturing Consent, 26–28.
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21 In his four-part documentary series Century of the Self (2002), Curtis suggested that there is a need for a new self-awareness among individuals: “In order to conduct a propaganda there must be some barometer between the public and the event. Access to the real environment must be limited, before anyone can present a propaganda environment that he finds wise or desirable.” Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion (Transaction Publishers, 1912), 86.

22 Walter Lippmann in 1922 termed “pseudo-

23 A partially overlapping critique, but with more depth and greater fidelity to the potentialities of the Occupy movement, is Not an Alternative, “Counter-Power as Common Power: Beyond Horizontalism,” Journal of Aesthetics & Protest 37 (Fall 2015).

24 Transcript from HyperNormalisation.

25 Transcript from HyperNormalisation.
But as Melissa Tandiwe Myambo has argued, this ideological practice of “misnaming the revolution” shows that the racism undergirding and against the fact that in the neocolonial practice of “virtual occupation.”
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For example, Mao Zedong’s art theory, as laid out in his “Talks at the Yanen Forum on Literature and Art” (1942), promoted cooperative artistic practices between art professionals and peasant communities, with the aim of their mutual education. The famous group of sculptures

Rent Collection Courtyard (1965) resulted from such a process of co-creation and revolutionary aspects of traditional sculpture. It rejected the pedestal as well as durable materials such as marble. Instead, the figures were created from clay and placed directly on the ground so that villagers could walk by them and scorn and spit on the sculptural representations of the landlords that used to rule over them. These specific characteristics of art production and presentation—co-creation, removal of the pedestal, and theatrical usage—were absent in Stalinist socialist realist sculpture; in the latter, monumental pedestal-facilitated figures made of solid materials, towering far above, were sought to embody a sense of near eternity. So rather than describing totalitarian art, Golomstock’s work represents a form of totalizing historiography that overlooks difference in order to find comfort and sense of desolate control in a closed-system theory.

In the case of Curtis, his totalizing narrations are even more tragic: the Occupy movement and the uprisings gathered under the problematic term “Arab Spring,” along with the manifold popular movements that have emerged around the world since, are not inventions of social media but rather the living embodied truth that there are visions and practices of alternative futures and world-making in our present. Hundreds of thousands of people did not take Tahrir Square because Facebook told them to. They put their bodies on the line not because they were controlled by a post-political managerial elite, but because they collectively reclaimed power in the face of violence, fear, pain, and death. In these rare moments of “performative assembly,” as philosopher Judith Butler has termed it, in these gatherings of extremely precarious peoples, the possibility of another kind of power is enacted. We might also say that in these assemble events, the possibility of another kind of propaganda is enacted as well—another way of telling stories and proposing narratives of where we come from, who we are, and who we can still become.

5. Towards an Emancipatory Propaganda Art

Our contemporary propaganda struggle is shaped by various performances of power, each with its own infrastructures and cultural narratives that attempt to construct reality according to its own interests. In the examples that I have discussed—the propaganda art of the Nationalist International, of liberal capitalism, and of the defeatist left—we can see that each particular structure of power performs differently as art. In other words, we can see that there is a specific, changing relationship between power and form.

Recent years have demonstrated that propaganda can set into motion vast geopolitical processes, from the Brexit vote and the election of Trump—one of which took place amidst a haze of misinformation—more brutish examples, like the rise of the authoritarian regimes of Erdoğan, Modi, and Duterte. These events have shown that responding to the propaganda of the Nationalist International with mere “facts” is not solution, because facts need narratives to make them effective and affective. While it is crucial to develop a collective “propaganda literacy,” understanding propaganda does not stop propaganda.

To oppose the various propagandas discussed above, we will need infrastructures and narratives that mobilize the imagination to construct a different world. To achieve this, we will need an emancipatory propaganda and an emancipatory propaganda art. There is no prior reality to which we should strive to return; there will only be the realities that we will author collectively ourselves.

This text resulted from two lectures, one presented as the introduction to the conference Propaganda Art Today at Het Nieuwe Instituut, Rotterdam, on June 2, 2018, and one titled “Art and Propaganda” for Impact Festival, Utrecht, on September 1, 2018. I want to thank architect Marina Otero Verzier, with whom I developed the exhibition project Steve Bannon: A Propaganda Retrospective, for being a comrade in the process of making new propagandas a reality.

Edel Rodríguez: Take the Risk
Interview by Bella Spratley

From featuring polemic work on its cover to becoming an art director at Time Magazine, Edel Rodríguez certainly has a way with imagery. You might have seen his Trump in flames, Mao in a Louis Vuitton suit or Che Guevara in the Nike tick beret. Fellow art director at Time, Arthur Hochstein, locates Rodríguez’ work as transcendent of illustration due to its timeless quality, and we couldn’t agree more. We talk to the Cuban-born artist about truth, censorship and the danger of, albeit unintentionally, satirising some of the most powerful men alive.

BS Moving from communist Cuba to capitalist America at nine years old sparked your interest in politics. What was it about your childhood that inspired you?
ER When we arrived in the United States, I was surrounded by regular family conversations about what had happened. My family’s friends would gather and talk about the journey from Cuba to America, things they had been through, how much they missed our hometown, and the families they left behind. All of those conversations made an impact on me and made me interested in political topics at a young age. I became interested in stories about migration, about World War II, the Holocaust, and so on. Politics was a topic that was ever present in my family’s life, something that affected us in a real way, so it was natural to want to deal with the issues via my work.

BS Talking to Time about the motivation behind your work, you say, “I always feel someone is being victimised, someone is being taken advantage of and I feel like I need to speak about that.” Is speaking about it enough?
ER Having conversations about the issues is one way to make change, and art can start discussions. There are other ways to bring attention to a subject, like investigative journalism or getting into politics, but making art about the issues is where I feel my experience and talent can make the most impact.

BS Your cover for Time of a furious Trump in flames ended up being received by a larger audience than expected, as the Internet jumped on it. Do you think this was thanks to the political moment or does this illustration possess a unique characteristic, compared to previous pieces?
ER I’ve noticed that what creates a deep connection between an image and a viewer is a combination of both the image’s graphic impact and proper timing. I think that was the case with this cover.

BS Intersectional feminism and equality are themes that come up in your art. What can the privileged do to support required changes in society?
ER We should all work toward an equal and just society for all sexes and races. If you see something that is not equal or fair, you should work to make it so, by voting for candidates that support equality, helping those groups gain a footing in your chosen field, and by backing up members of those groups when they seek help.

BS You discuss the importance of truth and honesty in your illustrations, but some galleries have been forced out of fear to censor what they choose to exhibit. In a way, does this type of censorship alter what the collective understands as truth?
ER Yes, any kind of censorship distorts the truth. Fortunately, we now have the power to self publish our work online. There are new ways to get around censors and institutions that support equality, helping those groups gain a footing in your chosen field, and by backing up members of those groups when they seek help.

BS What can we expect from your up-and-coming talk at OIFF Festival, Barcelona?
ER I’ll be speaking about how my work has developed, sometimes in unexpected ways. My family and I have taken risks, both personal and creative, that in due time, end up bearing fruit. With so much knowledge at our fingertips nowadays, we sometimes lose a sense of what it is to go with your gut, to take a leap of faith. These are the aspects of being an artist I will be talking about in Barcelona.

Originally published in Metal, 22 April 2019.
Please Return To Your Screens is a dystopian short film set in the year 2054 (35 After Corona). It is the protagonist’s 32nd attempt to escape lockdown. This project was developed during Studio Image/Democracy in Distress. The initial idea for the short film stems from the development of the propaganda poster Please Return To Your Screens in response to the first assignment. These posters were designed as propaganda of the Corona era and are featured in the film. Please Return is a critical commentary on the censorship of reality through lockdown, and speculates a post-apocalyptic reality in order to redefine our relationship with the present.

Today is Thursday 18th January 2054/35 After Corona.
Today is my 32nd attempt to escape Lockdown.
We’re not allowed to go outside.
They say the air is toxic.
During the Great Pandemic, there were several civil wars across the planet.
A lot of people died from the virus, but even more during the riots.
The economy collapsed.
This Corona war lasted more than 15 years.
Everything is controlled now by the police.
They’re watching us.
We are in permanent quarantine.
The only means to communicate is through the screens.
No physical contact is allowed.
The only information we have is through SERMO, a global media controlled by the One Government.
A few people like me are unchipped.
We are the pre-generation.
The new generation are microchipped from birth.
They know no other world.
They say, we must quarantine for the survival of the human race.

70 × 100 cm poster
9’08” video, 16:9
Actor: Michael Della Giustina
Music: Wo Ist Übergang, Ben Frost
I was born in Albania in the year 2000, and my parents are first-generation immigrants. I had no problem coming to Italy for the first time. In fact I felt so safe that I don’t even recall that very first day in the country I have now lived most of my life in. But some people see that as very fortunate. Many wish they could forget about their first day.

I decided to interview my father and uncle. Both were born and raised in the same town and later moved to Italy, but at different times and under very different circumstances. Both had to face the struggles that came with the respective period. Both stories are equally valid and deserving to be heard.

The project relates to the Vlora, a cargo ship built in 1960 in Ancona (Italy) that sailed under the Albanian flag until 1996. It is most famous for a historical event on 8 August 1991, thirty years ago, when it carried tens of thousands of Albanian refugees to the Italian port of Bari. This unprecedented mass arrival caught the Italian authorities unawares.
Albanians who stay in in their motherland have always spoken well about Italy
but the answer is very different from Albanians who live in Italy.
What is it even all about? All the screenwriting, the need to stage, set up and film? What if I just took all of those ideas, let them simmer, then just wrote down everything that came to my mind, in one sitting? And what if I then rehearsed acting it? With the camera gazing at me, carrying the sight of the audience. Then I would just send this piece out and with it any ability to control and preserve it. I watch it and want to edit it, censor it, destroy it. But what if I stopped cutting and manipulating while still cutting and manipulating.

Le bambole (The dolls) is the product of the weight I have carried with me for years, together with the one borne by all women over decades and centuries. It’s the product of a study of women’s most intimate truths and secrets, the ones too uncomfortable for anyone to touch on, but the ones that perhaps deserve the most attention. Over the course of six months, I examined the power and danger that lie within patriarchy and the male gaze dominating the film industry.

I underwent a sort of enlightenment or epiphany or whatever you want to call it, and put all the pieces together. I had it, I knew what I wanted to say but not how. After months of trying to make a short film as intricate as it was bad, I dropped everything.

Then, after one anxious and sweaty night, I get up and write all of my thoughts on a piece of paper, while speaking them out loud as if I was talking to a friend, or maybe to the whole world. It was kind of cathartic. And there was everything, after fifteen minutes I had it all on paper. I read it again in search of mistakes, of something to change. Yet nothing changed, it was all there. I decided to trust that intuition and here you have the most honest fifteen minutes of my life, uncut.

11'52" video, rear projection screen, video transcript, monitor
I feel guilty.
For not having being able to say no,
for submitting myself to the desire of
those who only wanted a piece of me.

But no one had ever taught me
how I should behave towards men.

Who could be my role model? The
women of cinema. They were the
ones who raised me, they raised
all of us. They told us that they were
there to be looked at, undressed,
trapped. Trapped in their category,
in their stereotype, in their role
of being viewed.

Let me explain: in the films I had
seen people, and, above all, women
all divided into categories. Well-
defined categories, from which it
was impossible to escape. Beautiful
women were there to please men,
to be scrutinised by the eye of the
director, of the camera and, finally,
of the viewer. They were there to
be possessed by those gazes to sell
the illusion that anyone could dominate them.

As a child I assimilated all these roles, all these symbols. But I was still free, I still didn’t identify with any of these categories, I liked the idea of being everything. Being able to jump from one character to another, I liked so many of them, why should I have limited myself to one choice? I was very masculine, I was often mistaken for a boy. And it didn’t bother me. I liked doing “boyish” things. But this masculinity then became toxic.

I only realised it later, where it came from. There was a moment when I must have realised the power that men have. I wanted that power too, I didn’t want to end up like my grandmother. Of being constantly abused by a man. Mocked, ridiculed, disrespected, objectified, commanded, beaten. I did not want all this, I didn’t want to end up like those women who take it in silence, who prefer to be nice to men, not to risk being labelled
a “feminist pain in the ass”. And then I thought, or rather, internalised, that if you weren’t one, you had to be the other.

For some reason I internalised toxic masculinity as the only antidote to this condition. I dressed myself in armour as hard as it was fragile and I became a bitch.

Then, as if it had happened overnight, the tomboy took the form of a woman. At the age of twelve I was one metre seventy tall. I had long legs but still the face of a child; my hair had grown in the meantime. But this transformation, albeit early, was very natural for me, it did not give me much trouble. I liked being tall, being taken seriously, with a deep voice and broad shoulders. I liked going out alone, feeling independent.

But then, all of a sudden, I began to experience this strange phenomenon, to receive a strange kind of attention from men. Because deep down
I know that they too were trapped in their role, that in the end they were insecure kids, under their robot armour. Even their movements were robotic, all the same, they emulated the movements of strong men in movies, and in porn.

Videos with no narrative content but very high resolution, shot from uncomfortably close, as one or more men use one or more women who pretend to have repeated orgasms to inflate the egos of the actors and spectators. And so a thousand robots in the world fuck mimicking someone who is there to teach them how to do the most natural thing in the world.

But then one day the curtain closed, the day I found out I was pregnant.

It was in that moment that I decided to close it, to be the director of my film and not an actress for the first time. I decided I wasn’t going to end up like my grandmother, putting on a mom costume and slipping back into a role
“I’m interested in the traces of history: documents, films, photographs. They offer another vision of reality. Only when these images are interpreted, decoded and shared publicly with others do they develop new meanings. My works explore the gap between history and its interpretation, between experience and its archiving.”

– Rossella Biscotti

Rossella Biscotti
Interview by Barbara Casavecchia

Let’s start from the beginning, if that’s okay with you?

RB I studied art in High School, and then attended the Academy of Fine Arts in Naples until 2001, specializing in stage design. My studies did not have a fundamental influence on me, but Naples did. The end of the nineties was a lively time: in addition to the presence of historic galleries like Lia Rumma’s and places like the Fondazione Morra, there were some very young people who were beginning to work in the field: Paola Guadagnino and Marco Altavilla of T293, Gigiotto del Vecchio, Giangi Fonti… A very fine and positive moment. We grew up in a climate of experimentation, in a laboratory. Naples has also been an important city from the social and urbanistic point of view, it has given me a great deal of inspiration. From there I went to Rotterdam, a move that took place almost by chance, as a result of my contact with Cricca Gang, a Dutch artists’ collective run by Patricia Pulles. It was she who advised me to apply for a residence in her country. I left in 2004 and I’ve been there ever since.

BC How did you spend the first few years in the Netherlands?

RB Working. I started with five to six months’ residence at the Foundation B.a.d. in Rotterdam, an organization born out of a spontaneous initiative on the part of some artists (the occupation of a building) that has been given a formal structure over the course of time. In 2005 I was invited by the SMART Project Space in Amsterdam to take part in a joint exhibition entitled ADAM, with around thirty site-specific projects on the theme of the sociopolitical conditions of the city. I spent another five or six months there, often going back to Rotterdam. In any case, my stays in the Netherlands have always been interrupted by trips abroad: to New York, Berlin, Rome.

BC You said that your training at the academy has not had much weight. Do you consider yourself self-taught?

RB Almost, yes. I attended the course of the Fondazione Antonio Ratti with Ilya Kabakov. And now that I’m doing my first year at the Rijksakademie I don’t really know what to call myself.

BC When did you start using video? Was it a premeditated choice?

RB No, it was not a rational choice. I made my first videos at the end of 2001 in Spain, at Valencia (where I had gone on an Erasmus exchange program), because somebody had lent me a video camera. They were very simple portraits of people I met and found interesting. They kept still for about fifteen minutes in a situation that was familiar to them, then performed an action that lasted a few seconds, and then the scene started again from the beginning, in a loop. In common they had the fact of not belonging completely to the context: a Dutch truck driver (Rick), a Brazilian woman and an Italian man who were living together (Patricia and Antonio) and an Argentine (Cesar), my first portrait. Notwithstanding my technical inexperience, looking at that work today still moves me: in Argentina there was a terrible economic crisis at the time and Cesar sang a song by Charly García, Inconsciente colectivo, and then exited from the scene. There was no script, just a few indications given at the last minute, so the videos became moments of discovery. Rick, for example, a big man who kept a mountain of toys in a room for his son, whom he didn’t manage to see very often, in the end hid himself under a barricade of toys, like a child.

BC What was your starting point? Did those subjects interest you even from a social or sociological viewpoint?

RB I started out from the individual for sure. In those videos you have no background information on the story or the origin of the protagonists, and the possibility of developing more levels of interpretation is limited. The fifteen minutes of silence at the beginning create a strange interaction between the viewer and the motionless person that appears in front of him. I wanted to create a certain abstraction, to freeze reality in order to suggest a different kind of observation. In the same period I had a series of videos that I have never shown, entitled Osservazioni con camera fissa (“Observations with a Fixed Camera”, ed.), on various situations in the city. The portraits were a later step.

BC Within a short space of time you began to carry out projects in which the “Italian” connotation, whether geographical, cultural or historical, assumed a decisive weight.

RB Every work is a piece in the puzzle, the fruit of a particular line of aesthetic research. I don’t have a well-defined program and I don’t like to repeat myself. Of course, reflection on the theme of the Italian cultural identity is one of the interests that I pursue. In videos like L’Italia è una Repubblica fondata sul lavoro (“Italy Is a Republican Founded on Work”), 2004, ed. or Muctar (2003) a social situation is depicted, but there is also a subtle aesthetic identity, which takes as its point of reference that cinema of Antonioni which I think is by now part of our way of representing things and representing ourselves. In Muctar we see two Burundi immigrants speaking in their own language, against the backdrop of a Neapolitan landscape that is at once marine and industrial – the same alienation from the context, the same estrangement as in the earlier portraits. In L’Italia è una Repubblica fondata sul lavoro, the theme is not handled in didactic terms, but I try to create a series of surreal situations, between the documentary and the imaginary, in which the idea of the work is detached from that of a mere production and moves toward a playful action, toward Huizinga’s Homo Ludens, the utopias of Constant.

BC One current of your work carefully reconstructs fragments of the Fascist period.

RB If you think the “source” of that work is: How many people know who invented the slogan “Cinema is the most powerful weapon”? Awareness of history cannot always be taken for granted, especially in our country.

RB Often there is an almost empirical, immediate recognition. With a project like Le teste in oggetto (“The Heads in Question”, 2003), in which I discovered and put on display five monumental bronze heads of Mussolini and King Victor Emanuel III that had been stored at the EUR, the historical origin is spectacularly obvious. But what I’m referring to is a certain aesthetic, so strong as to be recognized and recognizable. After
that, certainly, there is a further level of meaning that depends on the personal culture of the viewer. And then yet another, fairly different one, that comes into play only if you know where that image or quote comes from. I was curious to try out that slogan because it was utilized a lot in Rome and is still very present. It’s such a stratified city that it seems to absorb everything, but I believe that people have the capacity to recognize what is Fascist.

BC In the fall though you’ll be working at the MAXXI, where you’re one of the Jury presidents for the Premio Italia Arte Contemporanea.

RB Yes, and I imagine it’s going to be a bit difficult, because when your relations with the public enter a museum they are modified. I would like to work, from various points of you, on the history of architecture, which I think is the prime subject of the MAXXI. If I can, I’d like to present a project on which I’ve been working for a long time, on the bunker in the Foro Italico. It was created in the mid-thirties as a jewel of modernist architecture (originally it was called the Casa della Stampa and later the Casa delle Armi nel Foro Mussolini and the Accademia della Scherma, or Fencing Academy). Designed by Luigi Moretti, it was forgotten and then adapted for a different use in the eighties. A story and a building that I’ve been following since 2006 and know in all its details.

BC Why that place in particular?

RB I came across it in the course of a photographic study of Fascist architecture that I was conducting with Kevin Van Braak. An investigation that started out from Rome, the EUR and the Foro Italico, and that took us to the sea camps on the Adriatic and in Versilia.

BC In the same period you made a video, Il ripristino della vasca vuota [“The Restoration of the Empty Pool,” 2006, ed.], on the swimming pool of the Foro Italico.

RB Yes. I wanted to record the neutral, surreal relationship that exists between that place laden with history and rhetoric and the people who for twenty years have had the contract for its maintenance. Every September the pool is emptied, cleaned and filled again. In the video you see them wandering around and making some gestures, not doing anything really practical: the objective for me was to set up an encounter with the space, to make the presence of history felt through the granularity of the setting. What you see is dreadful: mosaics cleaned with acid, fumes rising from the floor. But there is no moralistic intent or condemnation: it simply depicts a routine activity.

RB Of course, unless you’re talking about Fascism.

BC The way people think about restauration has changed. In 1965, with his theory of “falsification for a reconstruction,” Cesare Brandi argued that it “consists of the methodological moment in which the work of art is recognized, in its physical being, and in its dual aesthetic and historical nature, in view of its transmission to the future.” In other words, if you don’t recognize a work as such, if you don’t set it in an aesthetic and an era, you can’t restore it. At the most you repair it. Right through the seventies restorers practiced neutral retouching, which made the lacunae due to the passage of time clearly visible. Then, seeing that the effect was too Calvinist, “conceptual” and unattractive, they have gradually gone back to mimetic restoration. The preferred effect is the “as new,” which makes the traces of the past vanish and brings the work back to a hypothetical original state. Or an eternal present.

RB I find this reflection interesting. Over the years, Moretti’s bunker in the Foro Italico has been reappropriated, first as a rationalist masterpiece, while the renovation to adapt it to house high-security trials in Rome from the end of the seventies onward has been judged a defacement: trials ranging from the Moro case to the attempt on the pope’s life, from April 7 to the Banda della Magliana. A very burdensome history that we are reminded of every time we see a picture of it: the hall is an incredible work of engineering, with very clear lines and the light entering from the side. Then you see the cages, the place of the court, the seats, the chambers and you remember the years of lead. Soon all this will be thrown away, because the complex is being returned to the CONI (Italian National Olympic Committee), the same organization that maintains the swimming pool in the Foro Italico, to turn it into a museum of sport. There has been a great political controversy, but in the end they decided to carry out a radical restoration of the hall, returning it to its “original splendor.” This moment of transition interests me greatly. Erasing the renovation, however inappropriate it may have been, also means removing the traces of that terrible past which is part of the history of Italy and which has not yet been completely worked through, discussed historically.

RB I was struck by the fact that many students, interviewed after the Italian exam for this year’s school-leaving certificate, said that they had not chosen the essay on Primo Levi because it was “not on the syllabus.” It’s precisely the twentieth century, the period that has left us the heaviest legacies, with all their ideological burdens, that need to be the least studied in this country. Do you think that the most recent generations of artists are working on the theme of memory in part to draw attention to certain blanks and to try to fill them in?

BC In reality, I too have got to many of the events and facts on which I’m focusing now with the program of study at school. My method of inquiry and research is very fragmentary, a metaphor for our attempt to reconstruct history through personal stories. I have always been struck by the almost total impossibility of finding an effective and original way of reconstructing history, avoiding second-rate pedagogy. A method based on historical research capable of including the individual part, while avoiding at the same time the rhetoric of the individual. Certain documentaries remind me of interviews of witnesses when something happens. How many kilometers were you from the incident? Did you know the victim? Witnesses who were present at the event and will never grasp the more reflective aspect of their memory.

BC With The Undercover Man, whose protagonist is the famous Joseph Pistone/Donnie Brasco, you have analyzed all this.

RB For me, The Undercover Man is an analysis of the documentary, the possibility of presenting and recounting a constructed story as if it were a “true” story. There is always an editing, a choice, a reconstruction: even in the documentary. Let’s take The Sun Shines in Kiev (2006), a project that includes a film, three slide-
BC Is analyzing fiction and its mechanisms a way for you to carry out a critique of current events, of the building of political consensus?

RB Perhaps. I think that coming up today with a different system for telling stories that everyone knows is the most effective way of making sure they reach their destination. There’s nothing new about Napoleons and the Commissars, but that’s the way that Saviano wrote Gomorra that turned it into a bestseller worldwide. The example I like best is that of the graphic novels of Marjane Satrapi, which she uses to tell hard-hitting stories about Iran, but with an immediate, ironic and poetic tone. Perhaps traditional journalism is a bit worn out. It’s nice to think that there are other forms capable of telling you about a situation without shoving it in your face.

BC In the series of photographs, Everything is somehow related to everything else, yet the whole is terrifyingly unstable that you made for the Museion in Bolzano, we see you walking along the top of the wall that used to run around the city’s Nazi concentration camp. I like the way in which you reveal your sense of vertigo, the risk of losing your balance in the face of a story that cannot be told.

RB That seems a very fair interpretation to me. I feel that vertigo as an individual in response to these episodes which are so intense but so distant, like black holes about which much has not been said, with silence being preferred in part for painfully personal reasons. And then I feel it in general with regard to history. With my agoraphobia, I wanted to purify each year completely on the line with respect to that place, whose boundary wall is almost intact, incorporated into a contemporary urban situation: a former working-class district of public housing units. Many of the residents are fairly well aware of what it represents.

There’s a recent plaque, and every year there are people who come to visit it, with emotion, sadness and a desire for commemoration – although the numbers are growing ever smaller, owing to their age. In daily existence, the place has a very simple life: one part is used as a parking lot, on one side there are apartment blocks, on the other a portion is covered with plants; one part is in ruins, one restored. When the Museion invited me to do a site-specific project, I didn’t want to work on that theme, even though I was familiar with it. Then one day when I was walking around, I found it in front of me, without any way out. I thought it surrounded a military zone, then I realized that it was a vestige of the concentration camp. And the wall won.

BC A book that I liked very much, in high school, was The Historian’s Craft by Marc Bloch, one of the founders of the French Annales School. It’s an unfinished work, as Bloch was shot by the Gestapo as a member of the Resistance in 1944. It opened with a question: “Tell me, Daddy. What is the use of history?” And argued that it was necessary to study “the past in relation to the present and the present in relation to the past.”

RB Yes, I agree totally. For me there is no break between past and present. I pass easily from one situation to the other, in an “ahistoricized” manner. I feel involved in historical events, just as I do in contemporary ones. Both are of use to me. Seeing that I have a very practical, empirical approach, I usually have no problem in finding somebody who knows, speaks, remembers. Sometimes I wish I could do it with many historical figures too.

BC And the history of art, what use has it been to you?

RB Here too, I never got to the end of the study program. I stopped at Warhol, making a few leaps along the way as well. I discovered it a bit at a time, through the works, the philosophy, the biographies, some catalogues. At the academy in Naples the frame of reference was more local, focusing on situations better known to the teachers, like Marina Abramović’s performance at the Fondazione Morra or Lucio Amelio’s Terrae Motus project. Which was positive too, as it’s good to study something and to be able to go and see it immediately.

BC In recent years, in addition to the history of artists there has been much study of that of exhibitions too.

RB I think that there is a return to a wider documentation, which includes not just the work but its context, the architecture, the display: the exhibition as a project, in short. As far as my work is concerned, it’s what I’m trying to do too. It took me a while to realize that it’s a necessary step. I’ve just come across a very beautiful catalogue that illustrates all the exhibitions held in the sixties and seventies by White Wide Space, a gallery in Antwerp. Apart from a parade of all the conceptual art of the period, what you notice are the discordant elements, like windows and radiators, the way in which the work is inserted in the space, negotiating its own location.

BC Your “anti-monument” for the Carrara Biennale, Gli anarchici non archiviano “[Anarchists Do Not Archive],” 2010, ed., which won you the Premio Michelangelo 2010, is located in a very evocative space, an old laboratory, with its feet literally planted in the past. And it’s a monument in reverse in part because, formed out of printing-press letters laid out on large iron tables, it only becomes legible when you invert each line in your mind. It’s a work dedicated to the anarchists of Carrara, who have left a crucial mark on the history of the city. Here anarchism has had a strong syndicalist, collectivist tradition, linked to mutual aid and the territory. When the quarrymen went on strike, the stevedores worked and paid the cost of sustenance for the others, opening up their kitchens to all. There are five sculptures: two larger ones start out from the International, with materials drawn from the resolutions of its congresses. They are fragments of texts, documents,
report and letters that come from three files on three different people: Alberto Meschi, Ugo Fedeli and Hugo Rolland. Meschi, founder of the newspaper Il Cavatore (“The Quarry Man”, ed.), is a real legend in Carrara, commemorated by a monument in the city’s main square. Fedeli was secretary of the Federazione Comunista Liber-taria and the Federazione Anarchica. Rolland, an Italian who emigrated to America and then to Paris, was a correspondent of Meschi’s and the author of his biography. The small tables are more specific, with subjects like the Carrara uprisings of 1894, illustrated by police records of people arrested, wounded and killed. When you read them you find surnames, first names, jobs: there is even part of the interrogation of an anarchist sculptor. Another table is devoted to an international congress held in 1968. I tried to do research in the Germinal archives in Carrara, but it has been closed down by the police, transferred and is not yet available. So it was suggested that I look in the International Archive for Social History in... Amsterdam! There I found almost everything.

BC  A demanding piece of research. And yet you decided to make the results difficult for the public to take in.

RB  I was interested in the idea that this work was fraught with potential, that it invited people to get involved. A not entirely didactic relationship, based on interpretation, that required an individual effort.

BC  Do you intend to print those texts anyway?

RB  Certainly, but I still don’t know in what setting. On the one hand there is the context of the city for which the works were created, with which they remain connected, on the other that of art.

BC  It’s also one of your first true sculptures. Are you moving toward different media?

RB  It’s the second sculpture I’ve made. The first was Presente! (“Present!”, ed.), a device that every thirty seconds projected for a fraction of a second the word that serves as its title. Gli anarchici non archiviano functions as an invitation to read, to reconst-struct stories. In a certain sense, sculpture is a liberation, from technology as well. In the video there is always an aspect of intricacy that I’ve never found entirely convincing. And 16 mm has become a fetish. Presente! is a machine that fires a word as quick as a flash, but the end result, what you see, is almost nothing but the machine. In its own way, the sculpture for Carrara is also a machine of reproduction, a reflection on communication, propaganda and the distribution of ideas. And thus on my work.


The image shows a group of people in silhouette against the sunset. The same photograph can be found online with many different captions: from male skincare to cannabis consumption, from gang membership to student information.

Since the advent of photography, the tricky relationship between photographic image and text has been embedded in photo-graphic and artistic practices as well as critical discourses of photo theory.

Edward Steichen’s landmark exhibition The Family of Man, curated for the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1955, featured a total of 503 images by 273 photographers, and was seen by ten million viewers in sixty-nine countries. Steichen believed that the humanist photography of the post-war years represented a “universal language” whose communicative power could unite mankind.

One of the first major projects to critically reflect on key issues of humanist photography is The Bowery in two inadequate descriptive systems (1974–75), conceived by the American artist Martha Rosler around twenty years later. It comprises forty-five black-and-white photographs, each accom-panied by text on white paper. The images show empty doorways, abandoned shop windows and deserted street corners in a neglected neighbourhood. The accompa-nying text fragments refer to drunkenness. In this groundbreaking image-text work, Rosler not only radically questions document-ary photography’s claim to representation, but also addresses the inadequacy of the media with which we describe experience and thought. By demonstrating how images depend on context, Rosler refutes the notion that photography is a universal means of communication, opening up a fundamental discourse on how meaning is constructed by and with images.
During the semester Studio Image explored the relationship between image, text and politics of communication in artistic projects involving text layers.

We examined how the convergence of private and public space in social media changes the relationship between photographic image and textual information and contributes to a new politics of communication. The production of text and images was understood as an exploratory activity, as knowledge-generating, self-resonant modes of exploration of the world.

Students in Conversation

Chiara Duchi, Luisa Pisetta, Matteo Zoccolo, a waiter

on radiosuq / listening for the sake of listening / three manifestations of love / tools to highlight information / screaming listening / semantic satiation / storytelling and manipulation / Jerusalem obsession / repetition / placelessness

Chiara Duchi
So how did this path start for you? What led you to found radiosuq, and where did it start?

Luisa Pisetta
I don’t know if it was Easter or something like that. It was Sunday. And I remember that we called each other just to...

CD
Were you listening to the bells?

LP
Oh, one moment, that’s a spoiler! We called just to check in and, you know... I had already sent you a piece of music I made from recordings. You were like, “Oh, I’m into sound too, let’s do something together!” Maybe we called each other just to speak about that. It was midday, twelve o’clock, and the bells started ringing so loudly that we couldn’t hear each other. You were living next door to the Latin Patriarchate and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, right? It went on for something like five minutes, but it felt way longer. I was recording the call, and I actually used that sound for the first broadcast we did for the radio. The sound of the bells was the beginning of everything.

Matteo Zoccolo
I also remember that Luisa and I were both critical about the use of images at the time. We both studied for a semester at the Photography Department at Bezalel Academy of Art and Design in Jerusalem, which made us question many things. And we both had a lot of time because there was a lockdown, both in Jerusalem and in Bolzano, where Luisa had returned to. We were just calling every day, there was very good energy in the air. We spent hours and hours talking, we started to design the website, to call other people, to gather ideas, to write texts. And after a few weeks, radiosuq was broadcasting online.

LP
Actually, I didn’t have so much time. I had to study German and English to pass all the language certifications, I had exams, I was attending a studio... I just gave priority to this idea, because I had such an urgent need. I was living at home and feeling like I was in a cage. My family didn’t really understand how I felt about Jerusalem, I was really missing that place. So working with you was a way to bring a little piece of Jerusalem back into my life. For me, it was a way to travel. I was travelling.

MZ
Chiara, what do you think about this project? Because later you also took part in the organisation, right?
It was an experiment. I had never participated in a project dealing with sound art and radio. I actually first took part in the broadcast that went online on the 16th of June 2020, titled “rrrrrrrrrr”. At the time Luisa and I were talking about the dematerialisation of language and categorisation labels. Especially after working together in Studio Image we had many interests in common. And it was a constant tryout and improvising...

CD
Waiter  Ecco a voi. Vi porto tre piatti?

MZ  Certo, grazie.

CD
And what I like about this project is that it was a kind of constant improvisation. We didn’t prepare much. We just experimented with sounds. And, yes, it was very, very spontaneous. This is what I really liked about radiosuq in general, the fact that it was not all very well thought out, but very improvised and seizing every occasion, every opportunity to work with people.

CD
Listening as method? Like when you hear the songs in the elevator, is that listening as a method?

LP  Yes, if it’s really active, then listening can manipulate. In some way. Well, also talking about religion, but in general, the way you say or listen to something, you think that it is so significant that you want to scream it to the whole world. Have you ever had this feeling?

MZ  To fuck!

LP  To kiss, to bite!

MZ  Ok sorry. What are those verbs?

LP  First, to touch. He was talking about Jesus and his wounds. OK. For me that’s another thing. But he also said, “Lovers touch each other. Touch is loving.” The second, to eat. Because of the ritual of eating together, the sharing of such basic human needs. And this is also connected to sex, I mean, it’s also sharing a very basic and instinctive need. And the third one, to listen. And then he added, “To hear is not to listen.” It’s different.

CD
Listening is active.

LP  He told us exactly that. You listen to your lover, to your mother, to the people that you really care about.

MZ  I think it’s very, very interesting how we look at this project with an eye on art, because we consider it an “independent artistic project”. But actually, listening has also very Christian roots. The act of listening is basically what Jesus was doing all the time.

Waiter  Macchiato?

LP  Per me, grazie.

CD
So without second aims. Also, if I think about our work “rrrrrrrrrrrr”, which was about the dematerialisation of language, it didn’t really have a second aim, we just did it for its own sake. That was very genuine, I think. This is what we managed to do with the WhatsApp group too. We created a sort of pool of audios where people could contribute their sounds and also just listen to other people’s everyday lives, allowing this flow of sounds to go on without any aim.

MZ  Actually, I don’t really know what I mean by listening as a tool. It’s a bit difficult for me to explain. Maybe we could better say “listening as method”.

CD
Oh, that sounds better.

MZ  So, listening is an active action that makes interaction and engagement possible. For example, Luisa and I were listening to each other’s needs when we first initiated the radiosuq project. And later on, we were listening to the people we were collaborating with in order to produce each broadcast.

CD
So, listening as a method is not like hearing. Is hearing a part of listening as method? Like when you hear the songs in the elevator, is that listening as a method?

MZ  I would say no. I would say that listening and hearing are, very clearly, two different things, maybe opposites.

LP  I agree with you that they are very different, but not opposite. When I went to Rome, I went to the Vatican to listen to Pope Francis. He was speaking about three verbs that are the manifestation of love. The first one is...

MZ  Concerning listening, I definitely think it happens on the passive side of being manipulated. So, who speaks manipulates, who listens is manipulated? Or maybe not, actually. Can you manipulate through listening?

CD
Well, if it’s really active, then listening can manipulate.

MZ  A few days ago, when we were walking in the mountains, we were speaking about the difference between manipulation and seduction. And maybe that tells us something interesting about listening.

CD
Is listening seductive?

LP  Well, it can manipulate the way you perceive your past experiences in a way that they become attractive to the other person. What we remember of our past basically creates our present image. But to come back to listening, I don’t know if you ever had the feeling that, when you are reading something or listening to something, you think that it is so significant that you want to scream it to the whole world. Have you ever had this feeling?
MZ  Personally, when I read, this feeling translates into underlining and highlighting with many colours, putting arrows and writing in the margin. “WOW!” The exclamation point is crucial.

CD  But what if you are listening to this information, and you cannot underline?

MZ  Then it turns into frustration. I always regret when I didn’t record a thing to keep it as evidence or documentation. So that I can listen to it again and again. Which never happens, by the way, I rarely listen to the recordings I make.

CD  That’s what I do, too. It’s for fear of missing something, for fear that my memory might fail. So, I record it. And then I never listen to it, but I know it’s there. So, if I want I can go back and still find it.

LP  For me, repetition is the most important tool when I see, listen to, or read something that is so significant to me, and that I want everyone to know about. Repetition plays a really important role in my life. For example, the Pope’s speech was so significant to me that I repeated it to every person I met, I mentioned it in every kind of conversation, like I did here just a moment ago. Repetition is the tool for highlighting the spoken word. I’m really obsessed with repetition. And it’s interesting because every time you repeat something verbally it changes in relation to what you really want to say and the people you’re speaking with. And another thing concerning listening is that, for me, it is a tool. It was a tool to build this radio project. For example, when I was listening to and recording my grandmother telling me her story, I was really listening with the aim of getting other people to listen to it through the radio. Listening as a tool to create a need, to scream.

MZ  But you never go back … I think it’s actually interesting to transcribe audios. You lose data, you lose a huge amount of information that’s in a recording, in a soundscape, in a voice, but you gain accessibility.

LP  I agree with what you said about repetition. But sometimes I think repetition can also lead to satiation, semantic satiation. When you repeat something many, many times, it loses its meaning.

MZ  To me, this is all about storytelling. And it’s something I can really relate to when I try to describe my year in Jerusalem to people who’ve never been there. I end up telling the same three stories over and over again and I have the feeling that this repetition is useful for remembering, but at the same time it diminishes the importance of these and other happenings.

CD  I was never in Jerusalem, and all I know about Jerusalem is what Luisa and you told me. I have this idea that is modified, kind of manipulated by you, because I don’t know much else.

LP  At the time, I really liked the word “placeless”. For me, it is the crucial word of this project. Maybe, thinking about a place with a medium that embodies placelessness. So, we were talking about a place with a medium that embodies placelessness. Pretty crazy, right?

MZ  Luisa, I think it’s so interesting that we actually started radiosuq as an opportunity to build a bridge between a city, Jerusalem, and us. But we did it through the medium of radio, which we discovered is placeless. So, we were talking about a place with a medium that embodies placelessness.

CD  I was never in Jerusalem, and all I know about Jerusalem is what Luisa and you told me. I have this idea that is modified, kind of manipulated by you, because I don’t know much else.
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A statement towards a period of time, living in restricted isolation and stories of being social in a non-space.

The time and date of the laundry sessions are announced and shared through a variety of social media channels. I spend thirty-five minutes at the laundrette, waiting for my laundry to be done. I observe the comings and goings, collecting thoughts and indulging myself in smalltalk while waiting. How can a public space be so private – and how can privacy become public property in the glimpse of an eye?

I activate the space, I observe it, I use it, I leave it behind, I return again after ten days. This is as much social activity as is possible. The work is a statement on the constraints of living during a pandemic, delivered through the micro-universe of the laundrette. Stories are told and privacy shared. Meet Me At the Laundrette is rooted in a performative process, with underlying repetition and rotation. Here, the planned meets the unexpected, the private the public and the intention the experience. It is all a cycle, like the washing procedure itself, a machine spinning round and round. It has its clear structure, filled with the same monotonous action but always leading to different encounters and experiences.

At the end I am bringing something back to this space to set this cycle once again back to its beginnings. It is an artistic statement closing on itself after a certain period of time, commenting on the Covid-19 pandemic through a collection of written reports, texts and statements. All these stories from the laundrette can be found in a paperback publication which was left behind during a non-event, a non-exhibition in this non-space during these non-social times within the duration of thirty-five minutes. What will happen to the book and its stories? It will continue in some way, starting a new cycle I suppose...

#meetmeatthelaundrette

Written/printed matter, paperback publication, 12.5 × 19.0 cm
#meetmeatthelaundrette

stories from the laundrette

Some Sentences

How can a place be so publicly private and so privately public?

#STAYTUNEDFORMORE

observations made at the laundrette
03.12.20
#meetmeatthelaundrette
stories from the laundrette

Some More Words

The CCTV has the power and the control...

#staytunefformore
update from the laundrette of the 23.11.20
Wendeltreppen (Spiral staircases) is an interactive video experience talking about loneliness, failure and the art of loving yourself.

23 videos, various lengths
www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTbIXBoFMo&t=1s
occupy my being until we are so similar
you are not to be distinguished from me
What will tomorrow’s art museum look like? A new exhibition at Munich’s Pinakothek der Moderne explores the possibilities. Seeking the most direct experience, prioritising feelings over information.

So you go to the museum to see, to learn, to appreciate. And then you discover that there is nothing to learn, or at least nothing to read. The Munich exhibition “Feelings” plays – as the title implies – with the emotions. And that turns out to be enormously productive. Viewers are left with the works alone, there are no labels stating title, artist’s name and other details. They are forced to rely on their intuition, their authentic emotions. No didactic assistance in the form of art-historical contextualisation.

The Pinakothek der Moderne is risking an experiment with this novel presentation of its collection. Bernhart Schwenk, chief curator of contemporary art, fetched the Berlin-based film-maker Nicola Graef, who encouraged him to ditch all categorisations and send the visitor on a journey into the self. “Art and Emotion”, the exhibition's subtitle, is a call to candid dialogue between work and viewer.

So what’s up with the little girl standing in the corner with her back to the viewer? While the initial reaction is sympathy, the intimate scene generates a growing feeling of unease: The child is not in a public setting like a classroom, but beside a huge wardrobe that could be in a bedroom.

The piece is from the Swiss Stephan Melzl, one of the 42 participating artists. Another of his works also shows a corner scene. A woman in a red dress presses a naked young man to the wall. No need to know the title – “Spiel” (Game) – to be fascinated and perturbed by the ambivalent situation.

We navigate the first raspberry-red room from work to work, more or less by coincidence. Gone the neutral white; the spaces here are mint green, sea blue, ice grey to keep the feelings welling. They change with every work. “Turn into me” provokes disgust. In this stop-motion animation by Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg a human corpse is successively consumed by the beasts of the forest. Maggots crawl all over it, a raccoon slips into the disembowelled abdomen and hops out again with the last morsel.

Dismay creeps over you as it dawns that there is a baby asleep in the carrier in front of the cashpoint machine. “Modern Moses” by Elmgreen & Dragset sets off entire imagined stories. How, why was the baby abandoned? Hoping it would find new parents who could afford it? Growing admiration for Tracy Emin, who relates in her film how she skipped school when she was 15 and 14 and instead pursued pleasure and lust with random acquaintances. She turned her back on Margate after former lovers chanted “slag” at her at a dance competition. In the closing minutes of the film she dances for herself.

“Feelings” is on trend. Across the world museums are wondering what their function is, their place in society. By banishing all accompanying information and concentrating on the moment of pure experience the Munich curators are seeking not least to reach new audiences, to make art accessible. They assimilate concepts currently being trialled in the great art museums, for example the Museum of Modern Art, soon also the Museum of the 20th Century in Berlin. MoMA does still have room texts, but pared of any jargon that might deter a new visitor.

The sideways leaps in the revamped MoMA are wonderfully perplexing. Whatever fits formally and thematically is brought together, heedless of decade. The compulsive
The institution must finally shake off its elitist aura. Documentary film-maker Grael's relationship to art is much more straightforward. She wants to feel touched, thrilled, moved. In the exhibition one can bathe – although not necessarily delight – in the emotions.

Taddeusz Kantor's installation “Die tote Klasse” (The dead class, 1975) is deeply disturbing. It consists of old-fashioned school benches with glassy-eyed students in uniform staring to the fore. Vlasis Caniaris’s “Hühnerstall” (Chicken coop), made one year earlier, is similarly uncomfortable. Its construction of wood, wire, and items of clothing references the living situation of his Greek compatriots while he was studying in Berlin. The critique was universally understood. Miwa Ogasawara's painting is also self-explanatory. Not that the title “Grau” (Grey) would reveal anything about the six dead girls laid out in white dresses. They are the dead daughters of Joseph Goebbels, painted from a black-and-white photograph. One can only guess at the tragedy. That must suffice.

Visitors have so far responded positively to the Pinakothek's experiment. And if you do want to know the artist’s name and the title, answers are supplied at the touch of a screen. The only criticism to date: "Feelings" is an invitation to daydream. It was not easy for art historian Schwenk to let go of the aspect of contextual knowledge. But he is firmly convinced that art is viewed. For example the default mode network, which is responsible for daydreaming, is also involved.
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than 23,000 people have lost their lives in the last fourteen years while attempting to reach Europe. In Hannover, twenty different photographs in her series were exhibited, presented on archival boards alongside each other, close to the wall, and each in a portrait format with the same size (68.6 × 83.5 cm). The visitors were meant to get close to the image-text juxtaposition, creating a certain tension between the iconic aspect of the facts, raising the question of what can be seen and what is left to the viewer’s imagination.6 But why has Leitolf transferred strategies of journalistic storytelling into an art context, playing with the different meanings of a text and image relationship? Furthermore, Leitolf not only designed the Postcards from Europe series for the exhibition/art space, but also published excerpts from it in a journalistic context, in the Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin.8 By placing the photographs in a newspaper magazine, linked to a specific tradition of image-making and storytelling, her strong interest in the aesthetics of documentary becomes obvious. In an age where people are overwhelmed by media images, mostly used to shock in order to gain attention, Leitolf asks how the form of documentary photography offers new spaces for viewer reflection. The crux of the matter is then: how can photography in the art context reflect on journalistic storytelling by questioning its documentary standards? 

Image 2

Playa de los Lances, Tarifa, Spain 2009

A boat carrying twenty-three undocumented Moroccan immigrants went down in a severe storm on 1 November 1988. The bodies of ten who drowned were washed up on the beach at Los Lances, nine were never found and there were four survivors. A vessel with more than thirty people on board sank near Tarifa on 15 September 1997. Eight passengers survived, fourteen corpses were found on the Playa de los Lances and an unknown number were lost at sea.

El País, 2 November 1988 and 16 September 1997; Diario de León, 9 October 2002

The main problem/challenge of the documentary form might be found in the presentation of “reality”: while its defenders believe that documentary images reproduce facts that help to unveil/picture an “essence” of truth, its critics regard the idea of a documented “truth” as a social construction, reproducing ideologies/functions of power.9 Leitolf’s interpretation of documentary photography seems to strike at the heart of this problem. In combining a neutral text and photo that blatantly refuses to reveal the described crime, in fact, she develops a critical counter-narrative to journalistic or official “documentary” storytelling. After reading the text of the photographs, certain expectations and images are evoked. Yet Leitolf’s images do not illustrate the referenced disasters; they refuse to show the deported seasonal workers or the dead bodies washed ashore. Instead, they trace only the “indexical” landscape where the disaster occurred, thus capturing a disturbing moment of absence and silence.

In doing so, Leitolf plays with the indexical character of photography, creating a double absence: an empty space between text and photograph as well as between the indexing beagle (photograph) and the imagined image. Whereas traditional documentary photography uses the indexical status of the medium to refer to the pictured facts, Leitolf refuses to illustrate the described crime, or to show the crime at all—simply the index. Her images, moreover, do something that conventional documentary photography does not: they avoid giving space for visual/literary identification and open up a process of inquiry for the viewers through an aesthetic of absence. Yet which aspects of the “truth” do Leitolf’s photographs manifest, compared to traditional, journalistic image-making? And wherein lies the critical impact of such an aesthetic of absence? As famously theorized by Susan Sontag, photographs are always an interpretation of the world, and this interpretation, be it by the photographers or viewers of the image, is affected by conventions and ideologies. In her collection of essays, On Photography, Sontag discusses the negative effects of mass reproduction and distribution of images, especially when it comes to photographs that are used to witness war crimes and historic events by utilizing “shock” aesthetics. From this point of view, Sontag is especially interested in the strict correlation between the indexical status of photography in creating “traces of the real” and the “circulation and consumption of these traces.”10 According to Sontag, the act of taking a photo creates a distance between photographer and reality, while simultaneously giving an illusion of participation—the negative consequence is a neutralization of meaning and events. In this sense the ambiguous character of a photograph is both “a pseudo-perspective and a token of absence.”11 As a consequence, Sontag compares photography with a symbolic weapon and the act of taking a picture with shooting, reifying people into objects.12

Leitolf’s photographs seem to strike at the heart this problem: they do not pretend to represent the “real” event, to have been there to “document” the crime. And they do not “shoot” people by objectifying their suffering. All they show are deserted landscapes—the pictured emptiness becomes a sign for the illusion of participation in traditional “shock” photos, as critiqued by Sontag. In this sense the photographed absence represents an ethical way to picture a crime, without showing

---

7 The separation of text and image becomes even more obvious in the slipcase published during the exhibition. It is designed with twenty archive plates and texts (English/German, 29.7 x 40 cm) and consists of postcards showing the photographs with the texts on their backside describing the story behind each pictured crime. See: Postcards from Europe 03/13, Kehrer Heidelberg, 2013.
8 See Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin Nr. 31 (August 17, 2012), 9-15. The seven photographs are published with the “description” of the crime on the same page below, as shown in this essay. Besides, Leitolf has produced several photo series since the early 1990s for Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin, such as “Rosalie ist ein Esel.” Süddeutsche Zeitung Magazin Nr.16/1193, pp.22/23.
11 Sontag, On Photography, 16.
12 Ibid., 34.
the details of the suffering victim, like a wounded or dead body. Leitolf leaves it to the viewers to decide for themselves—there are no “victims” or “perpetrators,” no pictured stereotypes allowing easy identification.13

In this manner, the deserted landscapes, in combination with the texts, become a launching point to interrogate how meaning is constructed in the first place. In the line with Sonntag, Leitolf’s photographs try to re-integrate viewers’ reflections on “the real” in order to reach new quality of participation with the pictured crime. Published as a series of twenty photographs taken over a long duration (six years),14 Leitolf’s images fascinate by their precision and detailed background knowledge. Her photographs illustrate at first glance a visual distance, picturing “innocent” landscapes as silent witnesses of the tragedy. Yet the artist participates actively and in an intimate way. During the process of the project’s production, Leitolf spent a long time living at the places where the crime took place, researching the “facts,” observing the surroundings, and talking to different people about the circumstances.15 In her careful observation and long-term research lies another critical counter move taken pictorially and journalistically from the different crime scenes.20 The notes describe in the same neutral, dispassionate way the injustices that occurred at the pictured locations, such as in the example of a photograph displaying a sunny, summer lakeside scene (image 4) or a deserted street close to a bridge (image 5).

Designed as a series, German Images – Looking for Evidence consists of two parts: one taken between 1992 and 1994, the other between 2006 and 2008. Whereas the first section shows mostly interiors and people who have been directly and indirectly involved in the racist attacks of August 22–25, 1992 in Rostock-Lichtenhagen, the second part follows a different visual narrative. These photos show mostly deserted, beautiful landscapes, and question—as in Postcards from Europe—the innocence of the pictured locations. In an interview with Rémi Coignet, Leitolf states that the second part of the series aims to prevent a type of identification mostly linked to people, in order to create “images that look like an empty theatre where the viewer is able to project his own thoughts and emotions.”22 In creating “images that look like an empty theatre where the viewer is able to project his own thoughts and emotions,” Leitolf’s photographed, deserted landscapes become a placeholder for projection and imagination, standing in the tradition of the French pioneer of documentary photography, Eugène Atget. As Walter Benjamin observed concerning Atget’s Paris photos, the “emptiness” of the deserted streets plays a significant role in the construction of photographic meaning, becoming a sort of stage, a space for projection, beyond uncritical contemplation.23 Benjamin compares Atget’s photographs with the scene of a crime and describes a sense of mysterious emptiness at the heart of Atget’s images, a feeling of uncanny incompletion.

In the early 1990s with German Images – Looking for Evidence, a photo series documented how thoroughly, and in what order they were attacked in Germany after the fall of the Wall, Leitolf began to increasingly emphasize an “aesthetic of absence.” As in Postcards from Europe, the second part of German Images – Looking for Evidence (2006–2008) combines short texts taken pictorially with photographs taken from the different crime scenes.20 The notes describe in the same neutral, dispassionate way the injustices that occurred at the pictured locations, such as in the example of a photograph displaying a sunny, summer lakeside scene (image 4) or a deserted street close to a bridge (image 5).

In this manner, the deserted landscapes, in combination with the texts, become a launching point to interrogate how meaning is constructed in the first place. In the line with Sonntag, Leitolf’s photographs try to re-integrate viewers’ reflections on “the real” in order to reach a new quality of participation with the pictured crime. Published as a series of twenty photographs taken over a long duration (six years),14 Leitolf’s images fascinate by their precision and detailed background knowledge. Her photographs illustrate at first glance a visual distance, picturing “innocent” landscapes as silent witnesses of the tragedy. Yet the artist participates actively and in an intimate way. During the process of the project’s production, Leitolf spent a long time living at the places where the crime took place, researching the “facts,” observing the surroundings, and talking to different people about the circumstances.15 In her careful observation and long-term research lies another critical counter move taken pictorially and journalistically from the different crime scenes.20 The notes describe in the same neutral, dispassionate way the injustices that occurred at the pictured locations, such as in the example of a photograph displaying a sunny, summer lakeside scene (image 4) or a deserted street close to a bridge (image 5).

In creating “images that look like an empty theatre where the viewer is able to project his own thoughts and emotions,” Leitolf’s photographed, deserted landscapes become a placeholder for projection and imagination, standing in the tradition of the French pioneer of documentary photography, Eugène Atget. As Walter Benjamin observed concerning Atget’s Paris photos, the “emptiness” of the deserted streets plays a significant role in the construction of photographic meaning, becoming a sort of stage, a space for projection, beyond uncritical contemplation.23 Benjamin compares Atget’s photographs with the scene of a crime and describes a sense of mysterious emptiness at the heart of Atget’s images, a feeling of uncanny incompletion.

In the early 1990s with German Images – Looking for Evidence, a photo series documented how thoroughly, and in what order they were attacked in Germany after the fall of the Wall, Leitolf began to increasingly emphasize an “aesthetic of absence.” As in Postcards from Europe, the second part of German Images – Looking for Evidence (2006–2008) combines short texts taken pictorially with photographs taken from the different crime scenes.20 The notes describe in the same neutral, dispassionate way the injustices that occurred at the pictured locations, such as in the example of a photograph displaying a sunny, summer lakeside scene (image 4) or a deserted street close to a bridge (image 5).

In creating “images that look like an empty theatre where the viewer is able to project his own thoughts and emotions,” Leitolf’s photographed, deserted landscapes become a placeholder for projection and imagination, standing in the tradition of the French pioneer of documentary photography, Eugène Atget. As Walter Benjamin observed concerning Atget’s Paris photos, the “emptiness” of the deserted streets plays a significant role in the construction of photographic meaning, becoming a sort of stage, a space for projection, beyond uncritical contemplation.23 Benjamin compares Atget’s photographs with the scene of a crime and describes a sense of mysterious emptiness at the heart of Atget’s images, a feeling of uncanny incompletion.
Leitolf’s double absence between image and text allows viewers a kind of freedom and responsibility at the same time. Her documentary photographs uphold a tradition that “frames the crime, the trial, and the system of justice and its official myths.” 27

Indeed, the deceitful beauty of Leitolf’s landscapes in German Images – Looking for Evidence can be read as a critical counter-narrative to journalistic story-telling in the media during this time, as art historian Inka Graeve Ingelmann notes:

“[…] the shockingly graphic pictures in the tabloid newspapers and on television also offered many people the opportunity to distance themselves from those events and view them as something that had nothing to do with their own lives and their well-cultivated democratic self-image.” 28

A “shocking” aesthetic, used by photojournalists to document Nazi crimes, as well as asylum seekers, actually produced a distancing effect for viewers. They could assume an uninvolving stance—the perpetrators were “the others,” not those living next door. The photographic clichés, in other words, excluded viewers and created an “unreal” effect, which concealed the frightening circumstances and context of the images.

One of the earliest critiques of such an “explicit” aesthetics of shock, often a key characteristic of fraught images, goes back to Roland Barthes in his essay “Shock Photos.” Included in his Mythologies (1979), Barthes writes in his essay about a photo showing the execution of Guatemalan Communists. He provocatively suggests that “this photograph is not terrible in itself, and that the horror comes from the fact that we are looking at it from inside our freedom.” 29 It is the same critique offered by Sontag—that the explicit visual language of framing a fraught image, of documenting the crime, creates a “pseudo-presence.” Yet Barthes goes further.

For him, most “shock photos” have no effect on the viewer because of the almost overproduced quality of these photographs. Barthes states that “we are linked to these images only by a technical interest.” 30 As a consequence, images that are meant to “shock” in a traditional way are “overconstructed” and lose their effect due to the subdued presence of the photographer. 31 What Barthes longs for are photographs that offer an undiscovered residue of meaning beyond the photographer’s obvious intention, images that are not reducible to “language,” or photographs that offer an imaginative space for the viewer to “elaborate himself without being consumed by the demiurgic presence of the photographer.” 32 This quality can be found in Leitolf’s concept of deserted landscapes. What differentiates her photography from a conventional way of dealing with the evidentiary status of photographs, as critiqued by Sontag, Benjamin, and Barthes, is that Leitolf never treats the medium as such: she creates a distance, another temporal experience that permits the viewer to reflect more freely upon what he is seeing. 33

Concomitantly, she questions what viewers “believe” in, and about a photograph. The absence of the pictured crime, of an “event,” positions itself against an “overconstructed” photograph, giving the viewers space for their own imagination. It is a space that finally overcomes the distance to the photographed tragedy.

In doing so, Leitolf’s aesthetic of absence offers a way to a conscious, critical reflection on photography—creating a present, not absent viewer.


27 Ibid., 864.
30 Ibid., 71.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid., 73.
Salvatore Vitale: How to Secure a Country

Max Houghton

Switzerland has long enjoyed its reputation as ‘the safest country in the world’, not least for anyone wishing to keep financial affairs private. Since the Treaty of Paris in 1815, self-imposed political neutrality has been central to Switzerland’s security. This decision saved thousands of Swiss – though few Jewish – lives during WWII, when the country was encircled by Axis powers. Neutrality, however, does not equal pacifism. With every male citizen aged 18–34 mandated to military service, Switzerland is a gun-nation, the third most heavily armed country in the world, after the United States, and Yemen, and where it is common-place to see a ten year-old loading SIG SG 550 or FAS 90 (similar to the AK47, but also customised for sport). In case of invasion, hyper-vigilant Switzerland is ready to defend its territory.

Making citizens feel safe comes at a price, of course, as Josef K. found out, to his detriment and eventual voluntary suicide, in Kafka’s The Trial. Kafka was matchless in describing what happens to a person, when everything and everyone is perceived in terms of a threat; a kind of disintegration at the level of the soul. Spiritual bankruptcy.

A question hovers, and remains ever-present: when does a threat become a risk? Looking for the answer has preoccupied photographer Salvatore Vitale, a Sicilian, who has been living in Switzerland for the past twelve years. One imagines the initial shock of experiencing the smoothness and visibility of a Swiss road at night. His adopted home, surrounded by mountains, enfolded into the very centre of Europe, offers unique social, political and financial protection to its citizens; it is palpable how Vitale could feel it in the air. Over time, his observations of differences in efficiency and state protocols inspired a desire to create an extensive visual research into How to Secure a Country. He began to collaborate with the prestigious ETH university in Zurich, a relationship which has proved essential in both trying to assess one of the most complex security systems in the world and in gaining permission to access places otherwise sequestered.

The collaboration functions at many levels and is used by Vitale specifically to be responsive to interests outside the art world. By being guided by specialists within various institutions, he aims to show how the system works from the inside. This approach to research is as refreshing as it is rigorous.

Looking at Vitale’s meticulous, clinically clean Switzerland, we might begin to comprehend that the landscape we more stereotypically associate with skiing or yodeling or Heidi is in fact weaponised, to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised’. Mountains are hollowed out to use a popular term, or we could say ‘securitised'.
Vitale has striven to find an aesthetic approach that bears witness to this tension. He has restaged the contents of instruction manuals, spent time in border control rooms, weather stations, and airport watch-towers, and been present at simulation exercises in order to understand the production of security. Vitale’s eye also takes in the environment in the shape of mountain valleys, nocturnal foliage, a lake inhabited by a police diver. To further the connection with Massumi’s thinking, Vitale’s enterprise reveals how state power is a significant factor in shaping the very environments in which we live. Eventually, it all becomes entirely natural.

Vitale is also spending time – the project is ongoing – at MeteoSwiss, which supplies vital meteorological analysis via its super computer in Lugano. There is a productive connection between the weather and state security, which Vitale is exposing, in terms of air traffic, both civil and military, or chemical or nuclear accident, for example, as well as providing forecasts for climbers or hikers, who would be at risk from extreme weather. In wealthy Switzerland, the profitable insurance industry relies on such risk analysis.

Piecing together the many links in this unwieldy network, via Vitale’s imagery, we begin to see how a politics of knowledge is created through power relations. He brings us a sonar image, used on a rescue mission undertaken by Swiss lake police, who provided the image. Sound wavelengths in water are approximately 2000 times longer than those of visible light, which makes it possible to ‘see’, when light can’t penetrate far enough. The resulting image can only be interpreted by a highly trained expert, leaving the layperson to consider it purely as visual spectacle: a narrow, symmetrical chasm between two masses, with an unidentifiable circular ring to the top right. Scientists have employed sonar imaging techniques in Lake Neuchatel to find evidence of tectonically active zones that might trigger earthquakes, for example. Seek and you shall find.

As might be expected, technology is at the forefront of security production. While older methods of detection are still utilised – as we see in the image of the sniffer dog – the most advanced robotics technology is playing its role too. Vitale introduces us to ANYmal, which (it is tempting to say ‘who’) is being developed for rescue missions, and is designed for autonomous operation in challenging environments. Robotics research has been focused predominantly in this area since Fukushima. The inclusion of ANYmal in this series seems ominous. The human body begins to feel superfluous.

Perhaps the most revealing glimpse into the production of security is the series of still images, the title of which translates as The six errors with regard to security threats. Classic stock imagery of elegant ballets dancers, or three generations of a healthy Swiss family, is juxtaposed with more sinister pictures – a hooded person at a keyboard, a raging fire. The original video is a Swiss Army production, at once bane and antidote: on the one hand, it educates the public on possible dangers to their culture or economy, while at the same time, presents the army as the necessary solution; guarantor of peace and prosperity.

A couple of images offer brief respite from the tightly-calibrated visual regime. Vitale’s research began with border control, where, outside the inspection rooms and the extraterritorial space of the airport, he observed traces in the landscape, left by refugees. The viewer is affected by this fleeting human touch. A hand-written note in Tigrinya, the Eritrean language, offers reassurance for those that might follow in their footsteps: ‘We are here. You are in Switzerland.’ Elsewhere, a vivid red map acts as a warning to fellow refugees, to make clear that Switzerland is in fact a country in its own right.

A final image in this illuminating series shows a white cross on a red square, one of the most-recognised flags in the world, or the looking-glass version of a never-ending state of emergency. The disaster-to-come is always already present.
We live in the age of the triumph of borders. These lines are drawn and represented by the nation-state as a primordial statement, an ancient feature of our own inner nature. In this scenario, the “illegal” overcoming of a border is a crime, and one that represents an unnatural state of being. This is why Fortress Europe has been created, as a powerful “machine of control” that aims to monitor and identify everyone crossing the border in order to impose its power on them.

Though the Eye is an open-source archive that investigates how this “technological border” shapes the bodies of the “illegal” traveller. The intention of the project is to visualise, through an elaboration of images resulting from those control practices, the actual condition of the refugees, their invisibility. Moreover, in a context when this type of material seems hard to access, this archive represents an attempt to create a shared platform to which any citizen can contribute new sources.
control which aims to monitor and identify people attempting to cross borders “illegally”.

As a result, the “illegal” travelers are forced in a condition which tends to de-humanize them through an excessive bureaucratization of the “ritual of the frontier”. The images resulting from these practices [from x-ray visions, satellite view, night and thermal scanning] represents a clear example of the human condition in which these individuals are forced: the invisibility.

The aesthetic outcome of these pictures seems to make visible the consequences that this mentality of coercion has on the body and identity.
Illegalizing Crowds: The Visual Representation of People Flows in the (Post-)Schengen Era

Daniele Salerno

1. Borders/Flows, Freedom/Security: At the Semantic Core of the Schengen Project

In 1991 the International Institute for Strategic Studies – one of the most important global think tanks – classified people flows and economic systems, and our freedom. Strategic developments worldwide. Indeed, it was the flood of refugees from East to West Germany in 1989 which helped to bring down the Berlin Wall and generate It allowed people to circulate from East to West (Germany and Europe) and, through the image of people dismantling the wall, crossing the former border and hugging each other, became a symbol of the reunification of the peoples of Europe; when people flows appear as a threat, the border and the wall take on the positive meaning of defending us, the stability of our social and economic systems, and our freedom.

The ambiguity of such a cultural construction and of the relationship between borders and people flows lie at the very heart of the Schengen project if we consider it as a boundary-producing political performance (Campbell, 1998, 61). On the one hand, the project envisioned a common internal European space in which the differences between nations were to a certain extent negated by eliminating the borders (for EU citizens); on the other hand, the need for differentiation was shifted to the outside with the creation of what is known as fortress Europe.

This process underplays the differences within Europe, by enhancing the differences between Europe and its Asian and African neighbours (with the well-known ambiguities involving some parts of the European Union, Russia, and Israel). According to Campbell, the boundary-producing political performance, external dangers and internal threats need to merge. In the Schengen agreement, the internal threats to the European project were gradually identified as coming from its outer borders: the arrival of people from Africa and Asia, as well as Eastern Europe (e.g. Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland), can threaten our security and our freedom of movement within Europe, compelling states to reintroduce border controls. As Alexander Langer said in 1995 “when we raise a wall we will be perfectly ready for Schengen”: this sentence describes an ambiguous process in which the maximum internal openness and freedom of movement, quintessentially part of the European dream, merges with a maximum of external closure and the illegalization of arrivals, signifying the co-existence of double meaning in the relationship between border and people flows. What is at stake here is also the development of different types of “borderworks”, complicating the inside/outside dichotomy, and making the border more diffuse, “generalized” (Vaughan-Williams, 2009), less visible but no less real: as Étienne Balibar wrote in 1998, borders are multiplied and reduced, thinned out and doubled (Balibar, 1998, p. 217).

The Schengen agreement works as a new dispositif for regulating the transnational circulation and movement of people, from, to and through the European Union. It therefore did nothing to dissolve borders but refashioned them, establishing new ways and modes for dividing good and bad movement – to paraphrase Michel Foucault (2004; on this topic see also Tazzioli, 2016) –, legal and illegal circulation and crossings.

In this paper, I will analyze the semiotic processes of illegalization in images, as they emerge in the montage of visual material that was made for the Europa Dreaming project (Moretti et al., 2016), and adding another case study: the Apulia sea border. I will do this by drawing on a cultural semiotic perspective (see Lorusso, 2015), i.e. the study of the functional correlations of different discursive fields. In particular, as W.J.T. Mitchell explains, the analysis of the visual illegalization processes demands the convergence of three fields: semiotics and iconology, in which law and migration engage the realm of images, i.e. of aesthetics (2010, p. 13). As politics (foreign policies and European processes of integration), intertwine with the law (codes and agreements that regulate migration) and the economy, we will analyze the processes of legalization and illegalization of migrant flows take shape in visual representations.

2. Jumping Walls, Crossing Borders: Illegalizing the Migrant Crowd

In the Europa Dreaming website (Moretti et al., 2016) takes us back to 1989: the image of people bringing down the Berlin Wall, reuniting the two Germanys. A genealogy of the illegalization of people flows within and to Europe may start from here – in the celebratory apex of freedom of movement – and in the analogies between the liberation from a wall that symbolised the Communist dictatorships and the more recent historical events that led from the social movements in North Africa and the Middle East in 2011 to the arrivals from the South and South-Eastern European borders.

However, the seeds of such processes were embedded in the agreements signed after WW2 between Mediterranean countries (Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey) and Northern European countries (e.g. Belgium and West Germany) regulating the access of workers to sustain their economies. The Italian Gastarbeiter (immigrant workers) depicted in the documentary excerpt (Möckel, 1998, 0:00–3:27) on the Europa Dreaming website are shown in a domesticating process. Their health conditions and physical performance
are checked first by the medical institutions in the migrants’ own countries and before leaving for Italy they are organized and divided upon their arrival at the different train stations; they are regulated as a guest working class and lodged in houses and suburbs that discipline and spatially contain their presence; finally, we can imagine them regimented in the assembly lines of factories. Media use a military language to describe this process: the physical examinations evoked the draft of recruits and the guest workers appear as the “industrial reserve army” of a fully-employed Germany (Friedrichs, 2010, p. 57).

Disciplinary institutions are put in place to tame the crowd and to legalize the crowds whose arrival is regulated by international agreements. As Europa Dreaming reminds us, these bilateral agreements regulating the movement of the workforce are the prehistory of the Schengen area, where we can also see the rise of illegalization processes.

While on October 7, 1964 Der Spiegel celebrated the millionth Gastarbeiter, in 1973 the German recruitment ban stopped the arrival of labourers, initiating a process of illegalization of arrivals that spread from the juridical domain to the media representations and to the shaping of urban spaces. Analysing how Der Spiegel reported on migrations from 1973 to the 1980s, Jan-Henrik Friedrichs (2010) shows how migrants ceased to be guests to become foreigners, and the category of asylum seeker partially replaced that of Gastarbeiter, dividing migrants into victims and criminals, legal migrants and illegal migrants to be deported (on the politics of label see also Sinotto, 2015).

In the 1990s, the arrival of refugees from Yugoslavia and Turkey impacted on the Brenner Pass and Ventimiglia. However, the arrivals that prompted the most spectacular media exploitation in the 1990s were those of the Albanians, who landed massively in Apulia after the fall of their regime and enacted the images of that period from the sea border of Apulia, to those assembled and analysed by Europa Dreaming from the land borders of the Brenner Pass and Ventimiglia, because they show how migrant crowds are visually illegalized.

Eight months after the fall of the Berlin Wall, Albanians jumped from the walls of the Western border in order to flee the poverty afflicting their country (at that time the poorest in all of Europe). Journalists described this process as strictly connected with the fall of the Communist dictatorships, and Albanians were welcomed as refugees. Visually, the acts of jumping from walls and of jumping out of boats seem very connected, they are constructed as liberating border-crossing acts, and in this sense used by the press and even in advertising (in the same Benetton posters by photographer Oliviero Toscani).

Albanians are shown jumping and climbing on and off the boats, waving their first passports in one hand and making the V sign of victory with the other. Some journalists, clearly echoing a colonial language, defined the events as “our fall of the Berlin Wall”, with Albania as East Germany reunifying with Italy (e.g. Deaglio, 1991). From the beginning of 1991 the double meaning of this crowd as both threatening and liberating emerges clearly in media and visual representations. In 1990 the arrival of the first Albanian refugees, termed an “exodus”, was reported on local television networks with a certain “paternalistic racism” (Pesole, 2015, p. 112). As Elisabetta Pesole argues, Albanians were shown in television programmes as they were being fed, dressed, and cleaned by local people who felt it was their duty to welcome them and demonstrate solidarity, but also their (colonial) mission to civilize and modernize the Albanian countryside, although not yet barbarian, crowd.

In the special edition of the news on the regional channel Telenorba Brindisi, sbarco albanesi 10 luglio 1990, we can see Albanians interviewed by a journalist, narrating their stories in Italian, assisted by an Italian soldier of Arbëreshë background who attempted (“along with 20 other Italian Arbëreshë soldiers”, the journalist points out) to help Albanians express themselves in a more comprehensible Italian.

The journalist begins the interview by describing the registration procedures for the individual migrants by the Italian authorities and the dressing process (called “vestizione” by the journalist). The Albanian immigrant, like the Italian Gastarbeiter, is shown as he is led through a process of “civilisation” and disciplining, hosted in a former barracks, assisted and controlled by the Italian Army (the Restinco Military Camp in the Brindisi Province, which will soon be transformed into an identification centre).

This phase of (paternalistic) welcoming ended very quickly in 1991, after the arrival on August 8, 1991 of 20,000 Albanians at the port of Bari, on board the Vlora. The social and moral panic caused by these events led to a gradual process of illegalization of the arrivals. Albanians were soon racialized: references to the historical and political context (the fall of the Communist dictatorships) were lost as the Albanians were blackened through the discourse targeting “dirtiness” and “poverty” as well as the “savageness” of the Balkan people (the Western role of the Schengen processes see Giuliani, 2015). The metaphor of the invasion of a Barbarian horde and of the human flood became central in the public discourse (on this issue see Pogliano & Zanini, 2011), generating a sense of danger and a consequent demand to set mechanisms of border controls. The new images emerged almost immediately, affecting the regime of visibility of the Albanian arrivals. Whereas the first arrivals were reported “live”, with close-ups of groups of people and individuals, and the Albanians were interviewed by journalists, recognized and identified by their stories, after their illegalization the only image associated with them was that of an overcrowded boat. The migrants became inaccessible to journalists as they were secluded in the new immigrant detention centers, instituted by the Turco-Napolitano Law (1998), a response to the sense of menace and insecurity rising from Italian public opinion. From this moment on, interviews with migrants that showed their faces, spelled their names and told their stories became very rare, pushing some journalists to penetrate the regime of illegality which generated a regime of invisibility of the individual migrant (see Fabrizio Gatti’s reportage, 2005). The Europa Dreaming interviews show the visual effects of the illegalization of people, in which politics, aesthetics and ethics are closely intertwined: how to represent migrants and their stories, without putting them in danger but also avoiding the visual clichés of illegality (e.g. black-barred or blurred faces)?

Those visual and media dynamics began in 1997, a year that marked a turning point in the processes of illegalization. To stop arrivals from Albania – which was now on the verge of a civil war caused by a financial crisis –, the Italian government set up a de facto military naval blockade, allowing push-back operations. On March 27, 81 people died in the collision between the Italian military corvette by secretly watching Italian television during the regime helped them to be perceived as more similar to Italians and thereby easier to assimilate than the black African immigrants.
Sibilla and the Albanian boat Katër i Radës (on this issue see Leogrande, 2010; Pistrick, 2005, pp. 196–219; Salerno, 2016) in the first massacre at sea in the Mediterranean after the end of the Cold War.

In 1998, Nanni Moretti dedicated a short section of his film Aprile to this case and, in general, to the 1997 arrivals (see on this also Pintarelli, 2012): he shows images of the boats landing and interviews Albanians arriving in Italy. Visually, these extracts represent the end of a regime of visibility of the arrivals, to the illegalization process.

The regime of visibility of the arrivals, and the construction of meaning for the masses of people went (and go) hand in hand with the new legislative system. Apulia became a workshop (Ravenda, 2011) for the construction of the Schengen area where the Martelli (1990), Turco-Napolitano (1998) and Bossi-Fini (2002) laws created detention centres for migrants (labelled with different names over the decades), thereby laying the first stones of what has now become the European Frontex (2004).
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Our Uniqueness
Marco Giacomelli

The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic was (is) a tragedy of course. Yet I must confess that the pandemic responses in Italy have been productive for me in certain respects. One such is having been able to meet, albeit virtually, Eva Leitolf and Giulia Cordin and their students. Would this have turned into the same, or perhaps even better, if the pandemic had never occurred? No, for the very banal reason that I would not have accepted the invitation to spend a day together. Because the journey from Turin to Bolzano is longer than from Turin to New York, to speak.

Are we in the realm of chatter and banality? Undoubtedly. But I believe that relationships may have decreased quantitatively, yet have grown qualitatively precisely because they have been hindered by the pandemic containment measures. This is something I have experienced comprehensively with students on my Master’s Critical Writing course at NABA in Milan. For example, the complicated relationship with Asian students, especially Chinese, has paradoxically been simplified or, better said, intensified by the exponential increase in media opacity – the use of chat within platforms such as Zoom. It has become structured, more direct and transparent, more profitable in both directions. Does this mean that the infamous distance learning is a panacea? Obviously not, but nor should it be abolished entirely as soon as health conditions return to “normal”.

But let’s not digress. My study day with the Studio Image class was literally Babelic. Streams of English, Italian, German – and other languages and other dialects and other prosodic inflections – intersected for hours, for many hours, with data streams translated into voices, still and moving images, tensions, silences, interruptions, flickering monitors. It wasn’t frontal teaching, it couldn’t and shouldn’t be. It was digital brainstorming where it was impossible to “lose the thread”, because so many threads were intertwined in ever-changing configurations – meaning, by difference, multiplicity, diversity, dissonance and disagreement.

The disagreement. That is what I would like to contribute here: Not for the sake of controversy but in order to keep alive the storm of that brainstorming.

The Studio team chose, in their unquestionable and legitimate judgment, to present the works of Michelangelo Boldrin, Pietro Rigo Langé, Luca Piscopo, Elia Ergüleğ and Luana Carp. I will certainly not be disputing that choice, first of all because I “saw” each of the students for just a few minutes, while their teachers had been working with them for months. However, the fact remains that another project also impressed me during that study day. A project of disconcerting banality – a term that will recur.

The student is Giulia Battisti, the title is Between, the medium is video, used to document a performance. The artist’s statement is divided into two parts. The first frames the problem: “As time passes, it becomes ever more evident that humans are losing their connection to the natural environment. Everyone is busy with their everyday life, spending most of their time in buildings, apartments, homes, always surrounded by walls, with a roof on top and a floor under their feet. During the lockdown this situation was raised to a new level, no longer normality but a forced condition that inevitably confronted us with the walls of our homes.” You will agree with me that that is banal. In the second part of the statement she moves from observation to action: “The piece came together as a reaction to this condition. By radically living in the complete opposite of those two months – taking my room, my childhood furniture into the forest – I escaped from the walls that had suffocated me and existed for a day without them. Suddenly, the ground under my feet was earth and grass and I had the possibility to reconnect. But this comes with exposure, as our homes are meant to protect us. During this experience I confronted myself with the duality my action implemented. The operation itself is also conceptually – although not materially – banal. But isn’t art, according to Arthur C. Danto, precisely the transfiguration of the banal? And above all: How has a term describing a common good (check its etymology) acquired a negative and derogatory meaning? The “common” cannot function as a positional good, it is not exclusive, there is no doubt about it. The banal is not culturally “high”. What is common and banal cannot and must not concern that “disadvantaged class” of which Raffaele Alberto Ventura wrote so insightfully, and so have we all. – The history book, the author of this piece, and probably the artist and the readers. (Note: Ventura plays on the double meaning of the Italian term “disagiate” [“disadvantaged”], which means both “impoveryished” and “awkward”).

The banal, even the naif, can however generally be made profitably interesting. (We attributes the banal, etymologically understood, is the ideal trait d’union between identity and community, between I and Us. It is not sectarian entrenchment, nor is it, at the opposite extreme (opposites that often come together dangerously) populist appeal to instinction. Let’s try to apply these interpretations to the cases chosen by Leitolf and Cordin.

The case of Michelangelo Boldrin and his project Through The Eye: The Aesthetics of Control is very simple, I would like to say: banal. (And, en passant, an extremely mature project for a student.) Everything revolves around borders, those between nation-states in particular. Let’s banalize: these are basically signs drawn on a map. Totally arbitrary signs that often decide between life and death. They are signs that impact on aesthetics, in the sense of Immanuel Kant’s transcendental aesthetics: signs that influence space and time, or the zero grade (or even “ground zero”) of our being-in-the-world. Transcendental aesthetics, space-time, is the most banal “thing” that human beings share, what they (we) have in common.

I think the soundtrack of the project +39 0452456316.jpg by Pietro Rigo Langé is astonishing in its banality: nothing simpler and more revolutionary, when you live in a scopic regime, than entrusting your vision to sounds – not music but ambient sounds: tires on gravel, a dog barking, the rustle of leaves…

If Michelangelo Boldrin’s work is mature, Luca Piscopo’s Candy Oscura: Apocalypse & Genesis is worthy of a mid-career artist. Everything stems from a catastrophe, again understood in an etymological sense. During lockdown, Candy appeared, like a chemical reaction (precipitated), in Luca’s childhood home. Nothing more banal, once again: dealing with one’s place of origin, the beginning of biological life. An undoubtedly painful recapitulation but I imagine – I hope – a harbinger of acquired certainties. A sort of rite of passage experienced as a protagonist, a revitalization of the world by putting one’s own identity into play and therefore, necessarily, the identity of his or her parents. Because the construction of the Self always and inevitably passes – it will be banal to say – through a dialectic, as the German idealists teach better than psychoanalysis. Elia Ergüleğ is banal from start, the title of her project: Attribuiamo immagini alle nuvole per aver avuto una disagiata infanzia (We attribute cloud images to the clouds to get closer to them). Banal in the image it brings to mind (“Yes, I did that too”), in reminding us of an experience that I believe all human beings have in common: giving shape to clouds, making what frightens us familiar and therefore harmless. But it is a trap, as Freud teaches us when he speaks to us of the Unheimlich, the uncanny. And Ergüleğ drags us into this trap, attracted by such a homely title only to find ourselves, as in the case of Langé’s project, confronting the scopic regime. Because Ergüleğ forces us to realize how much voyeurism is now inherent to our lives.

Finally, Luana Carp and UNNAHBAR: what is the boundary between the desire for relationality and intrusiveness, between communion and privacy? The height of the banal, in short, because this is a question of reflecting on the dangerous porosity of the dividing line between Self and Other – where the We is gelatinous, unpredictable, more organic than any organism that perceives itself as unique, monolithic, immutable. A project so banal that it reflects on banality itself, that is, on commonality. The rainbow thing to be banal, for the umpteenth time, the last, I promise you: the banal is the common-place. And for human beings there is nothing more banal than planet earth. In its uniqueness. And in our uniqueness – the most vital paradox of all, because it tells us that the only possible uniqueness is, counterintuitively, plural.
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Our Uniqueness
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In a moment of obscurity last year, I instinctively decided to give life to one of the characters in my head. I decided to call her Candy Oscuro. Candy as a word originally derives from Sanskrit and means “fragments”. I felt it was representative of this character, which was an agglomeration of fragmented personalities, she could be many things all at once and she already existed in everyone’s collective consciousness. Another reason was because candy was always banned at home when I was a child because of its highly dangerous effects, such as causing psychological addiction and caries. The word “candy” also made me think of something very shiny, wrapped in plastic, artificial, extremely manufactured. I was fascinated with the idea of creating a persona that could embody the visions of my ideal self, with both masculine and feminine characteristics, creating a new scale between the gender binary into which my character, and myself, could fall into. I found great comfort in losing myself between reality and fantasy. Somehow for the first time ever I was looking in the mirror and I wasn’t seeing something that completely repulsed me but saw staring back at me something I had created, with great love.

As the pandemic approached, a series of plot twists found me stuck in my childhood home. The same home I had grown up in, the one I was so scared by, the one I loved, the one I despised. I was with my mother and father and somehow, I knew that I had to go further with my exploration. I decided to include my mother in the project by letting her slowly into my world and into my mind by introducing her not only to Candy but to my whole idea of gender and identity. I let her take pictures of me, every other day, as I dressed up in her clothes and wore layers and layers of make up to obscure my masculinity. At first she couldn’t understand and this part of me frightened her. But as I let her in deeper, she fell in love with my fragments. I revealed a part of me by wearing a mask that let me unlock a dimension that I hadn’t believed was inside of me to begin with. As I went deeper into my surroundings, I found my father’s 1990s video tapes of my mother. I decided to bring them out of the dark, to give them life in order to represent femininity and give my mother a voice and a chance to take control of her narrative, not through a masculine eye but from a contemporary perspective. We found ourselves in the same place, many years later, changed by time, looking at each other through a lens.
The End of the Global World?
“Siri is a creep – a servile arselick with zero self-respect – but he works annoyingly well. Which is why, last week, I experienced that watershed moment: for the first time, I spoke to a handheld device unironically. Not for a laugh, or an experiment, but because I wanted it to help me.” Charlie Brooker is the creator of the British television series Black Mirror (2011–), which was an important point of reference during this semester. The series offers endless material for discussing the relationship between images, technologies, social control and the social imaginary.

In 1624 Francis Bacon imagined the New Atlantis, a utopian society on the fictitious South Sea island of Bensalem. In its scientific institution, Salomon’s House, weather phenomena such as lightning and hail are imitated, and very distant or small objects are viewed using special optical instruments. With “knowledge of causes, and secret motions of things”, the father of Salomon’s House strives to enlarge “the bounds of human Empire, to the effecting of all things possible”.

Technological developments have always been a powerful driving force for cultural discourse and practice. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Marinetti and the Futurists celebrated speed, motion and the potency of modern weaponry in their manifestos, paintings and sculptures. From the late 1920s, architect and visionary R. Buckminster Fuller created buildings and urban spaces that combine science, technology, and design, recalling (and inspiring) science-fiction film sets. Joseph Weizenbaum’s ELIZA demonstrated the possibility of communication between human and computer in 1966. In his video work 5000 Feet Is the Best (2011), Omer Fast contemplates the structural power imbalances created by contemporary surveillance technologies.

The question of what artists can contribute to the discourse on technological developments has been widely discussed. Examples include the symposium “Guest,
Ghost, Host: Machine!” organised by Hans Ulrich Obrist and John Brockman at Serpentine Marathon 2017, and the exhibition “Training Humans”, which wevisitedStudio Image we learned about the relationship between image-based media and AI, about machine vision and classification systems. In their interview with Neural, Shinseungback Kimyonghun talk about Jorge Luis Borges’ taxonomy of imaginary animals, about recording data as waves break on a stone for an exhibition on the posthuman, and about CAPTCHA as a “symbol of humanity”. The question used to understand the uniqueness of humanity is also central to the work of Mark Markin. In his project Nona, a mask prototype on which he worked throughout the semester, he explored the “correlation between the unique human facial architecture, machine vision and nature”.

During the course of the semester a growing number of followers witnessed the meteoric rise of the young American rock star Vince Summers. Thousands of fans on Instagram watched him record his new music video in North Hollywood. They saw him in his luxurious whirlpool, cruising downtown Los Angeles, and finally touring Italy. The highlight of the semester was Vince Summers in concert at our university. Such a stereotypical image narrative seemed almost too good to be true. Now Giacomo Tura is touring the States himself and wondering if he will ever complete his art studies.

Fabian Mosele’s project features a different reinvention of pop culture. He reflects on the relationship between consumer and producer by inviting visitors to the end-of-semester exhibition to reassemble the characters that populate his video Fantasia: Shared lands.

Bernhard Schwend, chief curator at the Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich, and the artist Miro Craemer joined our exhibition as guest critics. For two days, they never tired of discussing the works in depth and with great empathy. In a conversation with Studio Image, they share what they learned from these encounters.

As part of a series on the new photographic scene, this piece is dedicated to Discipula. Founded by Marco Paltrinieri, Mirko Smerdel and Tommaso Tanini in 2013, Discipula is a collaborative research platform operating in the field of photography and visual culture. All of Discipula’s research is aimed at revealing, or at least bringing to light and overturning, the mechanisms that have allowed images to come between us and reality, thus to a certain extent replacing reality itself.

In the Wim Wenders film “Until the End of the World”, the main character Claire Tourneur is much more interested in the visual fragments occurring in her dreams, the images of her unconscious, the memories not yet revealed, that are recorded with a new technological device. Outdoor Media Action, your project shown on six giant LED screens provided by the M4 agency - along with the Digital Out Of Home installations that broadcast advertisements for AURA, a fictitious tech company – promoting both the brand itself and Morpheus, an imaginary technology being developed to visualise users’ dreams, seem in terms of ideas to be in some way linked to Claire’s obsession. How did you use photography to probe the medium of dreams and revelations from another dimension of the imagination? And what relationship do you see between images (including oneric) and the mechanisms of production and consumption via which they are conveyed?

Although we love film, I admit that none of us has ever seen Until the End of the World. However, given the frequency with which Wenders’ title appears in interviews and discussions about Morpheus, it seems obvious that we will have to fill this gap sooner or later. While we often work quite transparently with suggestions and quotations derived from cinema or music (for example, the phrase at the centre of Dead Commercials, taken from the script of Romero’s Diary of the Dead, or the title of the work Just Like Arcadia, borrowed from a song by Psychic TV), in this case the idea of dreams was the result of thinking about the themes addressed in How Things Dream (of which Outdoor Media Action/ Morpheus are part): surveillance capitalism (one of the themes thoroughly explored in the similarly-titled book published in 2018 by Shoshana Zuboff), specifically the central role played by images in the process of colonising consumers’ minds. How far can the manipulative and extractive nature of capitalism go? It was with the aim of answering this question that we touched upon the theme of the dream, the last bastion of privacy left today, one over which we are moreover unable to exercise any control. We thus found ourselves thinking not only of a corporate entity that could finally access this El Dorado, but also of the fact that consumers, now fully integrated into the mechanisms of semi-capitalism, would probably be enormously excited by it. At the end of the day, it is clear that, with respect to the grand narrative of late capitalism, we are all both victims and executioners. As far as formalising these suggestions was concerned, we decided
to work by subtraction, in other words we concentrated mainly on the communication and promotion of Morpheus, working at a graphic and textual level and thus proceeding via the suggestion rather than the unveiling of the possible content of Morpheus. After all, trying to give form to the imaginary dreams of imaginary users would not have made any sense. What we did instead was to blend the world of Morpheus with the real world, via the advertisements you mention, but also via anonymous questionnaires that can be completed both online and during the exhibitions staging How Things Dream. The results we obtained were certainly interesting.

MZ
In your investigation into the potentials of “metaphotography”, what strategies have you used to appropriate and manipulate the rhetoric and mechanisms of advertising language?

MP
All of Discipula’s research is aimed at revealing, or at least bringing to light and overturning, the mechanisms that have allowed images to come between us and reality, thus to a certain extent replacing reality itself. Guided by the work of the usual big names – Flusser, Baudrillard, Virilio, etc. – we have repeatedly dismantled, reconstructed and reprogrammed original and/or found images. How Things Dream contains at least three different types of work on the images: – Imitation and sabotage: in The Communication Series (2016–ongoing) we have worked with original images, taken by Tommaso, which subsequently become part of complex signifying systems in which the images themselves, as well as being heavily manipulated, are placed in dialogue with texts and graphic elements in the creation of marketing messages. – Documentation: with Outdoor Media Action (2017) we staged, thanks to the support of the collector Simone Sacchi and the M4 agency, a sort of public performance integrated into the progressive commodification of everyday life (i.e. a world in which surveillance and control are totally accepted and integrated into the progressive commodification of everyday life)? What role does the photographic medium play in this spatiotemporal shift, and what links the imagination of the present to that of the future?

MP
The project stems from a bleak vision of the future and from the desire to explore this future from the seeds that are already firmly planted in the present. Four years after How Things Dream came about, I would say that the world has kept on surprising us in negative ways. As for the medium of photography, it seems clear to me that it is one of the main tools through which power traces the trajectory of our lives. From Benjamin’s reflections through to the fusion of the real and the digital now fully realised in the 21st century, the power of images has become progressively more overwhelming and able to operate at an ever-deeper level in our psyches. This kind of reflection is one of the points underlying How Things Dream. Having said that, when thinking in terms of mass culture, it seems to me that, rather than helping to link the present to possible futures, images vomit a false and illusory idea of the future into the present. This creates a huge sensory blockage, leading to a considerable loss of orientation and making it difficult even to imagine a future other than the one that we are fed. The only possible alternative seems to be catastrophe, the collapse of our species. One of the main tasks of an artist today, I believe, is therefore to invite his or her audience to find the strength and stimuli to construct images that are not surrogates for a vision imposed from above, but rather help to prefigure other realities.
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ELIZA & Frankenstein

New Photography: Discipula

Interview by Mauro Zanchi and Sara Benaglia
MS In my opinion, we have in recent years reached an epochal turning point in the history of photography and its power to convey ideological content. I do not believe that photography has ever told the truth, but it is a fact that to take a photograph you still needed a real object to start with. Using new digital technologies it is now possible to produce a photographic image from scratch, without any need for a foothold in something real. This makes photography more and more like painting in its ability to create worlds, but with the added power of its aura of hyper-reality and therefore credibility. An interesting example is provided by architectural renderings, which we have – not by chance – been working on for years and which have the ability to let us imagine not only an urban space that does not yet exist, but also how this space should be experienced, making us accept, for example, the increasingly constant deprivation of sociality to make room for profit.

MP The book is the outcome of an artistic residency curated by Off the Archive, an organisation dedicated to the rediscovery and development of archival heritage. Off the Archive had the great idea of inviting us to work together with Pierangelo di Vittorio, a philosopher and member of the Action 30 collective, resulting in both an immediate intellectual understanding and a wonderfully deep friendship. Together we explored the “raw” material offered by the archive, namely the magnificent photos documenting the architectural heritage of the province of Bari, and promptly sought a strategy to connect this material to the present. In this process, in addition to reflecting on the potential of the archives themselves, we introduced a series of shared passions that became the skeleton of the work itself: science fiction, surrealism, fiction theory, JG Ballard, Aby Warburg and more. In particular, we worked on Bataille’s concept of formlessness, first reviewing the visions proposed by Krauss and Didi-Huberman, then placing this concept in dialogue with key concepts such as catastrophe, apocalypse and the end of the world, which seem to have acquired an ominous consistency these days. The result is a story written by Pierangelo, accompanied by our selection of images, that invites us to explore the fractures and fissures in our civilisation as escape routes towards a new tomorrow. An experiment, a science fiction story, understood, in the Deleuzian sense of the term, as “writing at the limits of knowledge”.

Shinseungback Kimyonghun
Interview by Rachel O’Dwyer

RO’D  Nearly all of your recent works deal with the aesthetics and the politics of machine vision. What drew you to this topic?

KYH  I immediately got into machine vision when I used the technology for the first time. It was about ten years ago. I think it was because I had studied photography. Machine vision seemed to be the next important visual technology. Machine vision can be understood as a camera plus a processor – eye plus brain. It sees the world by itself without human intervention. It is going to change how we see and how we are seen. Our practice explores the nature of machine vision, its relationship with human vision, its future impact on human life, etc.

RO’D  What drew you to collaborate?

SSB  I wanted to explore computers in everyday life, not in the lab. I found out art could be a way to do it, and I started to work with an artist, Yong Hun, who was interested in technology.

KYH  The works we do require deep understanding in both art and technology. It would be very difficult for me, an artist, to obtain engineer level knowledge and skill. I thought collaboration would be an answer. Luckily I met Seung Back, who studied computer science, and was interested in doing creative works. I think the collaboration occurred quite naturally out of a need for the skills and knowledge the other already had.

RO’D  Mind uses machine vision to respond to users’ emotions. Are you commenting on the dangers of affective advertising? What are the limits for improvisation or creativity when we tailor systems to real-time emotional responses? Is it still possible to be surprised when engaging with such a system?

SSB  When I was working on Mind and testing the emotion recognition system, it kept saying that I was sad and angry. I wasn’t aware of the state of my emotions, but I was pushing myself to the limit with short sleep and overwork at that time. I was somehow comforted that the machine recognized it. I think in the near future we will face a situation where machines know our minds better than we do. Unlike my experience above, I think its negative effect could be bigger than its positive one. We need to try to understand how machines recognize our emotions and also we need to think more about our own minds.

KYH  Many of our works deal with machine vision itself as a subject. But Mind is more about emotions than emotion recognition technology. The piece presents the collective emotions of people as a sea – as wave sounds. We wanted to create a space where one can feel one’s own mind together with the mind of others through the sea of emotions.

RO’D  Cloud Face is a project where human imagination and machine error meet. Similar to how humans see figures in clouds, machine vision systems misidentify cloud formations as human faces. For humans, cloud gazing is an imaginative activity, finding meanings and extrapolating from random patterns. With machine vision this activity is simply classified as a categorisation error, finding unintended patterns in noise. Do you think computers need more space for creativity, dreaming and productive errors? And if so, what might machine creativity, dreaming or interpolation look like?

SSB  This is definitely an error. However, just as errors in human vision are closely related to human cognitive systems, errors in machine vision cannot be easily removed. I think it is an important tool to explore how machines see. I think we don’t need to intentionally make machines creative. As machine advance and become more complex, they will show things that we call imagination or dreams.

KYH  Machines find faces in the clouds only by mistake now, but they may soon see figures appear in the clouds while knowing they are not real. Some might call it imagination and others would say it’s not a genuinely imaginative act. Machines will produce creative outputs in many fields but whether they are to be considered as creative or not will remain in debate for a long time.

SSB  I don’t see machine vision in opposition to human vision. Human vision can be extended through machine vision’s unique ability. I’m interested in the relationship between a personal machine and a human. I expect a partnership like the combination of a laptop and a human who beat a supercomputer in chess.

KYH  Machines find faces in the clouds only by mistake now, but they may soon see figures appear in the clouds while knowing they are not real. Some might call it imagination and others would say it’s not a genuinely imaginative act. Machines will produce creative outputs in many fields but whether they are to be considered as creative or not will remain in debate for a long time.

KYH  We didn’t think much about AI when creating the Aposematic Jacket. The jacket was intended to enable the wearer to escape any offense by presenting the ability of recording. The camera lenses covering the jacket were inspired by the vivid colours of poison frogs. The skin sends warning signals to predators that it’s not worth attacking or eating, and so do the camera lenses.
CAPTCHA Tweet employs CAPTCHA, human only legible text, as a secret communication system for humans. It was created in 2013 and it was the year when Snowden exposed the US government online surveillance system known as PRISM. CAPTCHA Tweet could be used to avoid such machine vision powered surveillance, but I was more interested in the situational and theoretical components of the intervention of machines in daily communication – than with the actual usefulness of the application. I also think CAPTCHA itself is conceptually interesting. CAPTCHA is a symbol of humanity in a way, as it’s something that can be solved by humans only. But CAPTCHA has also been changing shape, because computers are increasingly able to read distorted text. If we distort the text more, humans cannot read it either. Now we need to come up with another form of test to distinguish computers from humans. Of course we have many things that we do better than any other nonhumans. I somehow had this idea of standing them than any other nonhumans. SSB Machines are nonhuman, but because we haven’t seen them, we can’t contain all of the original information. The images created in this way can’t be understood easily at a higher dimension. The images allow us to glimpse a dimension that we haven’t yet seen. I think human vision will be expanded through machines.

KYH Most current AI systems are basically classifiers: object recognition, translation, sentiment analysis, etc. And they learn and work based on classification schemes that are pre-defined by humans. These are inevitably imperfect. Borges writes in his essay, The Analytical Language of John Wilkins, “...it is clear that there is no classification of the Universe not being arbitrary and full of conjectures. The reason for this is very simple: we do not know what thing the universe is.” No matter how good the algorithms and datasets that are used in machine learning, if the base classes are flawed, so is the trained AI. Realizing this issue is the first step to improving the system.

RO’D Many of your works deal not only with machine vision but also classification systems. Take for example, ‘Animal Classifier’, a computer system that categorises images according to Jorge Luis Borges’ taxonomy of imaginary animals. It often seems to involve taking an imaginary form of categorisation or extrapolation from human practices (i.e. cloud gazing, dreaming, fictionalising) and making that the parameter for a machine system. Are you trying to suggest that all parameters and schemes for categorisation are somehow arbitrary and/or socially constructed? Are you thinking about the politics of classification systems? Do you think about how classification systems might be better designed?

RO’D Flower pushes the possibilities of machine vision almost to abstraction, at least to the eyes of a human viewer. Once more there is the feeling of being in between two vision schemes, one human and one machinic or non-human. What can we learn by seeing like a computer? What can we learn when we push machine recognition to its extremes or focus on mistakes? Or is this the wrong line of questioning... KYH We don’t have to see like machines, but we need to understand how they see transparent and clarify the views it contains. Machine classification systems show higher accuracy than humans in certain areas. And such systems further amplify human biases or limitations that have defined these categories. This is dangerous, but it can also be an opportunity for humans to realize their limitations because the problems in machines look more obvious. Furthermore, the latest technology enables machines to set their own rules without humans. It is possible to create a system that can make categories as well as humans, in its own perspectives. I think this will help us understand our own classification systems better.

RO’D A Million Seasons feels like a form of computational aesthetics, except instead of trying to display all the data it turns each image into a pixel of one colour. What can we learn from examining very large image data sets? What is it not possible to learn?

SSB Machines are good at understanding and processing high dimensional space. In particular, recent advances in deep learning have achieved dramatic performance improvements. We can teach a machine to do a particular task, but there will certainly be limitations due to human biological systems. I think this difference is rather meaningful. Recognizing the difference, embracing it, and expanding our limits, is the human’s greatest strength.

RO’D Are you working on anything at present? KYH We are working on a couple of projects. One is a dancing performance involving machine vision. It will explore dances invisible to machines.
NONA is a study of the correlation between unique human facial architecture, machine vision and nature. Many fields were covered during the research process, including anatomy, biology and coding, distant but yet so close. The first mammal was cloned in 1996 and scientific progress did not stop there. Now we are on the path of integrating technology into our lives, into our bodies. We can be boldly identified as the first generation of cyborgs. But we are also the first to feel the pressure of many technological fallouts impacting our lives. Privacy and individuality are two of them.

Two variables that many of us overlook. Twenty years ago only certain people could track our lives. Right now, with a little bit of patience, anyone can become a cyber Sherlock Holmes or a stalker. Your past, your present and your face are “under my thumb” and you are the one that feeds the database, “ain’t it the truth babe?” Nevertheless, NONA was not made as a mask to hide or critique our society. Instead, it is a visualisation of interactions between human facial biometric data that have been captured by machine vision and processed by the emulation of nature’s algorithms.

Laser-cut aluminum, three video loops, printed manual
As social networks become the main place for socialisation and identity construction, they are not just a virtual playground separated from external existence, but a space in which a major part of our real life takes place, with real consequences. Many studies show that Instagram, where personal photos take centre stage, can often set unrealistic expectations and create feelings of inadequacy and low self-esteem, as seeing friends always on holiday or enjoying nights out can make people feel like they are missing out while others enjoy life. This explains why social media users add filters and alter their pictures in order to look perfect: Instagram makes us feel like we’re not good enough, so we end up portraying our life as better than it really is. If that is true, isn’t it like trying to live a new one?

How many little lies are we willing to tell to build our image on social media? What does it mean to be real? VS aims to demonstrate that in the digital age it is possible to live the life of your dreams without really living it, as there are narratives that don’t need any validation to be credible on the internet. In the digital world an Italian student can become Vince Summers, the successful American rockstar he always wanted to be, and the more people believe it, the more he believes it. But can Vince Summers exist in the outside world?

90' performance with microphone and electric guitar, Instagram posts and stories, 70 × 100 cm poster
vincemumsummusic  Just came back home after 6 weeks on the road and 21 shows. Sold out my first tour in North America and I wanna thank you from the bottom of my heart. See you all. Europe Tour in 2020 🇪🇺
This is the second time this has happened this week in front of my house in LA and the fifth time overall since I moved in. Thanks again to my neighbor Harry for looking out for me as always. Sober the fuck up and slow the fuck down people!
Welcome to FANTasia, Shared Lands. Ruled by passion and creative freedom, these worlds are based on our pop culture and inhabited by derivative characters.

As kids, we grew attached to the stories we all watched, thus sharing a culture that connects us on a very emotional level. This bond is easily shared on the web, where both amateur and professional artists contribute to this culture with their own derivative works – works that break the rules imposed by big companies, thus enabling total creative freedom. The relationship between producer and consumer is transformed, shifting from passive to more active. Stories that were once linear and untouchable now become universes that are constantly changing and open for us to explore.

Wall projection of a 3’ video loop, ink-jet print mounted on hardboard panel, 105 × 185 cm, various stickers
Eva Leitolf
Bernhart, Miro, you were both guest critics for the exhibition at the end of our “ELIZA & Frankenstein” semester. Your visit was a real highlight for us. You were enthusiastic, sensitive, and extraordinarily inspiring. Both of you explore and expand conventional boundaries in your own work. I’m thinking about Bernhart’s “Feelings”, as an exhibition that almost entirely dispenses with text, or Miro’s “Denkraum Deutschland”, which harnesses the political potential of artists, designers and architects. Bernhart’s praxis is located in the established setting of a major museum, while Miro introduces elements from his work as artist, designer and curator into contexts as varied as major institutions and off-spaces. So what led you to take up our invitation to discuss projects with students who are only just beginning to develop their personal artistic practices?

Bernhart Schwenk
Well the most important reason for us to accept your invitation to come to Bozen was because it was you, Eva. We’ve followed your work for a long time and love the way you handle image and text, and how you maintain your own distinctive voice, conceptually and aesthetically. So that already made us very curious about your work with students.

Miro Craemer
I also find the institution very interesting, the Free University of Bozen-Bozane. It’s multilingual, interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, the connection between design and art. There are lots of intersections with my own ideas about creating and communicating art. And I really did find lots of points of contact. Altogether that trip to Bozen was extremely inspiring, and I know I can speak for Bernhart there too.

EL
What did you find especially interesting in your discussions with students? Were there situations or projects that remained with you?

MC
Well at a quite fundamental level we sensed a free artistic approach to the set topic, a very diverse attitude to the relationship between art and technology. We could see that this free approach was not hampered by self-imposed rules or the limitations of a single medium. Instead a broad spectrum of media art and photography were employed, a wide-ranging understanding. Materials and techniques were not selected for their own sake, they always related directly to the message. That showed absolutely the right kind of confidence.

BS
Yet that confidence, the independence of the artistic approach, never tipped over into overconfidence, or at least that’s how we experienced it, never arrogant. Whether the works were already fully developed was completely irrelevant. I found that striking in connection with the confidence and self-awareness.
How does technology transform the way we see? Technological developments have always been changes our society. Will we end up with the “surrender of culture to technology”, as Neil Postman what we as artists can contribute to the question of how technological progress challenges and EL

In the “ELIZA & Frankenstein” semester we were thinking about BS

I also found Fabian Mosele’s that fits wonderfully with the Frankenstein theme. There was something creepy about its coldness, and of course the work by Mark Markin for example. There the mood was tranquility, organic and technological bodies. That was different with the BS

It’s not at all easy to say which works I remember best, because for me sometimes the students’ ideas and our discussions were just as interesting as the implementation in a concrete work, or inspiring in quite some other way. For example the project by Michael Unger, it was called. It provoked a wonderfully constructive discussion because the work was so open. We talked about wiping with fingers on a smooth surface as a painterly gesture, about the contrast between the body and the high-tech device, and of course about the competition and dependency between organic and technological bodies. That was different with the work by Mark Markin for example. There the mood was tranquility, because we were so impressed by the work’s perfection. But there was something creepy about its coldness, and of course that fits wonderfully with the Frankenstein theme. BS

I also found Fabian Mosele’s FANtasia: Shared Worlds unbelievably thought-provoking. The most interesting thing here was not the high perfection but his subversive and whimsical appropriation of an animated visual language. At first glance it appears highly polished, almost commercial. But then the video did something else entirely. It drew you into a strange place, a peculiar exhibition where art and audience were in permanent metamorphosis, where the dependency between those who were viewing and that which was viewed had been abolished. That captivated me. If I remember rightly, the weird music contributed to the suggestive impression.

In the “ELIZA & Frankenstein” semester we were thinking about what we as artists can contribute to the question of how technological progress challenges and changes our society. Will we end up with the “surrender of culture to technology”, as Neil Postman suggested in his Techno poly in 1992? Or will we manage to regulate the effects of technologies? How does technology transform the way we see? Technological developments have always been a strong driver of cultural discourse and cultural practice. How do you see that? What contribution can we offer as artists? Which artists’ practices spring to mind? Are these issues for you as curators?

My experience suggests to me that art and culture have never had any problem creating a critical distance to everyday reality, and that art will continue to be able to do so. This means that art is also able to reflect and undermine technologies and their social consequences – or to use and perhaps even instrumentalise them for its own ends. That’s why artistic practice and discourse will never be dependent on technology. But conversely technology will always be dependent on creativity. Or how would you see it as an artist, Miro?

For me the most important partner of art is failure, the absence of success as the decisive step to something changing, something becoming different and new. It is almost impossible to create this moment of “failure” technologically, nor is that the purpose of technology. Functionality and optimisation are its central concerns. In art it’s about a different concept of “realisation”, art has a different objective. And it moves in different places and spaces, in the unplanned and unexpected. Incidentally “Denkraum Deutschland” in 2019 at the Pinakothek der Moderne was concerned with that kind of in-between, namely between the analogue and digital worlds, and as such with a field that is rather interesting for art. We saw that artists are rarely drawn to the heart of a technological system – where the potential for dependency is inevitable baked in – but tend instead to seek spaces at the margins of the system. The chances of something new emerging are simply greater there.

When you mentioned conscious failure, non-success, I had to think of the deliberate misuse or “prohibited” use of technology. One example would be Spirit Is a Bone, where the artists Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin “hijacked” facial recognition technology that is normally used for surveillance. Their uncanny portraits were shown last year in the exhibition “Resistant Faces” at the Pinakothek der Moderne, curated by Jana Johanna Haeckel. The exhibition also featured other anarchic adaptations of technology.

All the student projects we have discussed so far were from Studio Image – but I know you also met with students from the other Studios, till the early hours and the next day too. What was your impression? How do the students from the other Studios treat the media of photography and video?

What I found especially interesting, as already mentioned, was how the students combine media with space, objects, actions and also light; how freely they jump the boundaries that are supposed to exist between photography and video. Implementing a medium’s codes differently or expanding them creates a captivating field of association, also for the viewer. To my mind this also created a kind of “circuit” that authorises the viewer to think, which is also a substantive...
expansion. The work creates a space that is larger than the visual space. The content does not end at the bounds of the medium.

BS Expanding the visual space, exploding the genres and limits is a phenomenon that has been observed for at least fifty years, but every generation takes new steps that would previously have been inconceivable. Younger generations are ever more blasé about blurring the line between the real and the representation. Art never repeats itself, even if it might appear so at first glance.

MC The guest critic format at your end-of-semester exhibitions offers a wonderful opportunity to clarify expectations and motivations and explore new ways of thinking. It creates a great chance to question each other, and incidentally also ourselves by the way. So we’d love to come next year – if you’ll have us.

The conversation took place in July 2021.
Chiara Cortellini explores photography’s relation to memory in *La guerra in testa*. She finds tranquil landscapes close to the village she grew up in. Only upon the closest examination are the traces of the First World War visible in Cortellini’s photographs. In conjunction with the accounts written by hospitalised mentally ill soldiers, the images unfold a lasting horror.

During our excursion we met with the curator Felix Hoffmann at the exhibition “The Last Picture” at C/O Berlin. In an interview for *American Suburb X*, Brad Feuerhelm discusses photography and (the violence of) death with Hoffmann. Hoffmann paraphrases the German art historian Hans Belting: “A photograph of a dead person is not an abnormality but the very reason photographs exist”. “The true purpose of a photograph is to depict something that is absent and thus can only be present in an image.”

*Photo: CatCreative, Berlin.*

In her video loop *shared space* Irene Rainer observes a drone observing a human. The entire operation occurs within a tight space – defined by a white chalk circle – that neither drone nor human leave until the drone’s power runs out. The thousands of photographs taken by the drone are documented in the book *homo ad circulum*.

Elisa Faletti also explores the violent potential of surveillance technology. For *Incidents and Situations from Common Life / Chapter II*, she compiled thousands of images from surveillance cameras at the Western Wall in Jerusalem. In her installation she turned the tables to conduct her own surveillance. After looking at the pictures of the Western Wall, visitors moved on to the adjacent room. Here they saw live footage of other visitors, now looking at the work – and realised they must have been monitored themselves.

Shifts in perception are also central to the work of Jana Müller, who we visited in her studio in Berlin. In her text on Müller’s work, Kathrin Meyer describes “little episodes of gruesomeness” that we consume every day. Müller develops strategies to deal with the fascination with violence, “with the suppressed and the disturbing”. She explores “subjective and collective fears” and reflects on “the fragility of normality and the invisible potential of terror just below the thin layer of everyday life”.

Finally, in *Almost a Love Letter* alumna Josefina Sundblad contemplates “the politics that takes hold of institutions” and power relationships within hierarchical academic institutions to give us very personal feedback on her experiences with Studio Image.

A concise introduction to Lukas Einsele’s project is no easy matter, given the context of responding to questions—or the lack of them—from journalists and a public sometimes perplexed by an agenda not tied to the disaster clichés antipersonnel mines might hope them for: pictures of victims who really look like the victims television and press coverage has got them accustomed to. Nor is it easy to get a handle on a mode of presentation that is makeshift, fragile, readily transportable, and only apparently didactic: one that groups together, in no special order, texts, maps, video images, photographs, anamorphically projected drawings, and display cases full of more or less sophisticated mines produced at different times by a host of different countries and, in some cases, still being spread around vast tracts of land beyond the occidental pale.

This is doubtless in part the case because our relationships with modern warfare are paradoxical: distance (real or fantasized) and proximity (repressed or denied) in terms of responsibility; massive visual media presence; and the decline or standardization of representation not only in the media, but also in the cinema and in literature. Thus “war seems everywhere today, on our borders and in our minds; but here in the West we no longer know it from experience. Firstly we have no immediate perception of it via our bodies; and as a logical consequence, no war bequeaths—except perhaps to a tiny minority among us—the feeling left by any major existential experience, of a before and an after.”

It is doubtless also the case because antipersonnel mines are the least visible, least spectacular part of the military arsenal turned out by modern states—or cobbled together by various other interested parties;
because the legions of amputees stay home and do not clutter up the streets of our cities; and more decisively, because “the primary effect of the hijacking of the contemporary antitotalitarian imagination by democratic consensualism is to render unutterable the multiformal disaster that is the present and mask its connections with the different blue-prints for order.”

Lukas Einsele neither denounces nor demonstrates; rather, he insidiously disturbs the received perception of accidents and their causalities. The images, narratives, and drawings he records interconnect people, things, and landscapes, and they construct situations like force and energy fields that blur the usual coordinates of the near and the far, the personal and the foreign, the singular and the common—while leaving the viewer free to move among the words and images, to put them together in his or her own way, aware that “you can’t see properly if you’re scared of losing your place.”

The various contexts were highly distinctive in human and cultural terms, as well as with respect to the organization of the more or less provisional communities formed by the victims of antipersonnel mines. Nonetheless, the protocol established for the encounters and interviews remained identical: those who were willing were asked to relate the circumstances of the accident that had cut short the normal course of their lives and, when words failed, to provide a rough sketch of the spatial and emotional framework. In the various forms of exhibition of this material—in institutions, books, and magazines—these psychographs accompanied the (often revised) texts and the black-and-white portraits taken during the interviews or at other moments. Like the full-length and group ones in color, these portraits were taken indoors. The narrowly framed portraits make restitution of the physiognomies and the individual expression of each of the children, women, men, youths, old people, villagers, combatants, and soldiers, without revealing the nature of their shared misfortune. By contrast, the large, color group portraits, which focus on certain moments of everyday lives in the process of being (re)organized during or after rehabilitation, draw the viewer’s attention to the prostheses, but only after lengthy study of facial expressions, group interaction, and ways of standing, dressing, and passing the time: Afghans drinking tea, men and a woman with a child in Luena, a bicycle battalion of Afghan policemen surrounded by rubble. Yet in none of these photographs is there any intention to establish a typology, an amputee “identity,” or anything else that might tend to point to a standardized victim.

Other series of images record the work of doctors and humanitarian workers, sessions of rehabilitation and adaptation to the wearing of an artificial limb, bicycle races, and—less often—the return to work and restructured daily lives. Still others follow the human and technical aspects of demining operations, catalogue the various kinds of mines, and catch the colors and contours of sweeping landscapes that some detail or remark indicates as being mined. Here, too, the images avoid generalization, the emphasis being on the sheer diversity of the situations: there is nothing in common between the technique of a Bosnian and an Afghan bomb disposal worker, and nothing routine about an Angolan demining squad warily carrying away mines in what looks like a procession of weird beekeepers.

The project incorporates the knowledge and skills of professionals and people variously concerned in an enormous network of complex interaction, charting without the slightest naivété the situation’s paradoxical rationale. Here are the demining teams, soldiers, and other combatants; doctors and surgeons made specialists by force of circumstance (refer to the text by Dr. Jonathan Kaplan), forced to perform emergency operations of all kinds; NGO personnel supplying prostheses and helping with rehabilitation; specialist journalists and jurists. And here, too, are the manufacturers, sellers, and dealers more or less legally involved in the lucrative sale and circulation of the weapons in question: weapons offered in detailed, regularly updated catalogues and on stands at trade fairs usually open only to “specialists.”

And yet this precise notation of the objective circumstances underlying the drama is never reduced to the mere statement of a “problem.” It is no doubt in this space—this blank or empty zone on the map, these distances between one face and another—that the throbbing of what philosopher Jacques Rancière defines as “intervals” can be felt: “Political intervals are created by separating a situation from itself, by establishing connections between identities and loci defined in a specific place in a given world, identities and loci defined elsewhere, and identities and loci that have no place in those places.”

A political community is not the actualization of a shared essence or of the essence of the commonplace; it is the pooling of that which is not initially held in common, somewhere between the visible and the invisible, the near and the distant, the present and the absent. This pooling presupposes the building of links between the given and the not-given, the communal and the private, the appropriate and the inappropriate. It is in this process of building that common humanity reasons itself out, reveals itself, and has an impact.”


3 Jean-Luc Oudard.


During his first journey to Luena, Angola, he felt the need to share his impressions, emotions, and questions, articulating them in “travel letters” he e-mailed to a few carefully chosen recipients. He came up with a method—a protocol I shall come back to—invented and shaped during the course of meetings, discoveries, and experiences “on site” in Afghanistan, Bosnia, and Cambodia. A method brought, doubtless by the project’s rationale, to such further stages of development as the returning of the images to their places of origin and subsequent cooperative ventures requested by some of the participants, in particular in Kabul.
The environment becomes a silent storyteller of its own scars and recreates, from time to time, an atmosphere of brutal violence. La guerra in testa (The war in the head) recalls some of the traces left in soldiers’ minds by a horrific conflict.

Are we sure that this is just an act of reminiscing about the mental aftermath of World War I? Past and present meet. Silence.

Three ink-jet prints, 65.0 × 97.5 cm
Publication, 29.7 × 23.0 cm


The work was titled after Anna Grillini’s book La guerra in testa: Esperienze e traumi di civili, profughi e soldati nel manicomio di Pergine Valsugana (1909–1924), Il Mulino, 2018.
Le guerra in testa

Chiara Cortellini
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La guerra in testa

Chiara Cortellini

Violent Images 2019

Un giorno ero a cavallo con mio fratello ed ero uscito dalla vecchia strada che da da Marzabotto a Piegiari. Era una calurosa sera di estate. Mi chiedevo se il mio cuore era a posto, se la mia mente era pronta a pensare. Non volevo pensare a quello che dovevo fare, ma sapevo che non potevo rimandare. Per quel che ne sapevo... o per quel che non ne sapevo... o per quel che avrei potuto fare... o per quel che non avrei potuto fare...

Grazie a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia, a chiunque sia.
The Last Picture – Photography and Death

Interview with Felix Hoffmann and Brad Feuerhelm

“The other reason is the question of memory – in line with the invention of the medium, mass images of the dead emerged in the second half of the 19th century. A fashion wave that is not only reserved for the nobility and clergy, but also for simple people, in order to have a portrait, a memory picture of someone at all”. – Felix Hoffmann

The last picture, the final image, image mortis, etc. The tale of death and the image has a very long history from some of the earliest folk paintings and tribal artifacts in which the thwarting of finality is expressed in artistic form and totemic stature. These images of death proliferate in human history. The photographic medium and its invention at the cusp of the industrial revolution seems to almost pointedly mark the transition in which technology, humanistic impulse and the direct questioning of iconic image worship fuse, or perhaps diffuse into a state of interlocked confusion.

The “birth” of the camera, the distribution of the photograph and the general attitude of spiritual matters in the Nineteenth Century had a clear correlation with mortality and the living conditions of the times. Infant mortality rates being what they were, the employ of the local studio or itinerant photographer to make photographs of deceased loved ones was a significant occupation. The practice of photographing the corpse would dissipate as mortality rates improved and the cultures and attitudes toward death and its image was quietly, but rather quickly put in the rear view. One could also speculate that as the industry around death became a new occupation in which capitalistic tendencies were introduced to make death and dying an expensive pursuit, images of sadness, horror or shock were also detached from the final acts of memory and burial. I have made post mortem photographs of my mother and grandfather. They sit in my holding as something alien, and not as a totem of memory, but rather something that gives less security to how I have been accustomed or persuaded to see death and its image.

Felix Hoffmann has created the exhibition The Last Picture at C/O Berlin in which images from media, private collections, and artists have been assembled to contemplate how we have looked at death and the image in photographic terms from the beginnings to present. There is also an incredible accompanying exhibition catalogue produced with Spector books that illustrates the exhibition with essays and is imperative for anyone interested in the subject. Felix has been kind enough to grant us an interview for which I am thankful. Below, he gives his insights to my questions, but also really pressures the point about how he personally developed the idea and how he sees the subject.

BF Death is by own definition one of two defining experiences that are considered as universal to the human species – the other is of course, birth. And yet, within these two polar observations that encapsulate the human experience, book ending it as it were, we as a species are more engaged at least in the West with images of death and not birth. In some ways, as it relates to image making we celebrate death or at the very least take more time to consider it as an image than birth. Perhaps it is because one has been experienced and the other remains shrouded in mystery and anticipation. Do you personally have any thoughts as to why this is the case? Perhaps it is a marker of finality in image form? Perhaps it is a testament for the living that they are still holding power of their inevitable conclusion?

FH In the occidental tradition in Europe and North America different ideas merge that desire to preserve the deceased as a picture. These tradition notions invoke the idea with which we are confronted in all Christian churches – a dead body hangs on a cross. The body becomes an image. Or as the German art historian Hans Belting once put it to paraphrase him: The true purpose of a photograph is to depict something that is absent and thus can only be present in an image. A photograph makes manifest something that is not in the picture, and which can only manifest itself in the photograph. Read this way, a photograph of a dead person is not an abnormality but the very reason photographs exist. The dead person has already departed and their death is an unbearable absence only made bearable when swiftly filled with a photograph. The other reason is the question of memory – in line with the invention of the medium, mass images of the dead emerged in the second half of the 19th century. A fashion wave that is not only reserved for the nobility and clergy, but also for simple people, in order to have a portrait, a memory picture of someone at all.

BF So, that suggests that the recording of a photographic image of death actually speaks about the decimation of social hierarchy as we will have seen. It is a marker of social status. The exhibition that you have arranged is one that is based on my own research, acquisition/collection of images, but also features rumination as a curator on how to deliver an exhibition that could offend a public very easily. How long did it take you to put the exhibition together and what were some of the obstacles that you faced either internally at the museum or with press and public spaces in which the exhibition was advertised such as newspapers, but also features rumination as a curator on how to deliver an exhibition that could offend a public very easily. How long did it take you to put the exhibition together and what were some of the obstacles that you faced either internally at the museum or with press and public spaces in which the exhibition was advertised such as newspapers, but also features rumination as a curator on how to deliver an exhibition that could offend a public very easily. How long did it take you to put the exhibition together and what were some of the obstacles that you faced either internally at the museum or with press and public spaces in which the exhibition was advertised such as newspapers, but also features rumination as a curator on how to deliver an exhibition that could offend a public very easily.

FH In 1999 I found pictures of the dead that had been photographed “as if alive” in Vienna around 1850 – a practice that was widespread especially in Catholic areas of Europe. But what is photography doing here? It brings to life and does exactly the point about how he personally developed the idea and how he sees the subject.

BF In the occidental tradition in Europe and North America different ideas merge that desire to preserve the deceased as a picture. These tradition notions invoke the idea with which we are confronted in all Christian churches – a dead body hangs on a cross. The body becomes an image. Or as the German art historian Hans Belting once put it to paraphrase him: The true purpose of a photograph is to depict something that is absent and thus can only be present in an image. A photograph makes manifest something that is not in the picture, and which can only manifest itself in the photograph. Read this way, a photograph of a dead person is not an abnormality but the very reason photographs exist. The dead person has already departed and their death is an unbearable absence only made bearable when swiftly filled with a photograph. The other reason is the question of memory – in line with the invention of the medium, mass images of the dead emerged in the second half of the 19th century. A fashion wave that is not only reserved for the nobility and clergy, but also for simple people, in order to have a portrait, a memory picture of someone at all. That was my starting point.
It took me a long time to develop the C/O Berlin Foundation, where I have been working since 2005, as an institution in such a way that museum loans, financial leeway and a viable concept fit together. The exhibition now mixes photographic images from amateurs, journalists and artists and gives an overview from 1840 until today in three chapters “Dying” “Killing” “Surviving.”

The exhibition is also about shifts in the meaning of pictures through context: do I look at a picture differently when it’s published in a newspaper, or when the same picture by Andy Warhol hangs on the wall as a screen print? The question of appropriation puts our viewing habits to a fundamental test.

BF We as a society getting back to your previous point certainly have a maligning way of appropriating death. Perhaps photography is a perfect totem and stand in for our fear of it. ... If I might ask about one piece in particular, why did you choose to exhibit the Kessels piece as to my knowledge his father did not die, but it was close... but I might have that wrong... and then... why not the work about his sister?

FH When selecting the exhibits, we tried to focus entirely on the dead body, the corpse. The shifting of images from different contexts into the realm of art plays a role. For example, media images were important here: As a paper sculpture, the German artist Thomas Demand has recreated a press image from Whitney Houston’s last dinner in 2014 in paper. He then takes a photo of this paper culture. So it refers to a picture that many people know. And so at various points we have these shifts and questions about the appropriation of pictures: Appropriation.

FH I wasn’t interested in the actual body and strategies for preserving it, but rather the image itself. And that’s where photography plays a decisive role. It is interesting to note that memory is shifting into digital space today: at www.reddit.com people can note that memory is shifting into digital space today: at www.reddit.com people were you able to inject this aspect into the exhibition? I did note the aspect to the way death or images of death are interpreted and distributed? For example, you use a very... Western... Ok. I think of the age we live in and the fast changes that inhabit our world by means of technology. We live in a society governed by an incalculable volume of change and data that push the currents of culture, life and politics to the edge of acceptability through the speed of its network qualities and the spiraling nature of the ever-moving conduits. What I mean is that with the technological changes that are occurring both in for example AI and communications, how do we incorporate the question of existence in those terms? For example, with death in particular, we are looking at ways in which the human body may elude death or at least postpone it, separate it from living tissue by interfacing our cerebral lives into a more machine-oriented digital world and work to enable propositions regarding the complete disposal of our living bodily selves. This is becoming less and less Sci-Fi and more accepted by the day as a realistic likelihood. In thinking about how Karl-Peter Illg might have argued as the boundless speed of technology’s ability to counter-determine society, democracy and its progress, death is at the forefront of the debate, as always. In examining this relationship with AI, Internet and the post-industrialized world, were you able to inject this aspect into the exhibition? I did note the use of newspaper imagery, which I loved...
palette in your exhibition, and by no doubt we can all agree that various cultures historically up to the present have a different solution for the image and death. However, keeping our focus to your exhibition and the nationalities involved, which seem to be mostly from the perspective of America and Germany, are you able to ascertain any difference of their handling? Did the war, for example determine either nation’s outcome for dealing with death? I can think of Kubler-Ross work the “American Way of Death” or in psychoanalytical interest with Ernest Becker’s “Denial of Death” through to a more practical archive cum photographic art - application such as Michael Lesy’s Wisconsin Death Trip as ways in which the American system has been exposed or has communicated on the idea of death and its image. Perhaps the same is in Germany with Gerhard Richter’s October 18, 1977 series about the RAF and the works surrounding Stammheim prison which was a major force in the German recognition of terrorism, but also death and suicide. Germany, from an outside point of view seems to have this impenetrable weight of death in its post-war society and yet the oppressive feature of German-ness, that is also touched on obliquely in works by Thomas Demand (also exhibited) are more of an allusion, a fondness for dead-tech material such as Kiefer and concrete and seemed anaesthetized and hidden under the surface of things. How would you explain the dichotomy of dealing with death between the two nations?

FH The big question was: Do we want to integrate the themes of “killing” and “war”, i.e. aggressive dying, into the exhibition? When we decided to do this, the question was how to deal with war and murder. Many colleagues said: Please don’t forget Hiroshima. And you should also consider the Russian genocide, Rwanda, the genocide in the Balkans, and so on. That is why, when it came to killing, we concentrated entirely on Germany and its history, the Holocaust and terrorism by the RAF.

BF How have the reactions been to the exhibit so far? Have you had positive healing reviews on occasion from people that may have helped them process the concept? Adversely, have you had negative reviews from people and are there age restrictions to this exhibit? If not, have you had any minors in and how do they grasp it?

FH The reactions are very individual. Some visitors react strongly to the children’s pictures from the 19th century, others perceive the Morgue or the Holocaust as an emotional challenge. I have had a lot of different feedback. The theme polarizes and there seems to be no recipe for a reception for such a theme.

BF … and yet it’s the punch line of life that we all share. Was there anything that you cut from the exhibit that you cut for the reasons of possibly being too offensive or difficult? Conversely, were there any images that you cut for being too quotidian? Such a strange way to ask about this sort of decision-making, I know…

FH No. But there were artists who didn’t want to be involved for personal reasons. Unfortunately, mainly women. We concentrated on the dead body and as little as possible metaphors or detour strategies. The examination of the corpse was very important to me – but also because of the Western tradition mentioned at the beginning. And of course you also have to be able to afford loans: Sometimes it is a long way until you find an object in a collection, you have convinced the owner to lend it to you for three months and then to be able to afford it as a loan with couriers, transport modalities. Some loans would have exceeded the financial frame work – even in the catalogue. You have to cut back and there is a lot of work involved that you don’t see anymore.

BF Thank you for this and your brave efforts to exhibit such heavy work.
A white chalk circle, a human being and a drone are the experimental set-up of the project shared space. Circling around the human object, the drone produced over two thousand photographs within the four minutes and twenty-nine seconds before its power ran out.

Life-size projection of a 4’29” HD video loop with drone sound. The drone’s view is documented with more than two thousand images in the book homo ad circulum, 16.5 × 22.0 cm.
Seeing so many security cameras installed in shops, banks, parks and on the street led me to ask: Who is controlling us? Who is watching the cameras? And who has the power to do so? Websites exist where citizens can check security cameras around their city, not for the weather, but to see someone else’s life: people walking on the street, jellyfish swimming in an aquarium (and the people there to watch them).

While exploring these possibilities, I discovered a security camera in a zone of contemporary conflict. Its location is a place where people cannot actually feel safe, the Western Wall in Jerusalem. In *Incidents and Situations from Common Life, Chapter II*, I turned the viewer into the object of observation. While viewing 2,560 surveillance images of Jerusalem’s Western Wall the visitor was in turn watched by a security camera and displayed on a monitor around the corner.

2,560 images from EarthCam website, prints on paper, security camera and monitor, seven-volume publication
Everyday life is interspersed with little episodes of gruesomeness, which are consumed in various dosages: be it the evening’s TV crime film, the inexhaustible supply of the Internet, or the latest news headlines. What is fascinating about the periphery of the normal, or rather transgression of its boundaries? Jana Müller’s Blackout (2006) deals with this fascination not so much through revelation or narration than concealment and withholding. The artist isolated five stills from Alfred Hitchcock’s Rope (1948), enlarged them and produced them as C-prints. The images each still show a small detail of the scene – such as a door frame, a few glasses on a table, a bandaged hand – but the greater part is obscured by a dark surface, for example someone’s back or the lid of a trunk. The events are withdrawn from us for a moment and remain in the dark. When shooting the film, Hitchcock used a trick in order to avoid visible edits: Rope was filmed in ten-minute shots (the maximum length of a film reel) which each end with actions that briefly mask the camera and create a blackout. The film tells of two young men who murder a mutual friend. Afterwards they hold a cocktail party in the presence of the body – hidden in a trunk – which only the two murderers and the viewers know about.

Everyday life is interspersed with little episodes of gruesomeness, which are consumed in various dosages: be it the evening’s TV crime film, the inexhaustible supply of the Internet, or the latest news headlines. What is fascinating about the periphery of the normal, or rather transgression of its boundaries? Jana Müller’s Blackout (2006) deals with this fascination not so much through revelation or narration than concealment and withholding. The artist isolated five stills from Alfred Hitchcock’s Rope (1948), enlarged them and produced them as C-prints. The images each still show a small detail of the scene – such as a door frame, a few glasses on a table, a bandaged hand – but the greater part is obscured by a dark surface, for example someone’s back or the lid of a trunk. The events are withdrawn from us for a moment and remain in the dark. When shooting the film, Hitchcock used a trick in order to avoid visible edits: Rope was filmed in ten-minute shots (the maximum length of a film reel) which each end with actions that briefly mask the camera and create a blackout. The film tells of two young men who murder a mutual friend. Afterwards they hold a cocktail party in the presence of the body – hidden in a trunk – which only the two murderers and the viewers know about.

The plot of Rope is not comprehensible to the viewer of Blackout; instead, we encounter a permanent and impenetrable out-of-field. The image sequences of the plot become single frames; the order of events coagulates into a single moment. The short- age of visual information, which in the film only lasts a few seconds, becomes absolute darkness without continuation or resolution in the still. In his discourse on cinema, Gilles Deleuze writes: ‘In one case, the out-of-field designates that which exists elsewhere, to one side or around; in the other case, the out-of-field testifies to a more disturbing presence, one which cannot even be said to exist, but rather to “insist” or “subsist”, a more radical Elsewhere, outside homogeneous space and time.’ The work Blackout takes this insistence and subsistence literally by isolating the brief moment of darkness within a sequence and turning it into the main motif. We are not shown the complete blackout, however, but the moment just before it occurs. The images present us with the coming of something that evades visibility. The imagination replaces representation, or as the artist John Smith puts it: ‘The monster in the horror film is always less frightening when you see it.’ The fragility of normality and the invisible potential horror just below the thin layer of everyday life are also the subject of Jana Müller’s TAGEBUCH eins (DIARY one) (2005). This consists of five photographs, a video and the intersecting plans of the rooms taped to the lid of a trunk – the exhibition space. The photographs show the contents of wall units and cupboards: various items such as books, a framed photograph, ornaments, decorative pottery and glasses, a lady’s jacket patterned in black and white. But there are noticeable gaps: something appears to be missing or to have been removed. Perhaps the diary mentioned in the title can provide more information – however, it is only present in the space as a photograph, together with a ruler, as if to establish its actual size for forensics or as evidence. Its cover states ‘You are required to make proper entries,’ followed by the initials J.M. Another photograph in the same format shows a house – perhaps the photographed shelves belong to its furniture. What has happened here? Does Jana Müller have a connection to this house? Is this her diary? On the screen of an old-fashioned television, a looped two-and-a-half-minute video shows a wide, dilapidated cupboard, whose door opens as if by magic after a while and then closes again. When the door opens, it reveals empty compartments only the bottom one contains a full, corded-up garbage bag. Jana Müller puts various elements into a context that remains fragmentary – no information is given about the house, its location or occupants, and just as little about the objects in the photographs, the obvious gaps, the mysterious garbage bag or the diary. Instead of a self-contained narrative, we see ourselves confronted by signs of the apparently domestic and familiar, which in this context feel more uncanny than homely. Sigmund Freud describes the uncanny as ‘that class of the terrifying which leads back to something long known to us, once very familiar.’ Freud also maintains that ‘this uncanny is in reality nothing new or foreign, but something familiar and old-established in the mind that has been estranged only by the process of repression’, and that ‘the uncanny is something which ought to have been kept concealed but which has nevertheless come to light.’ The works of Jana Müller seek this moment in which the familiar becomes foreign and old-established in the mind, for example – staging the domestic and private as the potential scene of a crime. The house in this work is in fact Jana Müller’s parental home, which she turns into a ‘criminalistic object’.


4 Ibid., p. 1f.

5 Translated from Lilian Engelmann, ‘TAGEBUCH eins – Eine Installation von Jana Müller’, Bilder no. 20, exhibition brochure, (Vienna: Fotogalerie Wien 2005, p. 10). This text goes into greater detail about the fact that the house shown is the one where Jana Müller grew up.
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items of clothing lie in between panes of glass stacked in layers, whose arrangement is determined by the rule that every pane has to be exactly horizontal.

Each ensemble contains several items of clothing, which can probably be assigned to a particular person. A pane of glass also covers the upper layer of clothing, making the objects beneath visible but unable to be handled, and offering a reflective surface in which the exhibition space, viewer and object meet. The glass surfaces emphasise the act of presentation, of exhibition for the purpose of observation and ensuing interpretation. In conversation Jana Müller has called these objects ‘preparations’, accentuating the aspect of examination: microscopically, systematically – the clothing appears as a piece of evidence, a souvenir or a remnant and is here presented for scrutiny. Since 2009 Müller has recurrently integrated such objects into her exhibitions in various constellations. She carefully assembles the items of clothing, mindful of colours and patterns, sometimes including a rug or a scarf. Each ‘preparation’ is an image, or spans the area between image and sculpture, between surface and body – or bridges the area between image, or assembles the items of clothing, mindful of documentary image and ‘preparation’, accentuating the aspect of examination: microscopically, systematically – the clothing appears as a piece of evidence, a souvenir or a remnant and is here presented for scrutiny. Since 2009 Müller has recurrently integrated such objects into her exhibitions in various constellations. She carefully assembles the items of clothing, mindful of colours and patterns, sometimes including a rug or a scarf. Each ‘preparation’ is an image, or spans the area between image and sculpture, between surface and body – and between a formal, abstract sculpture and a possible reference to a real person, incident or place. The clothes can be identified socially, temporally and geographically; beneath the glass lie possible clues, fragments of stories, which the viewer discerns in the presence of his or her own image reflected in the glass. This exploration has to take place via the surface; touching or examining the objects more closely is impossible. The glass creates a boundary, and separates any traces of violent incidents from normality – but this boundary can rupture at any moment and abolish the division between past and present, between crime and the social contract.

On the walls around the floor installation hang five large-format black-and-white photographs behind glass, mounted on decorative wooden boards. The images show people hiding their faces from the camera; people who can’t see anything, but above all who don’t want to be photographed. Their clothing appears to come from the 1950s, and written markings at the edge of some of the photographs indicate archival origin. Müller did in fact find these pictures in archives; they show people in court or its immediate environs. The artist writes about their postures as follows: ‘The people are attempting, poignantly, to hide their identity behind bags, newspapers, pulled-up coats. They turn themselves away, contort themselves into strange choreographies, like figures in a social ballet.’ The faces concealed from the camera engage the eye, suggesting shame or fear. Taken together with the ‘preparations’ and their spectral hints of human presence, the question of culprit and victim arises, and that of the crimes that were committed here. In the juxtaposition of archive material and the ‘preparations’, which the artist relates to the photographs as the remnants of fictive stories, the further question arises as to the temporal context of the fictive or real occurrence. Are we looking at traces of the past that protrude into the present, perhaps elements of unsolved cases that should be reopened but won’t be brought to a close? The works bridge the temporal gap through the simultaneous presence in the exhibition space of documentary image and ‘preparation’, which belongs to the realm of the fictive. From the present, Jana Müller produces fragile, many-layered image-objects that tell of the fundamental instability of both past and present constellations. The installation thus comments of the sensationalism of the media and their consumers, and the transaction in acts of violence and private fates, which are marketed in headlines and reportage. The form of presentation of the photographs underlines their sensationalist overtones: the glass, the wood and the clips on the sides recall decorative frames, thus hinting at the voyeuristic interest in crime, the pleasure taken in gaping, scandal and getting the creeps.

Jana Müller’s works don’t deal with specific crimes or the relationship between good and evil, but with the potentially other, uncanny side of the normal. They create a stage for stories which take place in the imagination. The viewer becomes part of a narrative structure as soon as he or she enters the exhibition space. This is also referred to by the installation Sie irren sich [All are mistaken] (2011). A disconnected microphone on a stand is positioned in front of a picture frame; on the other side of the space there is a blue curtain. In the frame we see the reverse side of a highly enlarged playing card. The curtain remains closed, the microphone silent and the card face down – these various elements only begin to speak when the viewer enters the ‘stage’ and interpretively follows and advances Jana Müller’s options in relation to images, objects and gestures. The resulting stories are perhaps about the realms of the irrational, the suppressed and the disturbing – about subjective and collective fears, memories and fantasies which persist in the out-of-field and resist visual portrayal.

7 Jana Müller in an e-mail to Kathrin Meyer, 2.12.2012.

originally published in German as “Geschichten aus dem Off des Alltäglichen” in Jana Müller, So jung, so schön, so krimiwall (The Green Box Verlag, 2013). Translated by Michael Turnbull.
Almost a Love Letter
Josefina Sundblad

The fact remains, it is almost impossible to conceive the importance of a moment, an opportunity, a lesson, in the moment of its happening. The further from it you get and the more experiences you gain, the easier it will be to comprehend how much something, or someone impacted your life. The subtleties of what you learned.

I attended Studio Image in my fourth semester. I remember sitting at the project presentations convinced that I did not need to be there, since I had already decided (rationally) that Studio Space was next. I remember Eva, Giulia and German all standing in front of us. They took turns with the microphone and made their case. I was sold within seconds, my mind convinced. It wasn’t so much that I knew them or that I was overly tempted by the idea of studying image and video. I just remember reading the title of the semester project (which I hadn’t before) – VIOLENT IMAGES – and hearing them speak to us, the students, in a real and impactful way.

Well now, “If that isn’t for me” I thought – then I know nothing.

The representation of violence through images is a fact of our everyday lives, from the communication of daily news, to propaganda, to representations of historical events, video games, film, etc. Today, unfortunately, I cannot really recall the lectures, the talks, the jumps of comprehensiveness in theory and practice during the semester, too much time has passed since then. Let us just say that the topic goes further than just the inanimate artistic production of images in which violence is depicted, by this I mean that in the age of artistic production of images in which violence is expected, to generalize about this Studio. My experience and subsequent ideas are directly connected to the way in which things are or aren’t there, I arrived having just finished performance. What I had found in performance was a piece of string that I picked up and unconsciously decided to keep pulling at or following (metaphor it as you wish). I began a process that Stadler and others have described, like a small thing, but in the larger picture of a young student’s mind, the freedom to find oneself is critically necessary and they do it with finesse. Each Studio has its niche. Image and video is expected, yet in my case I was still immersed in the process I had just found and the idea of not following my own interests repulsed me. The artistic practice is a difficult one. The steps are not pre-chiseled and the background is just a reference point. What art is in this day and age is a question we will not be able to answer until enough time and space hasn’t passed, let us leave it to historians to name and categorize. Yet the professors at Studio Image are not just willing to open the topic to exploration but actively push the boundaries. They do not tell you what they believe but instead ask you to question collective wisdom. The most I could do was to try and stay true to my own interests (aka performance) regardless of what I was supposed to be interested in (aka image) just based on which studio I attended or not. In this case I was attracted to the topic, not to its form. They didn’t just allow other forms of representation to relate to the ideas and perspectives of others? They give you knowledge freely, but it is up to you to structure it within your own reality.

And that is, in my opinion, one of the wonderful qualities of this Studio. It is not even about guiding you, since guiding implies a pre-set idea of a direction. They listen and respond, propose and analyze with you. The team becomes them and you. I felt like we collaborated in the production of possibilities. They are professors who are also open to admitting when they made a mistake, and are not shy to enter heated discussions with their students. Within this team roles are taken: Duarte becomes your beacon of theory. Giulia becomes the pillar of practicality and presence. And Eva keeps it all together. A little bit of this and a little bit of that.

There are no wrong ideas, but potentially unfruitful processes. It is impossible to generalize about this Studio. My experience and ensuing ideas are directly connected to the way in which things are or aren’t there. I arrived having just finished performance. What I had found in performance was a piece of string that I picked up and unconsciously decided to keep pulling at or following (metaphor it as you wish). I began a process that Stadler and others have described, like a small thing, but in the larger picture of a young student’s mind, the freedom to find oneself is critically necessary and they do it with finesse.
but embraced and maybe even welcomed them. As a young person taking her first
steps into the so-called art world, having had three talented professors who allowed me
to explore freely was the best possible gift.

Violence seems to me a given character-
istic of the human experience, the idea
that we may somehow capture, retain, convey,
or represent an abstraction of something
that goes further than the act of violence itself
and touches a conceptual state is ironic and
confusing. Working through the connections
I was finding in their teaching, I came to the
naive conclusion that the topic was way to
wide for me to deal with alone. I therefore
made a leap of faith and decided to collaborate
with others, hoping that together we might
be able to work out what the representation
of violence is, has been, and could be to us,
umbly and simply with the knowledge at hand.

My project that semester was called
“Searching for Humans: real ones only: An
Open Art Collective”. Over the course of three
months a few random people who hadn’t
known each other previously began meeting
on a weekly basis for a few hours with the aim
of producing something together. To do so
we had to learn about each other, in a non-
competive, collaborative way. Each other was
unique in a way that we may not have been
aware of. What I came to learn about was that
we all had something to offer, had something
to contribute. At the end we performed a two-
hour improvisational theatrical performance
called Raw Exposition. What Matters, is all
they seem to be asking for. Which is not
a small ask, yet with patience, one step at a
time we may all wake up together.

This is starting to sound like a strange
love letter to a studio, I apologize for my mel-
ancholy, but alas.
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The exhibition, curated by Thomas Rietschel, challenges the concept of documentary photography and reflects on the need for different and diverse perspectives.

In the performance The Screaming Image (2020), Maximilian Pellizzari develops ideas that arose in Paradiso I (2018), which he created at Studio Image. Every word of Canto I of the Paradiso of the Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri was substituted by an image selected by an algorithm. In the The Screaming Image Pellizzari examines our use and perception of two different (inadequate) descriptive systems, revisiting a classic critique of photography and extrapolating it into a performative acoustic experience.

In her publication Immagini di repentorio, Sophia Rabbiosi demonstrates the importance of context for photographic images. She researched numerous different uses of a single stock image – in different contexts – overlaying the visual information to the point of unrecognisability.

In Il tempo per pensare, Adriana Ghimp explores the moments that arise between spoken words: a slight hesitation, a glance, a throat-clearing. She isolated these specific moments out of recorded conversations about the concept “belief” and recorded them in six video loops. In the exhibition the screens are arranged in a semi-circle, half surrounding the viewer. In the eponymous publication Ghimp visually contemplates the term “pensiero” (thought) and the time required to think.

In “Il tempo per pensare” Ghimp visually contemplates the term “pensiero” (thought) and the time required to think.

“The Vertigo of the New”, the last text in the volume, Giulia Cordin looks back at our very first semester. After six semesters with Studio Image, she reflects on the intriguing moment of a new beginning and connects it with her practice in book design.

The 1980s were an era of far-reaching reforms for North American museums. A legal framework was created for returning illegally acquired exhibits, new exhibition spaces were opened, and existing museums thoroughly revised their museological approach. In this context the “dioramas” on show in anthropological and natural history museums came in for fierce criticism. The Tuscarora Richard W. Hill Sr., who served as special assistant to the director of the National Museum of the American Indian in Washington, condemned them in no uncertain terms: “But the dioramas are in themselves a throwback to the old-style museums that freeze Indians in the past.” And: “Will museums forever associate Indians with dioramas containing life-size figures? Will museum visitors always expect to see casts of Indians next to the stuffed animals, mechanical dinosaurs and replicated fauna?”

Many museums began removing dioramas with representations of indigenous people during this period. For example, the New York State Museum in the state capital in Albany substituted new display cases for dioramas created between 1907 and 1917 by the anthropologist Arthur Parker – who was himself a member of the Seneca-Iroquois. It is now time to historicise this mode of presentation and to reinterpret its complexity and function: The contemporary museological debates and the persistence of the “diorama aesthetic” in contemporary art demand a comprehensive academic treatment.

The roots of the diorama, as a display case with objects and figures, lie in religious art – in particular Italy’s seventeenth-century Sacri Monti and eighteenth-century Neapolitan crèches. The term “diorama” was coined in 1822 by Louis Daguerre, from the Greek dia (through) and horo (to see). The word originally described the translucent canvases that Daguerre showed in Paris, where landscapes and other scenes were set in motion before the viewers’ eyes.

“Diorama” was also the name of the theatre built in Paris to show this attraction. The term came to be used more broadly after 1900, both in Europe and in the United States. In due course it was adopted by two different academic disciplines – anthropology and natural history – to describe museum installations that seek to create an illusionistic effect by presenting objects before a painted background. Dioramas are also political; firstly on account of their iconography, which is widely discussed in the scope of post-colonial studies, but also, as I will show in this contribution, on account of their materiality which both conditions their physical deterioration and permits them to be resisted and reused.

In the early 1980s, in parallel to the aforementioned museum reforms, the biologist and historian of science Donna Haraway proposed a critical reading of the habit dioramas in the American Museum of Natural History in New York. These displays had been created in the 1930s by the sculptor and taxidermist Carl Akeley, who was a friend and hunting companion of Theodore Roosevelt. Haraway describes taxidermy and photography as technologies serving the conservation ideal propagated by the museum: to conserve habitats and propagandas, critically analysing the roles of images in their social, political and cultural contexts. Concepts of authenticity and fake were studied with reference to historical and contemporary image narratives.
The Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center, which opened in 1998 in the US state of Connecticut, was an initiative of the government of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation. Like many US museums founded by activists it also shows dioramas, despite their widespread criticism. One of these is a life-like reconstruction of a Pequot village in which the visitor can walk around. The life of the Pequot prior to the arrival of the first settlers and the ensuing conflicts are addressed. Native Americans are not alone in employing immersive dioramas in alternative exhibition spaces. They also feature in the National Great Blacks In Wax Museum in Baltimore, a community museum founded in 1980 and dedicated exclusively to African Americans. One walk-in diorama shows a ship used to transport slaves. Other scenes address strategies of resistance by slaves. In the museum basement a remarkable representation of a lynching is followed by a reconstruction of a contemporary street scene.

Why do some museums in the United States that are run by indigenous and African American community groups still employ dioramas despite the criticism that they tend to freeze such communities in the reconstructed epoch or place? Various forms can be distinguished: dioramas with painted backdrops are viewed from the front, frequently behind glass. There are also encased dioramas that can be viewed from all sides, offering different perspectives. And thirdly, immersive, walk-in ensembles have appeared especially since the 1990s.

This contextual effect raises questions: Is the diorama an empty, apolitical form that can serve any chosen purpose? Has a defined “grammar of the diorama” been used for more than a century by different groups – academics, activists or artists? Whether walk-in or not, dioramas are usually rectangular in shape and square, framed by glass. Something remains in the dark; the only light source emanates from the installation itself. Many, although not all, dioramas are protected behind glass. The background landscape and the arrangement of figures create perspectival depth. Finally, there are different entangled life-size historical examples, but also miniature versions where the viewer looks down on and dominates the scene.

Museums that show dioramas combine within one space times and places that are essentially incompatible, because dioramas are a form of representation and simulation, while sometimes permitting contact and immersion. Additionally they present fragments of material culture in ways that shape the historical image, as was the case with the overwhelming majority of the anthropological dioramas created in the nineteenth century in Europe. At the Paris world’s fair in 1889, for example, the section on Gaul featured dioramas dedicated especially to the early history. The archaeologist Salomon Reinach described this show as the “museum green.” At the same time the Musée du Trocadéro showed dioramas in the Salle de France illustrating the lives of groups living far from the urban centres, such as Breton peasants. In Scandinavia the local population was presented in typical national interiors. But dioramas also contributed to the construction of the primitive: the first anthropological displays presenting Africans as backward and primitive appeared in London’s Crystal Palace in 1851. And not least, dioramic representations constructed “regimes of historicity” as described by François Hartog, by placing living ethnicities in an imagined past. For example in post-colonial studies, Cf. Pauline Waksahm, Taxidermic Signs: Reconstructing Aboriginality (Minneapolis and London, 2008).
example since 1964 the Museo Nacional de Antropología de Mexico has presented contemporary indigenous groups in dioramas that place them entirely in the past. From 1850 the diorama became established as an indispensable museum exhibition form. It was omnipresent in the new museologies, first in Europe, then also in the United States, in Latin America and in the Middle East. Anthropological dioramas of the kind introduced by the German anthropologist Franz Boas around 1900 in New York are not only representative of the hyperreality described by Umberto Eco.

For almost two centuries dioramas have been producing the past in museums. At the same time they are material spaces that can be viewed and entered. Their material life is characterised by reshappings that determine their meaning and function depending on the respective exhibition context. All too often described by museologists, art scholars and film historians as “windows” on nature or into a remote and alien world, the diorama is in reality an explicitly material construction that the viewer is able to appropriate bodily.


“Complexity is the totality of possibilities that can occur.” – Niklas Luhmann

Under the title [An-]sichten, the Art Foundation DZ BANK presents biennial exhibitions realized by personalities from different disciplines, alternating with the exhibition of works associated with the fellowship stipend.

What intrigues us is the glimpse of a perspective other than that of art history, the gaze of people who move in contexts all their own. At the same time, we are all participants in our time and our society. We have access to the same information and move through the same environment. Yet each of us perceives a different version of this reality and develops different points of view that engage and mold us.

Our initial conversations with Thomas Rietzschel, former president of the Academy of Music and Performing Arts in Frankfurt am Main, whom we were able to convince to put together an exhibition from our collection, took place during the election campaign in the USA. The way in which this presidential campaign was waged deeply disturbed Rietzschel. He wanted to confront the battle cry of fake news, which Donald Trump sent into the world, with the question of what reality actually is, how it comes about and who defines it. Can we really simply proceed from Ludwig Wittgenstein’s famous phrase: “The world is all that is the case”? Is this not where questioning begins? Doesn’t the German word for “reality” — “Wirklichkeit” also contain “the work” and “to act,” just as the Latin term actualitas on which it is based also contains the act (actus)? And what does it mean when this acting is reflected in the media? How do we deal with such forms of reporting? When does a one-sided representation of reality begin to turn into deliberate false reporting, and what consequences does this have — additionally and especially in a political context?

These considerations were followed by a very personal selection of photographic works of art, each of which in turn reflects an artist’s very personal outlook. The outlooks expressed in the work, in turn, encounter the viewer’s own subjective perspective. The result of this “polylogue” is thus precisely the opposite of what Donald Trump propagates: a reality generated by power relations. Instead, the divergence leads to a contingency and thus to the possibility of recognizing and respecting the complexity of perspectives and opinions instead of negating them and declaring them a lie, and as a result, unreal.

Photography plays a special role in the question of the “power of images.” Since its beginnings, photography has been (and still is) considered a medium that is able to depict reality in a seemingly unadulterated way. The reason for this lies in its technical mode of production and its reproducibility, which seem to exclude a genuinely individual creation. This applies to all areas of photography, from so-called press and documentary photography, which still most closely approaches to the medium. The latter seem to enjoy the most freedom.

After sifting through the collection and searching for the right images for him, Rietzschel decided to make the work “Exposure #56, NYC, 428 Broome Street, 06.05.08, 1:42 p.m.” from 2008 by Barbara Probst the central motif. In it, the artist shows a scene that was photographed simultaneously from ten different perspectives with the help of ten cameras distributed around the room. This multiple view of one and the same scene, however, by no means
conveys the impression of a comprehensive approach to reality. On the contrary, the diversity of the images, some of which are cropped to reveal only small parts of the set, gives the viewer the impression that crucial areas necessary for grasping the entirety of what is happening are missing. As more perspectives are offered, the observer becomes more and more distant from the one reality.

Another early choice was the work “Büro” by Thomas Demand, which refers to a photograph that passed through the daily press on February 15, 1990, before the official end of the GDR. It is supposed to present an office in the Ministry of State Security, a city office that Demand had stormed and apparently ransacked the files. It is impossible to tell whether these were files that the Stasi still wanted to destroy or records that were intended to document the workings of the Ministry for State Security at the time. Moreover, the reproduction of that document made in this interior in 1995, only blank sheets of paper can be seen. It is therefore not about what was actually found, but about the image itself, which has entered the collective memory and with which every viewer associates something different: be it a fear of discovery, rage in the face of spying, or joy at the end of a government whose goal had been to impose a collective perception of reality on its citizens.

Gradually, other works were added that in very different ways reflect artists’ disparate approaches to the creation of a photograph and repeatedly challenge the viewer to examine and question his or her own point of view.

Barbara Klemm was the news photographer for the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung from 1970 to 2005 and accompanied its journalists on countless assignments during this time. Her photography represents an attempt to capture the events of the time in pictures. She herself emphasizes time and again that she is not an artist. Her gaze, however, and the selection of her motifs as well as the degree of abstraction inherent in the photographs, is inextricably linked to the particularity, consolidation, construction, and the constitution of meaning, the consistency of the formulation of what a photograph can only ever be: A specific view of reality.

To create a link between supposedly documentary and artistic photography, we proposed a new acquisition for the exhibition *Ansichten*. Michael Schäfer is an artist dedicated to the processing of images that we seem to know from the media—be it the newspaper, television, the Internet. He restages them or combines them with his own photographs and in this way questions their truthfulness. In addition, he superimposes the images, most of which come from war regions, with subjective everyday situations, both the document and the staging in completely new contexts.

The images of horror gain a new intensity. In Klemm’s works it becomes unmistakably clear that an author can develop a great personal visual language even when documentary photography and its use must be fundamentally questioned. As the photographer, artist, author, and exhibition organizer Reinhard Matz explains, the term “documentary” was coined in photography in the 1920s and initially characterized an artistically motivated form of social observation. Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, Russell Lee, Arthur Rothstein, and Ben Shahn, among others, that saw itself as committed to the task of using photography “to confront relatively affluent city dwellers with the poverty of the rural poor and to create something like an ‘American community consciousness.’” These photographs all exhibit highly individual styles. In German translation, on the other hand, the term documentary photography is used to refer to all areas in which “what is the purpose of recording it and to create something like an ‘American community consciousness.’” Thus photographers have become ascribed a deictic function.

Photography’s meaning, Reinhard Matz continues, is, however, never exhausted “in its analogous moments to the given reality, the movement in humans (and animals), the motif is abstracted in its further use and in the end serves merely as a cultural cross-reference within the exhibition landscape.

Massimo Cacciari, philosopher and mayor of Venice until 2010, underlines the degree of abstraction inherent in photography. “The ‘photographic’ is not a duplication of reality, but the embodiment of the utter impossibility of its duplication.” What “is most disturbing about photography is its absolute abstraction, is that it is in no way a duplication of what is, but rather presents a new reality.” In each successive processing of the woman descending the stairs, a different, new reality is expressed.

Perhaps Lawler’s image could even be read as photography’s superiority over painting, insofar as the artist begins with a photograph as a pioneer of photographic technique and ends with her own photograph. From a temporal perspective, painting would thus only be a moment in the artistic development of a motif.

All the pictures in this exhibition question our perception in manifold ways by constructing confusing images of reality that make us doubt. What is right? What is wrong? For the viewer this form of questioning no longer seems appropriate. Instead, we return in our perception to a reassurance of ourselves: Where are we? How do we perceive? From this immediate disparity and in dialogue with the images or with other visitors, it is a matter of constantly re-examining and changing our subjective perception. “Roland Barthes saw [...] the consternation caused by an unintentional feature in the photograph as proof that photography, in its very essence, is nothing other than pure analogy of contingent reality.” (Andreas Haus) With this feature, the image becomes more and more distanced from the role of a document that today we use photographs as evidence of reality in order to deny ourselves the complexity of life. An image is supposed to convey simplified reality—and therefore we simply like to believe in this image.

The risk here is that, despite all contingency, political and social decisions require agreement. For the basis of this agreement, essentially only one thing is important: that people are not misled in their perception of reality. And that means allowing other points of view and arguments to have an impact and to be effective, instead of simply dismissing them as fake news. It is about a basic agreement with regard to a many-sidedness of perspectives that can be applied to life, to politics, to the personal situation; a basic agreement that also allows for errors and makes mistakes correctable.

It is therefore up to each viewer to change their own vantage point in front of the images many times. In so doing, they take us by the hand and show us the way into the reality of multiple points of view.
The performance *The Screaming Image II* connects online images to the spoken word and seeks to highlight how they affect meaning and change our perception of words. The image “screams” into spatial and aural dimensions, influencing the subject’s ability to communicate according to their intentions. Every word spoken by the performer is recognised by a speech-to-text system (Google API) and searched online in Google Images. The resulting images are projected simultaneously with the performance, creating a juxtaposition of spoken word and image. Each image also emits a sound at the moment it is projected, generated as follows: A program scans the image from left to right, extrapolating data from the pixel composition and colour distribution that is then used to modulate fifteen sine curves and thus generate an improvised musical composition. The performer plays a role, but may improvise according to the projected images.

Performance, c. 10'
Programmers: Daniel Morandini, Andrea Kaus
Sound designer: Zeno Lösch

Initially conceived as part of the bachelor dissertation *L’immagine discorsiva: Riflessioni tra oralità e immagini digitali*.
Supervisors: Italo Zuffi and German Duarte.
Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Faculty of Design and Art, Curriculum in Art.

*The Screaming Image II*, 2021
Performed in August 2021 during DenkMalFest, BASIS Vinschgau Venosta, Silandro/Schlanders, Italy.
Realised with the support of BASIS Vinschgau Venosta and with the contribution of the Autonomous Province of Bolzano - Department for Italian Culture.

Video stills from a documentation video produced by Matthias Lintner.
Immagini di repertorio (Stock images) analyses the use of stock images by news channels and aims to provoke, tease and make us question the way we perceive information. How come we are so sceptical about what we read or hear, but allow ourselves to be deceived and manipulated so easily by the images that illustrate the news?

Echoing the way an image is used and reused to portray different events, the image reproduced in the publication has been repeatedly printed and scanned until the subject, and therefore the message, has become almost unrecognisable: it has been consumed.
4. **Botte da orbi in Ucraina:**
folle rissa in strada tra tifosi di Metalist e Dinamo Kiev (VIDEO)

Le immagini che state per vedere non hanno nulla a che fare con il calcio, eppure sulle strade ucraine le tifoserie di Metalist e Dinamo Kiev, in occasione del match di campionato tra le suddette squadre, si sono letteralmente picchiate e dovete come peggio non si può.
Ecco lo sconvolgente video: https://youtu.be/EnA8OzxpvH1

http://www.calcioweb.eu/

---

20. **San Marco in Lamis, maxi rissa in paese dopo i funerali di Luigi e Aurelio: 13 arresti**
Il violento litigio consumato a suon di mazze in ferro, è avvenuto esattamente a cento metri dalla chiesa dove mezz'ora prima si erano tenuti i funerali dei fratelli Luciani.

Sono i terribili contorni del violento litigio divampato ieri nel paese garganico dove sono state arrestate ben 13 persone, tra i 30 ed i 50 anni, con l'accusa di rissa aggravata a lesioni e denunciate 5 donne. I protagonisti hanno riportato lievi ferite giudicate guaribili in pochi giorni.

http://www.ilmattinodifoggia.it/
Il tempo per pensare
Adriana Ghimp

The video work, whose title translates as “time to think”, presents six conversations on belief. The artist’s six interlocutors appear on the screens, each caught in the moment just before the words came out of their mouth. These conversations explore the interviewees’ thoughts and feelings about their belief, seeking privileged access to their state of mind. The work captures mental states and moments of insight associated with interruptions in mental focus.

The publication is conceived as a further reflection on the power of thought, on the time it requires, and on its manifestations. On the cover appears the etymological definition of the word “piensiero” (thought). It derives from the Latin pensum, which was the quantity of wool a Roman slave was required to spin in a day. Pensum is thus associated with acts through which the soul perceives, considers, reflects, observes, imagines, remembers, judges, reasons.

Six video loops, 46’00”
Hand-bound book, 21 × 26 cm
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Fake for Real 2017/18
The Vertigo of the New

Giulia Cordin

A subtle sense of vertigo accompanies the layout of a new book. The electricity of the nascent, forms as yet undefined. As the designer you have materials, a goal, an exchange of ideas, and – if you are lucky – a free hand to interpret, to decide how the elements will be distributed on the page. Design and content must dovetail perfectly. Countless variations can be imagined: although there are shared tools, established rules and criteria, and a standard rational aspect, the execution remains a matter of personal interpretation. The content itself is a source of inspiration. Sometimes the conditions are the idea.

“Page 1” of Studio Image is dated October 2017. After more than fifteen years offering only design, the Faculty of Design and Arts added a specific art curriculum. By institutional necessity, its structure echoed its precursor – the project-based studio, the opportunity to explore different artistic media over the course of four semesters, the blending of complementary practices within a studio – but still offered ample room for freedom and exploration.

The beginning of Studio Image was also a moment of vertigo, excitement, novelty. And a fortuitous encounter. The curriculum included photography and video, with media theory and visual communication modules. This is where the pieces had to dovetail: Eva and practioners who question the role of images. Beate Gütschow was our first guest. And a fortuitous encounter. The curriculum included photography and video, with media theory and visual communication modules. This is where the pieces had to dovetail: Eva as a renowned photographer with experience in both the media and art worlds; German, a film editor with a Ph.D. in media theory; and me, an editorial designer, returning from an artistic residency in the Netherlands. Three paths that met, three practices that had to be integrated.

It took time to get to know each other, to refine the spaces, to understand the peculiarities. What could we offer collectively? Studio Image was born as a generous and experimental project, enjoying freedom to explore; sometimes intuitively finding successful paths, sometimes risking and failing.

But always starting from the lessons of failure, striking out anew.

Studio Image has quickly become a space for developing theses and putting them to the test. That certainly applies to the students, but it is also a continuous process of self-discovery for us teachers. Constantly renegotiating inputs, the ways in which we transmit and share knowledge, the methods we use to work and discuss together. Things are not right or wrong, they need to be examined closely, from different perspectives, from inside, and discussed. A maieutic method, always striving for constructive dialogue, always trying to grasp the essence, ensuring the foundations are solid.

Fake for Real was Studio Image’s first try-out, in the aftermath of Brexit and Trump. We decided to cross-fertilise our different perspectives and practices, deploying practice and theory in parallel, 2-D and 3-D, outcome and conceptual framework. The topic of fake news and propaganda lent itself to questioning the tools of visual communication; the process of shaping the message inevitably involves interpretation. As the Hungarian architect and thinker Yona Friedman said, describing an event in language reshapes the event itself. In the first weeks of the course we interrogated formats and messages, seeking a clearer awareness of the elements, meanings and fields of application of different visual techniques. This investigation was echoed and reflected in similar explorations in all the modules.

Just as books are given titles, Eva likes to give names to our formats, perhaps to make them more appealing, more likely to acknowledge their presence, their place in the overall discourse. “Collateral” is the weekly film programme, connecting to the topic at hand. Or “Image Workers”, our programme of guest lectures by professionals and practitioners who question the role of images. Beate Gütschow was our first guest. She spent an afternoon at the university with us, challenging our ideas about the construction of images. Always looking to expand, to multiply the perspectives, access points, stimuli, readings.

We wanted to offer students the opportunity to test their ideas and work by exploring different formats. One of these is the end-of-semester exhibition, the GOG. So they know from the outset that their work will be displayed. And in parallel they each develop a publication. Not a catalogue, not a documentation, but exploring how a publishing project in the broadest sense can integrate, extend, connect with the work itself in a dialogue of references. Students were free to interpret this according to their individual needs: the publication can take the form of a book, or a hybrid digital object, a site, a poster, a manual, even a blanket.

The objective always remains the same: to articulate the project coherently, making use of different formats. As it turned out, this worked well and was repeated in the following semesters, even through the difficulties and remote learning formats of the pandemic.

Fake for Real was a bit like the vertigo induced by the blank page of a new layout. It was chapter one, where we laid the groundwork and set the “master page”, the template. Other chapters have been added over the years, each time a new theme with new students, each time reinventing and rethinking: how to shape the pages, how to organise the layout, how to shape the next volume. Or the next Studio. Then as now always poised on the next blank page. Awaiting discovery. Between vertigo and excitement.
Eva Leitolf is an artist who loves to work with young art makers. In 2019 she was appointed tenured Professor of Fine Arts and head of Studio Image at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. Critical examination of the practices of image production and contextualisation is a central thread running through all of her work, which explores contested societal phenomena such as colonialism, racism and migration. Her works have been shown at international institutions including Savvy Contemporary in Berlin, the Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich, the Hamburger Kunsthalle, the Sprengel Museum in Hannover, the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, the KunstHausWien in Vienna, the National Gallery of Kosovo in Pristina and the DePaul Art Museum at the University of Chicago.

Giulia Cordin is a designer, researcher and educator with a focus on communication and editorial design. She currently teaches at Studio Image in the Major in Art at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, and at the Universität für künstlerische und industrielle Gestaltung Linz (Austria) as adjunct lecturer in Visual Communication. She has worked as a graphic designer for the publishing house Rorhof and has been artist in residence at the Jan van Eyck Academie in Maastricht. She is on the editorial board of Progetto Grafico and collaborates with Museion, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Bolzano.

Sara Benaglia is a visual researcher and curator of the non-profit space BACO (Base Arte Contemporanea Odierna). She writes essays and interviews on the relationship between art and politics with a feminist and decolonial approach. She collaborates with the magazines ATPdiary, Doppiozero and Art e Dossier. Her most recent publications are The Mobility of the Matrix (Lubrina Editore, 2021) and Metafotografia(3) (Skinnerboox, 2021).


Barbara Casavecchia is a freelance writer, independent curator and educator based in Milan, where she teaches at Brera art academy. Contributing editor for Frieze, her features and essays – often focused on Italian contemporary art, visual cultures, and feminisms – have appeared in Art Agenda, Art Review, D/La Repubblica, Flash Art, Kaleidoscope, Mousse, Nero, South/documenta 14, Spike, among others, as well as in several artist books and catalogues. She is currently the curator of the research platform The Current III, “Mediterraneans: ‘Thus Waves Come in Pairs’ (after Etel Adnan)” by TBA21-Academy.

Miro Craemer is an artist and social designer. His interdisciplinary actions, performances and film projects combine textile elements, movement, writing and sound, social aspects and active audience involvement. He initiated the experimental art education programme TOGETTHERE at the Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich and publishes the magazine MAG - Museum and Social Change. In 2020, he began managing the mim | Raum für Kultur, an offspace for art and design in Munich.

Catherine David began her career as a curator at the French National Museum of Modern Art in the 1980s. In her work with documenta X and Witte de With she endeavoured to create a conversation between the audience and the artists’ ideas, creativity and processes. Her highly acclaimed and controversial Contemporary Arab Representations encouraged an invaluable exchange between the Arab world and the Western art world.

Discipula is a collective operating in the field of contemporary visual research. It was founded in 2013 by Marco Paltrinieri, Mirko Smerdel and Tommaso Tanini. Discipula works across a range of practices and focuses on the role and uses of images in the contemporary mediascape. The collective understands images as political and economic tools whose ambiguous nature can be controlled to bring about shifts in the perception of reality. Discipula’s work have been exhibited at Centre Photographie Geneva, Fotomuseum Winterthur, FORMAT Festival (Derby), Kunsthalle Budapest and Tokyo Institute of Photography.
German A. Duarte is a media theorist, filmmaker, film editor, curator of video and media studies at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. His research interests include the history of media, film history, cognitive cultural economy and philosophy.

Chiara Duchi is an artist. She studied at the trilingual Faculty of Arts and Design at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. She is currently conducting research on the construction of the subject in online profiling processes, within the Master of Art Research and Media Theory programme at the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Karlsruhe. She makes art in cyberspace, mainly through a philosophical approach. Her kaleidoscopic interests merge into one another, embracing curiosity, open-mindedness, and vulnerability.

Lukas Einsele explores social, political and humanitarian issues in his long-term projects, using artistic research and documentary strategies mainly based on photographic media, video, performance. His works have been exhibited at Witte de With Center Rotterdam, Haus Esters Krefeld, Casino Luxembourg, Umé Museum, UN New York, Fotomuseum Winterthur, several Goethe Institutes and many other international institutions.

Noémie Étienne is professor of art history at the University of the Arts Berlin. Her research focuses on contemporary art, specifically in the new ethics of photography in the twenty-first centuries, curatorial practice, and the self-image of the museum as an institution. She is an editor for Neural (as co-editor with Patrizia Violi, Il Mulino, 2020) and Dan Rees and Adrian Paci. His publications include Toniolo, Vitali, and Vitali, Time Magazine, and the Photoforum Pasquart Biel/Bienne (2017).

Mauro Zanchi is an art critic, curator and essayist. He is has been director of the temporary museum BACO (Bolzano Art Center) and a co-founder of Transmedia Storytelling (as co-editor with Patrizia Violi, Il Mulino, 2020) and Dan Rees and Adrian Paci. His publications include Mattresses, images with a particular focus on money, algorithms and art. His research is at the intersection of digital cultures and cultural economies with a particular focus on money, algorithms and art. He is an editor for Neural magazine and was the founding editor-in-chief of Hyperallergic, a position he held from 2009–2017. O’Dwyer has published extensively on digital cultures, digital value and digital art in both academic and public spheres. Her books include a book for Verso: Tokens: How Platforms are Transforming the Future of Money (spring 2023).

What Hipsters Can Learn from the Future of Work (spring 2023). Luiza Pisetta studied contemporary art at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, including an exchange semester in Jerusalem and various volunteer experiences in challenging countries. Her artistic training in two frontier cities led her to develop a critical, fantastical and other-worldly view of the world, where she has investigated mainly through sound. She is currently studying in the master’s programme Arts in Applied Cultural Studies at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano. She is an art historian, curator and essayist. He is in the collections of institutions including the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., as well as numerous private collections.

Edel Rodriguez is a Cuban American artist who has exhibited internationally with shows in Los Angeles, Toronto, New York, Dallas, Philadelphia and Spain. Inspired by personal history, religious rituals, politics, memory and nostalgia, his bold, figurative works are an examination of identity, cultural displacement, and mortality. Rodriguez has received commissions from clients including The New York Times, Time Magazine, The New Yorker and many others. Rodriguez’s artwork is in the collections of institutions including the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C., as well as numerous private collections.

Daniele Salerno has a doctorate in Semiotic Studies (University of Bologna) and is a Skolodeskows-Curie postdoctoral researcher at Utrecht University in the project Memorights – Cultural Memory in LGBTQ Activism for Rights. Salerno’s publications include Terrorism, Memory, and the Uncanny: Aesthetic Interventions in Contemporary Photography (De Gruyter, 2021). She is currently starting a new research project entitled “The Art of the Anthropological (De Gruyter, 2021). She is currently starting a new research project entitled “The Art of the Anthropological
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